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Abstract

Ilhe purpose of this research was to study the relationship between the

hearing impaired child's fatily environment and his or her academic

achievement: The research problem was derived from a consideration of both

press-needs theory and a'social learning theory of family environments.

- -

Within this framework, family environment iS,Considered one of the most

pervasive influences on a child's development, and tpeCifiC chaLcteristics

the family are believed to effect certain cognitive and affeCtiVe child

outcomes.

Through focused interviews of 124 families with hearing impaired 9.5 to

of

13 year -olds; this re,ga ch examined'what parents do with their children; hOW

they interact (the social-psychological fiily environment) as well as certain

status characteristics in relation to their childrens' academic achievement;

,4*e
Specifically, the study addressed six problems: 1) the ut4erlying

constructs of the family environment of hearing impaired children; 2) the

effe-ct of differences in family socio-economic levels, sex, ordinal position,

fatily size, I.Q., type student, and communication mode in school on the

Strength of the relationship between the family environment and academic

achievement; 3) the relationship of the underlying constructs of the family

environment and academic achievement of hearing impaired children; 4) the

relatiOnship of demographic classification variables and academic achievement

Of hearing impaired children; 5) the relatiOnthip Of faMily environment

constructs and academic achievement compared to the relationship of

demographic variables and academic achievement of hearing impaired children;

and 6) the differences in family learning environments oflheating impaired and

hearing children;
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Purpose and Rationale

Studies of school learning of the past twenty-five years have demon-

strated that'the major variable that explains Much of the differencein the

achievement, interest and attitudes of the students is their home environment;

Variation among the teachers, the curricula and the schools is relatively

small when Compared to the differences among the home environments (Coleman,

1966; ow en, 1967; Bloom, 1974; Walker, 1976). The purpose of this study of

family learning environments for deaf children was to demonstrate 'the re-

lationship between the deaf child's social-psychological family_ environment

and his/her academic achievement and affective development.

Family environment research that considers both global classificatory

variables, such as social status indicators and sex, as well as refined

.

social-psychological measures, such as a parent's aspirations for-their child,

has pra ovided information on how specific characteristics of the home-and

family relate to the child's cognitiv-e abilities and affective character-

istics. Studies in the area of families-as learning environments have,

therefore; become more sensitive and valid and hold greater promise of having

diagnostic value for the practitioner or policy- maker:

Family environment research of this nature did not exist in the

literature on the development of hearing impaired children's cognitive and

affective behaviors. It was proposed that the inclusion in the family of a
1

child with early profound hearing impairment is related to a family learning

environment for the child unlike that of the hearing child's, and that the

deaf child's learning environment is related to differences in the child's

cognitive and affective development.
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The notion of the impact of early childhood deafness on' the faMily is not

Feilendorf and Harrow (1970) clearly describe.the struggles,of hearing

parents of _deaf Children who may be unable to accept the diagnosis and

consequently, suffer great anxiety and sorrow. Meadow and Trybus (1,979) go'

farther--they propose that the prevalence and the nature of emotional/

behavioral disturbances observed in-deaf children euggest.that tbe impact of

deafneEis on the home environment is significant and creates patterns of

parental behaviors detrimental to the child's develdpment.

Theoretical_Fram--,ewori

The theoretical positions constructed by Lewin (1934), Murray (1938) and

Bloom (1964) formthe conce tua basis for this study. Lewin's work in the

area of personality stresse the need to understand behavior (B) es an outcome

of the relationship between the person (P) and his/her environment (E), or

Biif(P,E). Murray furthlr proposed that an environment has .a directional

tendency in that it canlie classified as harmful or beneficial as it effects

the person. Murray's framework is called the press of the environmen and has

both a qualitative and quantitative aspect. *Bloom provided much of he

impetus for educational research on family social-psychologica env onments.

He conceptualized and defined the total environment surroun

as being composed of several sub-environments. To understa t development

-
Of a particular characteristic of an individual, then* Blot= proposed that tfie

research task was to identify and measure that'sub-environment of press

variables whiCh potentially is related to the characteristic.
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Review of_SPlectPd Literature

The family environment research in the educational literature drawing

from this theoretical position and having the most bearing on this study is

the work done by Marjoribanks (1979) and the earlier research'of Dave (1963),

Wolf (1964) and Hess, Shipman, Brophy and Bear (1968).

The study of the effects of the home environment on academic achievement

by Dave (1963) and on intelligence by Wolf (1964) began with the premise that

it is what the parents do rather than their socio-economic status or ethnicity

that accounts for these outcomes in their children. On the basis of the

literature, Dave hypothesized that the hOme environment relevant to edu-

cational achievement might be studied in terms of the following home environ-

mental variables:

1. Achievement press

2. Language models

3, Academic= guidance

4. Activeness of the family

5; Intellectuality in the home

6; Work habits of the family;

These variables were'each broken down into specific process character-

istics which defined and delineated the variable; Then sets of interview

questions were constructed for each characteristic; On a nine point scale;

ratings were made on the baSis of interview and observational data for each

characteristic following specified criteria for evaluation; A list of the

variables and their process' characteristics follows.

13



Achievement press

A. Parental aspirations for the education of the-child
4zczmi,

b. Parents own aspirations

c. Parents' interest in academic achievement

d. Social press for academic achievement

e. Standards of reward for educational attainment

f. Knowledge of the educational progress of the child

g. Preparation and planning for t e attai cent of educational goals.
.

2. Languagemodsls

a; Quality of the language usage the parents

b. Opportunities for the enlarg ment and use of vocabulary and

sentence patterns

c. Keenness of th' parents for correct arM effective language usage

3. Academic uidan e

a. Availability of guidance on matters relating to school work

b. Quality of uidance on matters relating to school work

c. Availability and use of materials and facilities related to

school learning

4. Activeness of the family

a The extent and content of the indoor activities of the family

b. The extent and content of the outdoor activities during weekends

and vacations

c. Use of TV4and such other midis

d. Use of books, periodical literature, library and such other

facilities

14
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a. Nature and quality of toys, games, and hobbies made available to

;ppthe child

b. Opportunities for thinking and imagination in daily activities

6. Work habits in the family

a; Degree of structure and routine in the home management

b; Preference for educational activities over other pleasurable

things

When an overall index of the home environment was correlated with the

results of a fourth grade battery of achievement, tests (Metropolitan) the

relationship was found to be very high (+.80). Generally, the correlations

were highest with tests of word knowledge and lowest with spelling and

arithmetic computation. These results suggest that the home has greatest

influence on language development and general ability to learn and least

-influence on specific skills primarily taught in school such as spelling and

eomputation.

The Dave and Wolf studies have been replicated in a number of other

countries and cultural settings with very similar findings (e.g., Dyer, 19.67;

Kellaghan, 1977; Marjoribanks, 1979). In addition, the research that followed

built on their approach and further developed and refined their conception of

the environment. Overall, this line of research demonstrated that parents

with different levels of education; income or occupational status do provide

stimulating homg environments which encourage and support the child's

learning;

Over the years research on family environment and learning has resulted

in increasingly more precise outcomes as it moved beyond using primarily

1
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socialeconotic status indices to represent the home environment. At the same

time, however, many of the'studies have been limited by restrictions in

methodology, e.g., single sex samples, samples from one ethnic group, and

-statistical techniques--Inkperhaps the most complete presentation of the

major research in family learning environments, Marjoribanks.(1979) described

the effects of these limitations and reviewed research; including his own

extensive work; that has attempted to go beyond these restrictions to achieve

more accurate observations of the interactions and characteristics of the

family that account for children's academic and cognitive behavior.

Two of Marjoribanks' studies will be summarized here. Wanting to test

for possible interaction and curvilinear relations between the variables,

Marjoribanks (1979) used a regression model to generate regression surfaces

examine the proposition that family social status is related to children's

schoolrelated outcomes at different levels of refined family environment

measures. Included in the results of the regression surface analyses was the

finding that at each social status level, increases in family environment are

associated with sizeable increases in intelligence scores and also English

achievement scores; and at each level of family environment, changes in social

status are associated with changes in English achievement.

In a path analysis study, Marjoribanks (1979) examined the effects of the

family's socialpsychological environment on achievement aid affective

outcomes when measures of social status, previous achievement; intelligence;

peergroup orientations, and teacher attitudes are included in the analysis;

The dominant variables influencing academic achievement were intelligence;

reading and parents' aspirations, with teacher attitudes operating for the

16



younger (7-year-old) group. For the 8 and 11-year-olds, reading was a

relatively more important influence on the academic outcome in the girls'

samples, while intelligence and parents' aspirations were more important
_

variables for boys than for girls.

Throughout Marjoribanks' analyses it is shown that there exists a complex,

network of interrelated family environment variables that are associated with

children's academic and cognitive performance. Further, the family

environment, variables which are related to children's school performance are

associated also with the psychological or "person" variables of the children:

the individual's intelligence, attitudinal and personality characteristics as
4

well as prior academic achievement levels..

,Apart from the studies focusing primarily on mother-child interaction
is

represented best by the work of Schlesinger and Meadow (19,72) and those

grivestigating segments of the family environment, e.g., Greenberg (1980);

there has been virtually no effort to systematically observe the impact

deaf child on the family. Because of a lack of information about the

relationships between deaf children as family members and the family learning

environment, explanations of differences fond between deaf children with

hearing parents and deaf children with deaf parents must be made cautiously

,(Moores, 1982). _Fltr example, the consistent finding that the periormance of

deaf children w4h deaf parents is superior to that of deaf children with

hearing parents on academic achievement, social development and English

language measures (e.g., Meadow, 1968) cannot be explained by the parents' use

of sign language. Certainly other factors should be considered as potential

predictors of this comparatively,superior performance by deaf children with

4



deaf parents: the reduction of the traumatic reaction to deafness that

effects the parents' relationship to the child, and the likelihood that these

parents interact with their deaf child in ways consistent with behavior of
._;

o

parents of normally hearing children.

Family environment research examining the_ relationship between social-

psychological family environment variables, social status indicators; family

structure variables and chfldrns' school and affective behavior holds promiSe

as a model for the study of deaf children and thar families and fills a void

regarding how we might conceptualize the effects of the handicapping conditiOp

-\on the development of the deaf child. On the basis of the literature; it was

suggested that the socialpsycholOgical environment measure for deaf children

should include a variable, thus, process characteristics for parents' inte-

gration of "hearing impairment" into the hose. The thrust of this theoretical

framework is toward conceptualizing the state of early profound bearing

impairment as a discrete array-of experiences -- interactions between person and

environment-1nd patterns of experiences that can ,be examined in relation to

the effects they have on the deaf child's behavior;

Definitions of Key Concepts

Environment:

The conditions, processes and external stimuli that impinge on the

individual and interact with him/her. This definition is dtrived from the

meaning of the environment as conceived by Bloom (1964) and discussed earlier.

The concept of th environment in this study includes living beings as well as

physical objects and occurrences. The environment's boundaries are determinedY.
by the extent of active interaction between the person the outside world.

2
.

we"+..-

18
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learnin&_env-i-ronmen

-Those conditions; fOrces, processes and social-psychological stimuli of

the total environment in the home which affect the academic achievement of the

child. While the.learning enviro nt may be present in the school, in the

classroom, in the home and also in the community, the home produces the first;

and probably most insistent and subtle influence on the child. This study

focused entirely on the home. The learning environment (perhaps it could be

described as the "academic achievement" environment) in the home was

considered as a specific sub-component of the total environment in the home.

Academic achievement:

The child's performance on the different academic subjects in the school.

The performance is generally estimated by a suitable battery of standardized

achievement tests--to insure uniformity and reliability. The academic

achievement is considered an index of the chil 's educational behavior.

Environmental process variables and proces characteristics:

As discussed earlier, the learning environment in the home is described-
.

in terms of the specific processes, interactions and forces, and not social

status characteristics. These are called the\environmental process variables.
4. .. c

They are obtained from the theoretica learningand research literaturl'on learning

child development; the education of the deaf and other pertinent Each

process variable is then further defined and delineated in;terms of process

characteristics. in order to make them more operational.

19.



Objectives

10

The overall intended outcome of this research was to beable to identify

and describe systematic occurrences in families with deaf children which have

a significant impact on the child's school learning and development.. Theo,

results of the study will enable professionals working with pargnts to trans-
,ea _

late into specific, practical applications the heretofore unspecified,

knowledge that specifie.family characteristics-are significant contributing

variables in a child's life.

The study had five primary objectives:

1. To examine the relationship between family environment and academic

achievement given differences in family socio-economic level, I.Q.,k

family size; ordinal position, sex, communication mode used in

school and type of student.

2. To assess the relationship between family environment of hearing

impaired children and academic achievement;

3. To assess the relationship between status characteristics and

academic achievement of hearing impaired children.

4. To compare the relationship between family environment and academic

achievement with the relationship betwee44tatus characteristics and

academic achievement.

5. To ormpare the family learning environment.of families with hearing

impaired children with the family learning environment of families

With hearing children..
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Family Environment Measure

Method

The research project - describes in-,,this report was preceded by a

.preliminary preparaon phase during which Marjoribanks' Family Environment

Interview Instrument was adapted and pilot tested along with the intery wing

protocol. Thb environment measure was in the fdrm of a semistrucyured home

interview schedule and elicited responses froM parents; for most iteft a set

of alternate responses was supplied lit the interviewer. In addition; an

"other answer" was provided so the interviewer could record any response

and/or comments the parents made. The schedule obtained a measure of the

intensity of the present environment op4rating in the family and attempted to

gain a measure of the cumulative nature o the environment. For examplei as

well as asking'"how much education do you expect your child to receive?" the

schedule also included a question to estimate how long the expectations had

been held; The adapted instrument used Bin this study is contained in Appendix

A of this report;

Marjoribanks' family environment variables; which this study prefers to

refer to as "dimensions" of the family environment; the process

characteristics and interview item were based on those developed by Dave

(1963)i and othersi e.g.; Walberg & Marjoribanks (1973). Thus; the interview

instrument used in this study closely followed the conceptualizations of this

earlier research but was adjusted for use in this ptudy to accommodate a

population from the United States and a family situation which included a

hearing impaired child and possibly hearing impaired parents. The schedule

was expanded to include an additional' environment variable (dimension) called;
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parental integration of hearing impairment into the family-environment; Other

Adaptations included: the addition of genera' information items such as type

/-

of Sthool program placement and schooling history, age of diagnosis of the

hearing loss, communication competence and mode Of communication and tbe use

and effectiveness of-the child's hearing aid(s).

4
This study's additional dimension, parental integration of hearing

impairment into the family environment, was developed following the general

procedure Dave (1963), Wolf (1964), Marjoribanks (197-9) and Qthers used for

the development of their environment measures. The procedure for defining and

delineating a i44.naension into its characteristics was discussed earlier (Bloom,

064; Dave; 1963); The parental integration of heanpig impairment diMension

and the characteristics that comprise it are listed belOw. InterView

questions were constructed for each characteristic.

Parental Integration_o Family EnViratitent

a. "Adaptive" reaction to hearing impairment

b. Knowledge of child's hearing loss and development of hearing

c. Keen parental interest in communicating with the deaf child

d. Keen parental inteiest in the deaf community

e. Emphasis on parity in childrearing orientation regarding super&ision

and discipline

The family environment dimensions, called variables by Dave (1963), and

Marjoribanks (1979), and'their descriptive characteristics used to develop an

C.

instrument to generate data in this study for the analysis of the deaf child's

family learning environment are listed below. It should be noted tha these
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, were hypothesized dimensions used to define the family envitOnment. Six of

these were.bated on earlier learning environment research; the seventh

dimension was constructed to reflect the 'preknee of a deaf child in the home.

The faiiIy learning environments of deaf children have not been measured prior

to this study;

1. Parents' aspirationsfor thP child

a; KnowIed4.e of-the child's current school work and activities

b; Standards and expectations for the child's school work

c; Educationaiiand occupational level aspirations and expectations

for the child

2. Parentse_aspirations for themselves

a. Educational level of close friends and relatives

b. Occupation level of parents' father

c. Occupation level of parents

d.- Parents' job satisfaction

3. Concern for the use of language

A. Family use and discussion of books and magazines

b. Family concern and help for correct'a d effective language use

,-
c. Opportunities for enlargement Of vocabulary-and sentence patterns

d. Interaction with other adults and child

t ofaspirations

a. Extent and nature of recreational activities parents and child dO
W

together

b; Expectations and encouragement of the child's school work

c; Preparation and planning for the child's higher education
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5. Knowledge *child's educatidhal progress
\\\

a; Partiltal knowkedge of school .SUI:ijeCtS' content and strengtli and
A

weaknesses in'the child's school progress

b: Frequency parents discuss progress in school

6; _F=tily_involvement in educational activities

4 a; Sibling interactions involving a teathinglearning orientation°

b. Parent involvemenri in child's hobbieS

c. Parentchild interactions with t-dftttite=tyiJe bOoks,at home

Extent and nature of educational activities parents and child do

together
. I

e; Frequency family plans and goes on weekend "outings

f. Parents' involvement in courses outside the he

g; Pliid's involvement in lessons outside of school

h. Child's activities after schoo' and after dinner

i. Extent 4and nature of child's TV viewing with parent discussion.

4
7. Parental integration of hearing impairment into the family

environment

"Adaptive" reaction to hearing impairment_:

b. Knowledge of child's hearing.loss and development of hearing

c. Keen parental interest in communicating with the hearing impaired

Child

d. Keen parental intertstAin the hiati.tit impaired curimunity/culture

e. Etphasis on parity in childrearing Orientation re:

and discipline

supervision
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Sample

A large number of families with deaf children were required for this

research in order to provide sufficient power when using multivariate

statistical techniques. This report will present research results based on

124 interviews with 119 families who have children who are severely

profounkily.deaf.1 The families were located in seven states in the

northeastern region of the United States and in the District of Columbia.

The following criteria were followed in selecting families to participate

in this study: the child's hearing level was to be no better than 80 or 70 dB

average in the speech range in the better ear; age at onset of the hearing

loss was to be no later than 18 months of age; there were to be no known

additional handicapping conditions; and the age range_of the children was to

be 10 to 12 years.

Of the 124 study children; 70 (56- were males and 54 (43.5%) were

females; their ages ranged from 9.4 13 years, with a mean of 11.5 and

a standard deviation of 9.8. Twenty-two or nearly 18% of the children had two

dsoaf parents. This percentage far surpasses the U.S. figures for the 1978-79
0

school year: 2.6% of thedeaf students had two deaf parents (Karchmer,

et;a1., 1981). Of the children with deaf parents, approximately 40X (1,1..9)

were boys and 60% (N.-13) girls while the reverse was true for the deaf

children with hearing parents approximately.60% of whom were boys and the rest

1

Five families had two study children,and were interviewed twice.



girls. Ninety-seven or 78.2% of the children had hearing parents and five

children had at least one parent who was hard of he'aring.

Although a majority (78.2%) of the families who were interviewed were

white, nearly 22% (N=27) belonged to minority racial/ethnic'groups inclbdingl

Afro-AMerican (black), Spanish - American; Eastern Indian, and Haitian; This is

slightly above the.national estimate of 18.5%fminority membership in the

general population. Nineteen of tht minority children in this study were

black and all had hearing parents. All 22 children with deaf parentswetv:'

White as were.the 70 children with hearing parents and the five children with
.

hard of hearing parents.

11 Of the study children; approximately 82% had entered some type of aphool

program before or at age three years; At the time of the study; half Of'the

children were enrolled, in a residential school for thedeaf although only 34%

of the children were residential students The next largest group of

children; 40, in all; attended a day school for Theremaining 22

children attended a program for normally hearing students and were either in a

special self-contained classroom and/or mainstreamed with hefting children to

some degree. Although over 82% of the children were in sPecial.school

programs for the deaf; only approximately 77% of the children had a totally

segregated school day. The rest, 29 children (23.42), were mainstreamed for

P.E.; lunch; recess, and/or some academic subjects (N=14); or for most all

academic subjects (N15).

Over 82% of the children spent most of their school day with hearing

teachers; approximately 12% or 15 children spent their days with bOth deaf and

hearing teachers and seven families reported they did nob know if their

child's teacher was deaf or hearing.
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Sixty -nine_ percent of all the study children came from intact familieS.

Of the families with deaf parents, a relatively high rate of.82% were intact,

while 66% of the deaf children with the hearing parents came from intact

.

family ructures, a percentage which is closer to the national average.

Close'to 14% of thestudy children-had no siblings and none had more than

seven; The mean familysi;e was 2.7-children, SD=1.3. Ninety -three (75%) of

the study children were first born, 13 were second born and 12-were third.

There were three fourth born study children and one each at the fifth, sixth

and seventh ordinal position.' The mothers' ages were in the range of 27 to 60

years, M=37.5,.5Dz6i3;_anethe father's ages ranged from 26 to 57; M=40.6,

SD-5.5.

.The data on chiles -primary mode of communication at home and at school
f

may be of particular interest; Approximately 73% of the 124 children aseda

simultaneous (oral and manually cdded English) mode of communication at

school. Of those, 38% came from homes where simultaneous communication was

generally used, 51% came from oral homes and the remaining families reported

using primarily-manual. Of the 27% who used an oral mode of communication .in

school, a surprising 18% were in a simultaneous communication home

environment.

The father's occupational level ranged from jobs requiring the highest

education level, e.g., Ph.D., M.D. (scale value = 1) to jobs requiring little

or elementary school education level (scale value = 5). On a scale of 1 to 5,

the mean father occupation was 3.1, SD=1.1, jobs requiring high school plus

some college or training; Only one father was not employed; Sixfy-five

percent_4 of,the mothers had occupations other than housewife; The range of

'5r

27
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their occupational level was like the fathers', however, their mean of 4;

SD=1.5 (job requiring high school degree or some high school) meant more

mothers than fathers were employed in jobs requiring less formal education and

training.
id

Family SES levels in this study ranged from a high of 1 (jobs requiring

highest educational level) to a low of 5 (jobs requiring little or elementary

school), with a mean of 3.66, SD=1.54. Fifty-four percent of the families

were in the first, second and third SES levels.

Appendix B contains a comparison of this study's sample and the nation's

families based on socio-economic and demographic characteristics.

Data_ Source -SOca--o--E-oonomi c- Level,

Ethnicity,FamtI

Communication Competence

Family Environment,

ence-,and

Family environment' data consist of mother and father responses to

interview items rated on scales generated to measure each of the family

environment dimensions. An Index (score) of the Family Environment for each

child was obtained by summing the scores/ratings on the items that made up

each of the six factors resulting from the factor analysis. The scoring

system was such that a low score indicated a "favorable" environment whereas a

high on the Index reflected an "unfavorable" environment.

Family Socio-Economic Level

Fatiily socio-economic level was scored on Mar)oribanks' five-step scale

of occupation-by-requisite-education as reported by the parents during the

interview (High=1; Low=5). If both parents worked, the higher-level

occupation was used to score family SES; Occupation, was chosen as the primary
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index of SES'because Hollingshead (1957) found occupation to be the best

single index of his highly detailed social class stratification. In addition,

occupation is more likely to be reported in a uniformly scaleable manner and

occupation. level is more likely to have a stable meaning in terms of SES than

e income or education, for which levels have been changing drastically over .

time and region;

Ethnicity

Ethnicity is indicated by race in this study and the data were obtained

by observation during the home visit for conducting the interview.

Family Structure

Family structure is indicated by ordinal position of the study child and

by the number of children in the family. These data were obtained by parent

responses to relevant questipns during the interview.

Academic.Achievement

Academic achievement was obtained from each child's school records. For

this study, percentile scores for reading comprehension, math concepts and')

math computation comprise the academic achievement data. Over 84% of the

academic achievement data received derive from the SAT-HI (Special Edition for

Hearing Impaired Students). Other tests used were the California Achievement.

Test and the Metropolitan.

Intelligence

Intelligence data were also -obtained from the child's school records.

The majority (92%) of the r.Q. scores received derive from the WISC-R.

Communication Competence

Communication competence was determined from responses obtained during

the interview on questions to the parents regarding how they would rate the

,__
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level of understanding in the home in the communication process between child

and mother, child and father, and child and siblings and/or others. For A

sub-sample, videotaped observations were made of family interaction during

dinner in order to obtain a global rating of understanding between family

members during communication.

Procedure

The sample of families who participated in this study was identified and

obtained'through the cooperation of the school programs the children attended.

The schools were selected on the basis of expected number of children that met

criteria and to assure adequate representation on a number of characteristics:

type of school program,, i.e., oral versus total communication, residential

versus day, mainstreamed versus segregated program; type of student, i.e.,

commuter versus residential, deaf versus hearing parents and demographics.

addition; budget constraints regarding travel distance from Washington, D.C.

were considered; While care was given to representativeness, the sample was

not randomly selected and the usual precaution regarding generalizations

should be heeded.

Since the interview data were to be related to school record data the

schools' cooperation was necessary. The superintendent or head of each

program was contacted by letter explaining the research and requesting the

schools' participation. This was followed-up by a phone call from the

ETojeCt director. Specifically, the school was requested to release to the

pr ect director the names, addresses and phone nUMbers of the families whose

children met criteria. In almost all cases when the school was interested in

the study, they first contacted the parents, gave them a brief explanation of

the project and requested. permission to release their names and other

30
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information to the project; The preigect then contacted the parents by phone

and asked them to participate; This also provided an opportunity for the

parents to ask questions about the project. Essentially* they were informed

that the focus of the study was on.family-school relationships and on how the

family impacts on the child's learning. Only one family aila,k2aw called

declined to be interviewed. The schools also required the project to receive

parental permission to release theit4child's I.O.* academic achievement and

social-emotional data from the schools' records. In the event the child did

not have the particular social-emoional information required* the parents

were requested to permit it be gathered and then released.
6

2
The parents were interviewed in their homes by a trained interviewer

using an adaptation of the Family Environment Interview Schedule developed by

Marjoribanks (1979). Each family was visited at a prearr aged time. After

establishing rapport, the interviewer proceded with the semi tructured

interview; The length of time of the

four, hours per child; -with a.mean and mode'time:of approximately two hours;

inurviewaranged froM 50 minutes to

Care was taken to provide a focused but open-to-discussion atmosphere to the

families during the interview. Interviewing took place from Novemberiii98I

through September* 1982;

2
In two cases* the interviews were started in the home.and completed over

the telephone.

31
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.

ompetency was considered to be a potentially significant

characteristic of family environment. Care was taken, therefore, to

obtain reliable communication competency data. Parents were asked intriew

questions about these characteristics. Additionally, in an effort to validUP

the parent report data concerning communication competency between the deaf

child and his/her family members' videotaped observations were made of family

interaction of a sub-sample (14=19) of the study families.

In order to capture a sample of "natural" family interaction' faMilY

dinner time was chosen as the framework for the videotaped sessions. Also, it

is a daily occurrence when most family members are likely to;ha hothe. The

videotaped dinner sessions took as long as the family's meal but .no Mager

Alan one Rour. The video technician with an aide arrived at a pre-arranged

time, set up the equipment, instructed the mother or father how to turn the

recorder off when they finished eatipg, turned it on when the family was

ready, and then left; The families were asked to call in the "crew" wtiet

their meal' was complete and were invited to view the tape. Caution was taken

to avoid intrusiveness of the equipment as much as possible,- e.g., lighting

equipment was kept to a minimum. Families were asked to try to go about their

normal business as if the camera was not there. It was believed that the use

Of videotape rather than trained observers minimized intrusiveness while

making it possible to observe virtually all interactions between family'

members be it eye contact or an outright verbal harangue. Indeed, it appeared

that after a few moments the presence of the machinery was alMost forgotten.

Although an elevation of behavior may have occurred, the actual quality of the

interactiWprobably didnot change.
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. .

":The ,22 children (19 familiesthree families had two study children) that

made up the subgrobp__for verification of communication competency parent

report data with video-observation expert rating data had the f011oWing

_

a

'characteristics: in fiveof.the.19-families; both parents were deaf: 13 of

the children were boys-; nine were girls:- all but two families Were White,

three of the families werkr-#ingle parents (mothers), family members present

for the observation Which, for, the mast ptrt, corresnded to actual family
-

size ranged from two to five, with a mean of a.63.

'Results of-comMunication competence validation) Parents' communication
-77

competence with the child was measured by a Self-assessment item (Part Ai #44)

Within the interview. Validity of the self- assessment was sUbseguent'y

examined, with disappointing results,, using-a sUb-sample of 23 children from

19 faMilieS. Each family in the sub-sample was, videotaped an&iheir

communication was measured by a panel of experts over a number of variables.

The "Raters' Manual: Instructions for Rating; CommUnication Competency from

Videotaped Families at Dinner" is in Appendix C.

One of these communication variables, "level/ ttif mutual Under-

standing," (R1) was correlated with parent self - assessment using Kendall's

Tau; It was felt that observations and ratings or(variableS1-13 were

piereguisite to rating the reciprocal understanding. The correlation showed

that mothers' self- assessments were virtually uncorrelated with expert ratings

(Tau=.04), while fathers' self-assesspentS and,expert ratings were weakly

correlated (Tau=.20).,

Since the communication self -assessment: wasnot successfully validated it

Will not be used in further analyses for thiS report; :fever, two.donditions
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strongly suggest its potential and reasons for reintroducing it in subsequent

analysis of these data. First, Rendall's Tau is not a Aust measure, that is,
4

it is highly susceptible to the influence of outliers. With a sample of this

size two or three aberrant cases are sufficient to discredit the entire

procedure. Second, judgments by ohe panel of experts were made on several

communication variables. Others 4 these, either singly or in combination,
4T

may be more closely related to the parent self-assessment than RI was.

In summary; while parent self-assessment of communication competence will

not be used in this report it has not been ruled out as a useful and dritital.

measure; Analysis of the communication competency data -0.11 be explored

further and will be subsequently reported elsewhere.

C
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The findings will be presented in this section addressing the following
4;

questions which relate to the primary objectives of this study as described

previously in this report:

14hat _are the_unde rly

results of data reduction procedures will refine the data (over 400 variables)

gathered in the family interviews to a set of factors (constructs) which

-environment? The

describe the most salient family environment characteristics that represent

the family environment.

.2. What is the effect of differences in family socio-econo fc levels,

sex, ordinal position, family size, I.Q., type of *student and co unication

mode in school on the strength of the relationship between the family

_environment and academic achievement? Certain demographic characteristics

have been shoWn to relate to academic achievement and to family environment{.

The relationship of environment and achievement in this study is expected to

be differentially effected by differences in levels of status characteristics.

- ,

3. Which underlying rconstructs of the family environment best predict

*h. a achievement ad-hearing impaired-children? This study proposed

that the family environment is comprised of a number of factors, i.e., a

sub-environment; which influence the hearing impaired'agld's school learning.

4; Wt i11 demographic cla

schievement_of hearing_impairedchildren? Previous research has demonstrated

the relationship between'various status characteristics and a hearing child's
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school learning. Hence, it seems reaspnable to expect the hearing impaired

child's academic achievement to be similarly influenced.

5. Which set of variables/4 family environment characteristics or

ci
demographic characteristics, is the better predictor of the academic

achievement of hearing impaired children? It is argued here that not only

will the set of family environment characteristics more successfully

(statistically) predict academic achievement than will demographic

characteristics but that the combined family environment and demographic

characteristics will result in substantially more meaningful and utilitarian

findings offering greater explanatory power. These results will have major

theoretical and practical significance for understanding variation in the deaf

child's school-related learning.

6. Do family learning environments of hearing impaired-children differ

from family learning envir-onments of hearing children? There was the

expectation that differences would exist since the inclusion of the hearing

impaired child in the family results in experiences; opportunities; beliefs

and interactions not found in families with only hearing children. Families

with hearing children have as their frame of reference for behavior families

and children without hearing impairment; In most families with hearing

impaired children this frame of reference, which influences parental

expectations for the child, child-rearing orientations and parent-child

interactions, is often no longer drawn on as a directing resource.
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Note on Data Set

The data set on which the majority of the analyses were performed

comprised family unit responses. This means that for family units consisting

of single-parent families, the responses used are those of the single Mother

or single father head of family. In the family unit in which there was both a

mother and father living, the responses used are the mothets. Thus, for those

questions to which mothers and fathers responded, only the mothers data -have
rq]_

been used in most cases (FAMSES is one exception). It could be argued that the

mother's influence on the family is the more salient and the research seeking

to derive the most advantageous influence on the child would ultimately use

the mother data anyway. That is purely hypothetical at this time, however,

and the reader is cautioned about the maternal bias on those questions where

it is pertinent;

p

r.
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What are the underlying construe environment?

The :theoretical and research bases from which the objectives of this

study were formulated involve first, the derivation and second. the analysis

of undeOying constructs in the fam y environment as they relate to the

ehild'S academic performance; The text several pages destribe the first step,

the derivation of constructs of the family environment.

Constructs of the Family Environment

Factor analysiS was performed on approximately, 100 selectr d interview

instrument items to derive the underlying constructs or the factor structures

of the family environment. One-hundred items is SPSS.sub-programyACTOR

limit for variable entry.

The family environment interview questionnaire contained some 300 items;

The questionnaire was designed with sets of items so that the items in each

set were highly, related to each Other conceptually. These conceptualizations

were based on those of Dave (1963) and Matjoribanks (1979). Therefore, the

task of paring down the 300 items to 100 in Order to perform the factor

analysis involved selecting the best representative item from each set.

Treating -these 100 items as 100 variables, factor analytic te4bniques enabled

the researcher to detect any underlying pattern of relationships Among the

variables, such that the data could be reduced to a smaller set of factors

which account for the observed interrelations in the data. This fatter

lysis islexploratory in the sense that it included the "deafness- related"

va fables and othees considered by the researcher to reflect unique family
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environment characteristics due to the deafness. This resulted in the

structuring of variables and the development of new constructs unlike'those of

Dave (1963), Marjoribanks (1979) and others;

The factor analysis was carried out using an SPSS program which derived

principal components with iterations (PA2) and orthogonal varimax rotation.

First, an unreduced factor solution waS conducted for 4, 5, 6, 7 andqi

factors. These results, when combined with pattern and structure matrix

analysis, led to the deletion of 36 items/variables. Ultimately, a reduced

factor solution taken over 64 variables and 124 families was retained as the

theoretically strongest and most meaningful for interpretation purposes. This

analysisproduced six factors with eigenvalues 2.0 and accounted for 45% of

. the common and specific variance. Factor loadings of7.5(Ywere accepted.

Table 1 displays the factor matrix of the reduced six factor terminal

solution. The factors were named: Concern for School Progress and the Use

and Development of Language and Communication, Parental Aspirations and

Expectations for Child's Academic and Occupational Achievements, Integration

of Hearing Impairment into the Family Environment, Parents' Satisfaction with

Child's Schooling, Parents! Aspirations for Work and Leisure, Child-Rearing

Orientation. The variable list of 64 variables is in Appendix D.

The following discussion describes and interprets the variable clusters

that emerged from the rotated factor matrix. The variables having relatively

higher loadings on a given factor cluster under that factor and comprite:a

hypothetical construct; Each of the six hypothetiCal constructs or factors

were named on the basis of the common elements underlying the content of all

or a majority of the variables determined by the given factor.

L=.
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Factor 1: Concern for School Progress and the Use and Development of Language

and Communication (SCHLANCOM)

VAR 230, Extent and content of re-creational activities of parents and child
VAR 205 Frequency parents help child with English grammar
VAR 209 Frequency parents introduce child tb a new word and/or sign
VAR 241; Parent\s_ knowledge of Content Of child's school studies
VAR 242 Parents' knowledge _of thechild's gradeS/progreat in school studies
VAR 276 Frequency:parents_discuss child's progress at school
VAR 243 Encyclopedias in home And parentS diSCUSS them with child
VAR 254 Parent involvement in child's sporting activities
VAR 289 Parents! knowledge of leVel and nature of child's hearing loss_
VAR 290 Parents' knowledge of type, function, and appropriateness of-child's

hearing aid
VAR 291 Parents'Jmowledge of content of child's speech and auditory

training
VAR 293 Frequency parents discuss child's progress in speecb and auditory

training
VAR 294 Frequency parents meet with teacher to discuss child's progress in

speech and auditory training
VAR 295 ParentS learned to sign relative to when the need became apparent
VAR 298 Frequetcy parents discuss child's general communication (receptive

and expressive language) progress (oral or manual).
VAR 299 Frequency parents meet with teacher to discuss child's communication

progress
VAR 300 Parents' knowledge of child's general communication abilities
VAR 53 Parents' belief regarding child's time spent on special courses for

deaf children
VAR 260 Child's activities after evening meal
VAR 185 Trequency parents give child articles from newsy er or magazines

VAR 188 Keenness of parents for correct and effective language usage
VAR 189 Quality of language usage of the parents

As they are presented here, variables 230 through 254 and variables 260

and 185 indicate parental knowledge and concern for school, language and

communication related activities. Parental encouragement of the development

of the child's language skills (205, 209, 188) and of the child's- taking

notice of items of interest in newspapers and magazines (185) are specific

aspects of this construct. 'The deafness - related variables, as they are listed

above, 289 to 53, along with 189 relate to the parents' interest in knowing

abodt)their child's hearing loss Which, it is reasonable to exPect, motivates
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the.parents to get involved with the disability-that emerges.from that hearing

loss, i.e the child's communication skills and progress. A parental

language model for the deaf child press appears to be present in this

construct in that both the parents' sign-language learning variable (295) and

their quality of English usage (189) load on this factor.

The name of this construct suggested on the. basis of these variables

refers to an underlying dimension of parental knowledge and concern for the

Child's school progress while, simultaneously, there is a developed knowledge

and involvement in dealing with the effects of the hearing loss. Perhaps

these two concepts are the counterparts,of each other; that is, if there

exists the first, there is more likelihood of the second developing;

Factor 2: Parental Aspirations and Expectations for Child's Academic and

Occupational Achievements (PASPACOC)

VAR 164 Parental aspirations for child's education-level achievement
VAR 170 Parents' expectations or standard for child's current grades
VAR 200 Child reads to parents In any communication mode
VAR 204 Extent child reads books on his/her own
VAR 213 Child brings books home to read from liihrary, school or friend
VAR 231, Parents expect child to spend a regular amount of'time daily

& 232
. VAR 234

VAR 30i;

doing homework outside of school
Parental preparation and planning for the attainment of child't

educational goals
`Extent of parents' participation in-deaf community

VAR 6 Parental
school

belief regarding flow well deaf and hearing children mist in

VAR. 48 Parents' belief that the child's school curriculum should include
more mathematics

VAR 259 Child's activities after school
VAR 165 Parental expectations for child's education-level achievement
VAR 167 Parental aspirations for child7S occupation ,.level achievement
VAR 237 Frequency parents praise or congratulate child

In
This construct seems to have a more specific andlocused influence on the

variables than does Factor 1. Variables 164; 165; 167, 170; 234i 231, 232,
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237, 48, over half the variables loading on Factor 2, appear to be determined

by press for achievement existing in the family; Parents hope for, plan,

and expect certain levels,of:a.ducational and job attainment; standards _for

homework and grades are articulated and reinforced. This construct more than

any seems to reflect the parents' future orientation and academic insight;

Integrated with the parents' future orientation is their interest in the deaf

community (VARi301). in which their child will soon participate while at the

same time recognizing the need for the deaf child'to associate with hearing

children (VAR 56).

A complement to the-achievement press is the child's activities during

unscheduled time and his/her specific reading habits. In each of these

'variables (200, 204, 213, 259) the. child's" internalized motivation for

achievement is implied.

Factor 3: Inle-gxation-of Heartng Impairment into tie Family Environment

(INTHI)

VAR 268 At what age parents expect/allow child to go around the neighborhood
to play where he/she wants

VAR 286 Parents' beliefs regarding their adaptation to their child's
deafnesr

VAR 288 Parents' mitner of adapting to child's deafness
VAR 297 Parents' activities related to4earning sign language
VAR 305 Frequency parents discuss deaf community
VAR 307 Parental belief regarding supervision needs of deaf children.
VAR 186 Extent of parents' English usage in the home
VAR 187 Extent of child's English usage in the home

This construct seems to refIeCt the parents' level and manner of adapting

to the child's hearing' loss: variables 286 and 288. It is further suggested

that the extent of the adaptation manifests itself in variables 305 and 297:

interest in the deaf community and additional activities involving the

learning of sign language. These are very complementary concepts within this

conptruct.
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Variables 268 and 307 also fall within the "conceptual space" oftthis

Construct and again seem to indicate the extent of the parents' integration of

hearing impairment into the family environment. It is suggested that parental

-supervision beliefs and the age at which parents allow their deaf child out

into the neighborhoodand this usually means on his/her bicycle--coincides

with and perhaps signals the adaptive behavior dimension and is conceptually

very much determined by the integration. -of hearing impairment factor. vari-

ables 186 and 187 indicate an exposure in the home to the English language

whether orally or simultaneously communicated. How these relate to this

factor construct is difficult to interpret; perhaps:later analyses will shed

light on their inclusion here.

Factor 4; Parents Satisfaction with_Child's Schooling (SATSCHOL)

VAR
VAR
VAR

42
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Parental satisfaction with child's school
Parental belief_ regarding amount of homework
Parental belief' regarding amount of art, music and drama

VAR 47 Parental belief regarding amount of reading instruction
VAR 49 Parental belief regarding teacher's friendliness
VAR 50 Parental belief regarding teacher's fairness
VAR 51 Parental belief regarding teacher's interest in child's education
VAR 54 Parental belief regarding their welcomeness in the school
VAR 57 Parental belief regarding the amount of information they receive

about the child's school progress

Conceptually, this construct may be the least complex of all six. All

the variables indicate the parents' level of satisfaction with various aspects

of the school curriculum. It should be noted, however, that parents' satis-

faction with child's schooling includes parents' beliefs specifically about

the teacher's friendliness, interest, and fairness rather than teaching

methods or knowledge; Perhaps this more academic concern is accounted for in

other variables in the factor analysis; Also, of interest, parental satis-

faction here is interpreted as feeling welcome in the school and well - informed

of the child's progress.
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VAR 210 Extent parents read books
VAR 261 Parents' discussion with child of TV programs
VAR 173 Parents' jobs
VAR 174 Whether parents wish to change jobs
VAR 311 Parental belief regarding the need to explain discipline rules and

techniques

This construct appears to be marginally interpretable at this time; The

factor label suggests that an underlying determinant of the variables is

balance of parental job satisfaction and the nature and extent of their

leisure events. This construct seems to influence primarily parents' and not

the child's motivations regarding sel activities; 'When the child is

involved (261, 311), it appears the child is less significant than the

parents' interaction with the activity or their perceptions.

Factor 6: Child-Rearing Orientation (CRORIEN)

VAR 211 Parents read to child at early age before preschool
VAR 247 Extent and_content_of educational activities'parents and child

engage in together
VAR 262 Time child watches TV on weekends
.VAR 266 At what age parents expect/allow child to earn spending_money
VAR 271 At what age parents expect/allow child to make certain decisions

While Factor 6 is labeled .as an orientation to child-rearing construct it

is interpreted as including a press for independence and a press for

parent-child interaction regarding intellectually stimulating activities. All

the variables in Factor 6 reflect parental beliefs, customs and rules for

raising their children: A press for independence; it is suggested; influences

the particular parent response in variables 262; 266, and 271, while a presb

for parent-child interaction in intellectually stimulating events, it is

believed, influences variables 211 and 247.
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The results of the factor analysis point out for the most part the

strengths of the conceptual approach applied in this studyin developing a

measure of the family- learning environments,of deaf children. This was shown

most clearly by the conceptual cohesiveness found after factoi analysis among

most of the items identified from the theoretical and research literature and

selected to measure the constructs underlying the hypothesized learning

environment dimensions; In addition, the unambiguous factor loadinga clearly

distinguished the factors; This provided significant guidance and

understanding in the'interpretation task;

The hypothesized seventh factor's deafness-related variable loadings did

not remain intact Under an Integration of Hearing Impairment construct;

Howeveri.the deafness-related variables concerning the important adaptive.

reaction as well'as,those concerning the deaf community, sign language and

supervision remained together as major concepts contributing to a constructor

factor. This new configuration was named, based on interpretation,

Integration of Hearing Impairment into the Family Environment (factor- 3).

The deafness-related communication variables (I1 in all) involving

parental knowledge and activities moved over to the first factor. Factor 1

was interpreted as also having a heavy knowledge and involvement in child's

current school progress influence. Since the first factor'is the principal

factor, it is expected to have a larger numbe f variables loading . ,As

interpreted here, the press for knowledge and involvement in school progress

and the press for knowledge and involvement with the deaf child's handicap

(language and Communication) are theoretical complements.
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The child-rearing variables- oined with "other variables of similar

orientation to form their own. factor (6). The variables designed to define

patents' level of school satisfaction (factor 4) did so without interference

from other, variables. ,Factor 4 is uniqueto this study as Mafjoribanks'

analysis did not identify a construct of this nature as a dimension of the

hOme learning environment.

The salience of the deafness-related variables was a particularly

interesting outcome of this factor analysis'. Alpo, the nature of their

contribution to the variable clusterson the first and third factors was

conceptually significant.

The results of the factor analysis provided promise for further

development of the Family 41vironment Instrument. .An early task would be

further refinethe original input variable list of,,100( items in an attempt

sharpen the factors.: For the piesent study the factor analysis provided for

to

data reduction thereby fAilitating further analyses.

2. What is the effect of d Lae re-nte sinfamily Sbcib-economic levels, sex,

ordinal Rositionifamily_site,____1._Q._-,_type-ofs-tudent and communication mode

used by the child in the schootr_on istionabip between

the family environment and educational- achievement?

The literature is replete with claims that differences in certain status

characteristics of the child and his/her family play a role in accounting for

-)differences in academic achievement as well as differences in interactions and

behaviors occurring in the family (flmily environment);. For example; one

P

explanation for differences in academic achievement and family environment
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occurring among children of different family StruCtures is that parents provide

different experiences for first-borns than later-borns and that families with

large numbers of children interact with their children differently than
k

families with fewer children.

One way to investigate this influence among this study sample is to

examine the differenitI effects of differences in these status

characteristics on the strength of the relationship between family environment

and academic achiAement. In the bivariate correlation analyses (zero-order)

performed to answer this study question, these differential effects of

I
variability across status characteristics were "controllee.by,,examining, at

each status characteristic "level," the strength of the relationship between

academic achievement and family environment and by comparing the strength of

the relationships across different levels of each characteristic;

The reader is reminded first, that the family environment index was the

score obtained by summing the values of the variables (item scores) comprising

the six factors derived from the factor analysis procedure. Second, the

family environment concept for this study question was represented equivocally

by the six factors (constructs) and no effort has yet been made in the

anal sis to identify those family behaviors

Murray (1938)'or to measure their magnitude

academic achievement. This will be done in

(constructs) called

and directionality relative

subsequent analysis and the

presses after'

to

environment in the family then'is called the family learning environment.

For the examination of the effect of differences in status

characteristics on the strength of the relationship between family
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environment and academic achievement; subprogram PEARSON CORR of the SPSS was

used to compute Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients. The results

are presented Table 2;

It can be seen by comparing correlation coefficients for family

environment and academic achievement across all five family socio- economic

levels; for boys and girls. and for either first- or later-borns that the

strength of the relationship does not seem to be effected by difThrentes in

these three\yariables. That is the correlation at any level is not

.substantively different than, that at

characteristic.

any other level within the same

Oh the Other hand; when the magfiltude of the correlations for commuter or

residential student, communication modes used in:schooI; I.Q. level; and

family size are compared, it can be observed that differences existed

differentially across academic content areas.

Overall; the results of this analysis explored the interaction of various

demographic characteristics with the relationship of,family environment and

academic achievement. A pattern emerged especiaW for the correlation of

reading comprehension and family environment; Of all tharatteristiCs,

differences in FAMSIZE, COMMODE SCHOL; student type and I.Q. interacted most

with the family and academic achievement relationship;

..

3. Which underlying constructs of the

academic achievement of hearing impaired_rhildren?

The analyses of the relationship of the family environment,constructs

(the six factors) to the hearing impaired child's academic achievement-are

described in the next several pages.
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Table 2

Pearson Correlations Between Family Environment and 4,

Academic Achievement Across Differences in
Status Characteristics

Reading
Academic_AchievemPnt Demographic

Math Math Characteristic
Comprehension Concepts Computation Level

;1062 0.1074 -0;0985
4) ( 5) ( 5)

.447 P= ;432 P= ;437

0.0324 -0.1827
( 12) ( 12)

P= .460 .P= .285

-0.1622
( 24)

P= .225

' 0.2000
( 24)

P= .174

- 0;3675

( 12)

;120

- 0.;0766

( 25)
P= .358

FAMSESa = 1

-FAMSES = 2

FAMSES = 3

=0.1586 0.0621 0.2039
( 13) ( 16) ( 16) FAMSES = 4

P= .302 P= .410 P= .224

-0.0722 0.3560 0.048.1

( 8) ( 10) _( 10) FAMSES = 5
P= .433 P= .156 P= .447

-0.1445 0.1108 -0.0729
( 59) ( 64) ( 65) KRANK

P= .137 P= .192 P= .282

-0.2019 -0.1856 -0.1180
( 23) (. 24) ( '24) KRANK

P= .178 P=:;193 P= ;292
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Table 2 - Continue&

Academic_AchiPLvemen_t_ Demographic
Characteristic

Level
Reading Math
Comprehension Concepts

Math
Computation

0;5253 0.6022*;: 0;2170
( ( 10) ( 11) FAMSIZEc = 1

On P= ;033 P= ;261

-0.1966 0.0354 -0;0736
( 31) ( 33) ( 33) FAMSIZE = 2

.145 P= .422 P= .342

-0.0058 0; 0570 -0.0270
( 21) ( 22) ( 22) FAMSIZE = 3

P= .490 P= ;401 P= .452'

-0.3634 -0.0721 -0.0542
( 21) ( 23) ( 23) FAMSIZE

P= .053 P= .372 P= .403

-0.6236** -0.6845** -0.7378**
( 16) ( 11) ( 11) COM/MODE

d

P= .005 P= .010 P= .005 SCHOL = 1

-0.2876**
( 66)

P= .010

99.0000
( 0)

P.*****

=0.1022 :=0.1366
( 77) ( 78)

P= .188 P= .117

99.0000 99.0000
( 0) ( 0)

P.***** p.*****

COM/MODE
SCHOL =

COM/MODE
SCHOL =

-0.1597
( 47)

P= .142

-0.2307
( 35)

P= .091

0.0768%- - 4025
( '48) ( 49)

P= ;302 P= ;081

-0.0748 -0;0689
( 40) ( 40)

P= ;323 P= ;336

SEXe

SEX = 2

-0;2995* -0.0743 -0;1454
( ( 37) ( 37)

;036 'P= ;331 P= .195

-0.1311 0.0239 -0.1058
( 45) ( 51) ( 52)

P= .195 P= .434 P= .228)

STUDENT
TYPE = 1

STUDENT
TYPE = 2
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Table 2 -Continued

Academic Achievement . Demographic_
Reading
Comprehension

Math
Concepts

Matti

Computation

99.0000 99.0000 99.0000
( 0) ( 0) (' 0)

p.***** p.***** p.***it*

-0.7079* 0.5222 0.3998
( 8) ( 9) 9)

.025 P= .075 'P= .143

0.0816 0.2289 -O.
( 26) ( 26)

P= .346 P= .130 P= .415

Characteristic
Lei/el

IQg

IQ = 2

IQ = 3

-0;0876
( 27)

;332

0.1807
( 30)

P= ;170

-0;0654
( 30).

P= .366

-0;4537* -0;3616 -0;6495
( 17) , ( 18) 19) IQ = 5

P= ;034 P= ;069 P= ;420

-0.7283 0.1315 -0.1634
( 3) '( 4) ( 4) = 6

P= .240 P= .434 P= .418

(Coefficient/(Cases)/Significance)
if a coefficient cannot be compute

* P 4.05
** 401
a

FAMSES = Family Sotio-rEconomic Level (1 = high, to 5 = low)

(A value of 99.0000 is printed

b
RRANK =- Ordinal /)osition of Study:-ChiId (1 = first- born;-

2 = later-born)

FAMSIZE = Number of Children in Family

COM/MODE SCHOL = -Primary Communication Mode generally.used in
school by child (1 = primarily oral, 2.= simultaneous,
3 = primarily icanuLl)

e
SEX (1= boys, 2 i.girls)

1
STUDENT TYPE (1 = residential; 2 = commuter)

(1 - low, to 6 = high)
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The Relationship of the Constructs of the Family

Environment and Academic Achievement

Academic achievement for this study was comprised of percentile scores

:for reading comprehension, math concepts and math computation. Three

discriminant analyses, one for each academic area, were conducted to answer

the first question of this study. The upper and loWer thirds of the

percentile scores distribution for reading, math concepts and math computation

provided the basis for three stepwise discriminant-analyses employing the six

factor scales fromthe Family Environment Instrument.

Factor scale scores were computed for each case by summing his/her raw

scores on variables with rotated'factor loadings of ;3Wand above on a

particular factor; This optimized tbe internal consistency reliability of

each scale; Interscale correlation did not '.result from this- procedure as

shown by the.withingroups correlation matrix tables:

Discriminant snalysi6 allowed 'for interpreijrig or describing the high and

loW group differences and for classifying individuals into high and

achievement groups.

As 5or interpreting; the ways In which the groups differed were studied

by discriminating between the groups on the basis of the set of six underlying

family environment constructs (factors), by statistically testing how well

thit set of discriminating variables (the six factor scales) distinguished the

groups, and by determining which factors were the most powerful

discriminators.

'Discriminant analysis.was also used as a classification technique in this

4
study. That is, as a check of the adequacy of tha discriminant function, the
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hearing impaired students (cases) in this study with known high or low

r.

achievement group membership were claSsified to .see how many were correctly

classified by the discriminating variables. Also, for future appliOations,

because it was determined which variables did well in classifying group

membershipi those variables can be used to predict the likely group membership

of new cases with unknown memberships;

Subprogram DISCRIMINANT from the SPSS was perforMed. Rao's

as the step-wise criterion.

Reading Cop_prehension_ResuIts

Table 3 displays the means, standard deviations and univariate F-ratio

for each of the six predictor variables. ,Significant univariate F-values were

found on three variables: Child-RearinglOrientation, Parental Aspirations and

Expectations forChild's Academic and Occupational Achievements, and Concern

for School Progress and the Use and Development of Language and Communication;

Compared to hearing impaired children in the low reading comprehension.

group, hearing impaired children in the high reading achievement group came

from families with more "favorable" child rearing orientations, had parents

who had higher expectations for their child but also had,parents who were less

concerned for the child's school progress and language communication

development.

Recall that the Family Environment Interview Instrument is scored so that

the desirable/favorable behavior or response and 6 the least desireblei

favorable behavior or response. On the other hand, a high absolute value

reading score is desirable.
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Table 3

a
Reading Group Means_, Standard Deviations, and Univariate F-Ratios

for Six Family Environment Variables

High Reading Comprehension Low Reading Comprehension

Variable 01A0,0 (n N 29) Univariate

Mean S.D.

Child-Rearing Orientation 32.25 5;89

Integration of Hearing

Impairment 26.07 6.18

Parental Aspirations for

Child's Academic and

Occupational Achievements .43;39 7;58

Parents' Aspirations Work

and Leisure, 18.04 4.08

Concern for School,

Language, Communication 82;14 19;36

Parents' School Satisfaction 25;39 2;45

Mean S.D. F-Ratio

35.11 5.49 7.16 wit

28,59

46;48

19.21

76.69

25.00

3.51 2.45

9;49 4.25 *

2,94 1,91

21.73

2,71 .01

a
Scoring: 1 R fdvorable, desirable behavior, to 6 unfavorable, undesirable behavior

b
Degrees of freedom 1, 56

L.

* p4;05

** p col
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With the exception of SCHLANCOM; on each of the variables in Table 3 for

which the' univariate F-ratios were statistically significant, the group

differences were 'in directions predictable from earlier family environment

research. While the univariate F's for the remaining three variables were

non-significant, the group means for two, Integration of Hearing Impairment

and Parents' Aspirations for Work and Leisure, were also in directions

predictable from theory and earlier research.

The results of the first step-wise discrinant analysis are shown in

Table 4. This step-wise discriminant analysis used the six Family Environment

Instrument factor scales to interpret group differences and to predict high or

low reading group membership in the hearing impaired sample with reading

scores. The analysis was conducted over 29 low achiever'S in reading

comprehension and 28 high achievers. From the 124 families, reading data were

received for 86 children. Five of the six factor scales entered the equation

with an F to enter here and after set at> 1.0. The factors that entered were:

Child-Rearing Orientation; Integration of Hearing Impairment into the Family.

Environment; Parental Aspirations and Expectations for Child's Academic and

Occupational Achievements; Parents' Aspirations for Work and Leisure; and

Concern for School Progress and the Use and Dev4lopment of Language and

ltijunication. The analysis produced an overall Wilks lambda of .723 with an

associated chi square value of '17:03 with 5 degrees of freedom significant at

`,

the .004 level and a canonical correlation of .526 for the discriminant

function.

This solution explained 27.6% of the group variance and classified 722 of

the hearing impaired children used in the analysis correctly. Confidence

intervals, using the t- statistic (t.01;553 and the standard error, were
(



Table 4

Summary of Step -wise Discriminant Function Analysisa for Family Environment
Factor Scales Predicting High and Low Achievers 4n Reading Comprehension

Significance Within Structure

Standardized Wilks. Change in of Change Coefficient

Step Variable Coefficients Lambda Rao's V . in V Function 1

1 CRORIEN .735 ;936 3;76

4 INTHI ;418 ;750 4;35

3 PASPACOC ;609 ;797 6;82

5 PASPWORKLEIS ;411 ;723 2.75

2 SCHLANCOM -1.036 ;885 3.40

- SATSCHOLb

;053

;037

;009

.098

.065

.422

.414

.295

.272

==.2113

.099

Canonical Correlation = ;526

Canonical R2

a Minimum F to Enter = 1.0

= .276
b
This variable did not enter the equation

Centroids: Rending Comprehension Highs = -.619
Rending Comprehension Lows = .597

Percent Correct Classification: Highs 64%
(Priors = ;50) Lows_ 79%

Overall 72%

Improvement-Over-Chance Index: 44%
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calculated at various levels to examine the statistical significance of the

hit rate. For reading achievement scores (N=57) the percentage of Cori-eddy

classified cases clearly falls outside the 99% confidence interval (since 72%

is greater than 67.8 %) and is; therefore; significant.

Klecka (1980) suggested calculating tau (a proportional reductiOn error

statistic) to get a standardized measure of improvement over chance of the

percent correct classification; Huberty (1983) labeled this the

Improvement-(Over-Chance Index; For reading compi-ehension the Imprwietefit-

Over-Chancd Index was 1=44%; which means; that by using this classification

rule; t e hit rate was improved by 44% over chance or; from another

pers ctive; that 44% fewer classification errors resulted using this

did in.-cation rule than would have by chance;

The results of the stepwise selection of variables for discriminant

analysis will be interpreted by the within structure coefficients which

represent the valiable to function correlation. Unlike the standardized
-

coefficients which take into consideration the simultaneous contributions of

all the other Variables, the structure coefficients are simple bivariate

correlations; thus; they are nbt affected by interrelationships among the

predictor variables; Notice the rather small structure coeffitieht of

SCHLANCOM which means it has fairly little in common with the functiOn. This

is a different impression than given by the standardized coefficient of

SCHLANCOM which was rather large; As shown in Table 5; SCHLANCOM it fairly .

highly corrdlated with PASPACOC (;460) and with PASPWORKLEIS (.451) SO they

Akre each making rather large'contributions in opposite directions (have

opposite signs) which cancels out SCHLANCOM; Thif small net effect represents



Table 5

A

Pooled Reading Comprehension Within-Groups Correlation Matrix

for Family Environment Var les

SCHLANCOM PASPACOC SATSCHOL PASPWORKLEIS CRORIEN

SCHLANCOM

PASPACOC

INTHI

SATSCHOL

PASPWORKLEIS

CRORIEN

1.000

0.460

0.195

0.305

0.451

0.369

1.000,

0.100.

=0.030'

0.295

=0.000

M

1.000

=0.017

0.194

0.077

1.000

0.128

0.258

1.000

0.091 1.000
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the'trile effect of SCHLANcOM upon the fOction. Klecka (1980 discusses
tit).

perverse tendency of auth.sittations to arise in discriminant analysis and

suggests that the structure coefficients are a better guide to the m aning

the canonical discriminant functions than:the standardized coefficients are.

The within structure coefficienta which are cori 1 atiOns'between the

function and the discriminating variables are derived for each variable,
..

s,whethel-:, II6V.:Itt was selected 'in' variable :selection.- The variables in Table .

.sle-grOUped according to tha;qunction with which they are.most highly

correlated (in this case.thafa was only one function), Within this group, the

variables are sorted in descending order by the magnitude of, that. largest

correlation (Hull & Nie, 1981).

Exatination of the absolute magnitude of the structure coefficiefits
a

indicecl that Child-Rearing Orientation and Integration of Hearing Impairment

into the Family Environment had the strongest relationship to the function.

Relatively substantial relationships derived from the Parental Aspirations for

the Child's Academic and Occupational Achievements and from Parents'

-Aspirations for Work and Leisure variables. A modest relationship, about half

of CRORIEN, was derived from theSCHLANCOM variable; Given this fonctlon

comprised primarily the CRORIEN and INTHI variables of the family environment,

and given the directionality of the group means, this function Might

appropriately be named the "Piess for Interactive Child-Rearing" function. c

This suggegts that although the two variables were not correlated with each

other (.077), they seem to be measuring a conceptually complemenkary construct

best characterized by parental interaction with rather than to or for the

child. This will be discussed further in a later section.
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Math Concepts Results

.jable 6 presents the means, standard deviations and univariate F- ratios

for deCh.of_the six predictor variables A significant univariate F-value was

found on One variable: Concern for School Progress and the Use and

Development of Language and Communication.,'

Compared to hearing impaired children with low achievement in math

concepts, hearing impaired chif4en.in die high Oath concepts group had

parents who were lessconCOrned for-the child's school progress and language

and communication-development.

While theunivariate F's for the remaining five variables were hat

significant, the groups means for four were-in directions predictable from

theory and earlier research, i.e., more favorable f ywenvironment
_ _ _

constructs (low absolUtevalue of the four variables) were related to high

achievement in math concepts;

The second step-wise discriminant analysis reported here used the Sate
'Alpo

six feetor scales derived from the fdetor constitution of the Family

EnvironmentInstrument to interpret and predict high and Iowachievqrs in Math.

concepts. The analysis was conducted over 51 low achievers and 32 high

achievers from an overall data base of 93 stUdenia,far7."WhOm math"concepts

scores were received. Four of the six facior scales entered the equation (see

Table 7). The factors that entered were: Concern for School Progress and the

Ube and DeVelopment of Language and Communication; Parental Aspirations for

Work and Leisure; Integration of Hearing Impairment into the Family
_

Environment; and lastly, Child-Rearing Orientation. The analysis produced an.

overall 'calks Lambda of .862 with an associated chi square value of 8.64 with



Table 6

Math Concepts Group Mean?, Standard Deviations, and Univariaie F-Ratios

for Six Family Environment Variables

Variable

High Math Co cepts

(n 32

Lbw Math Concepts

(fi 31)

Mean S D Mean S.D.

Concern for School,

Language; Communication 80;19 18;89 74.1 19;00 '

Parents Aspirations Work

and Leisure 17,45 , 3.51 18.55 .3.46

Integration of Hearing

Impairment 27.26 6.04 28.90 ,5.09

Child-Rearing Orientation 32 ;16 6;47 33 .19 6,19.

Parental Aspirations for

Child's Academic and

Occupational Achievements 44.45 7.23 45.52 , 9.40

Parents' School Satisfaction 25.03 3.04 24 94 3.19

Univariav

F-Ratio

6 ;36 *

3.09

2;44

1;32

.56

.03

a
Scoring: 4 = favorable, desirable behavior, to 6 0 unfavorable,

bDegrees of Preed6m $ 1, 61

* p4025

6 4

desirable behavior

to



Table 1

- a

Sugary of Step-wise Discriminant Function' Aufltpis for Family ERVironment

Factor Scales Predicting High .and Low Achtirrrs in Math Conceits'

Step VariAble

Standardized

Coefficients

Wilks

Lambda

Change in

Rap's V

Significance Within Structure

of Change Coefficient

in V Function 1

1.1.M....

1

2

3

4

SCHLANCOM

PASPWORKLEIS

INTHI

CRORIEN

PASPACOC
b

SATSCHOLb

-1,055

.665

.578 ,

.449

rw/

.914

.921

.88*

;862

Mali0.10

1 1.57

3,60

2.89.

1;58

11.1011WM

.210

.058

.089

;209

-,404

;39.9

.373

.207

-.094

Canonical Correlation .372

2

Canonical R ;138
I

CentroidS: Math Concepts High's -.394

Math Concepts Lows ;394

Percent Correct Classification: Highs 69%

(Priors .50) Lows 61%

4
Overall 65%

Improvement-Over-Chance Index: 30%

a
Minimum F to Enter 1.0

b
This variable did not enter the equation
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4 degrees of freedom; significant at the ;07 leVel and a canonical correlation

Of 4372, This solution explained 13;8% of the group variation in the hearing

impaired-math concepts sample and correctly cIassified6-5%'of the students

used in the analysis.

Confidence intervals using the t-statistic (t
.05,1) and the standard

,error were computed to examine the statistical significance of the 65% hit

rate for math concepts. Since the 95% confidence intei-val ranged from 37:3%

to 62.7%, the observed overai hit rate was statistically significant;

The improvement-over-cha ce index was calculated to be 30%; this)tteans
, 4

that SO2 afewer classification errors resulted using- classification function

bated on the discriminating variables than would have by chance.

The results of the step-wise discriminant .analysis for predicting.hfgh

and low group memb rship for math concepts achievement were interpreted by ethe

within structure coefficients rather than the standardized discrimiliant

coefficients. However, for this function, the interrelationships among' "the

,variables were low with the exception perhaps of CRORIEN and SCHLANCOM (.431r

(see Table 8).' This means that the standardized coefficients were prObably

not affected by shared discriminating information and that the relative,

_ s_
absolute value$ the structure and standardized coefficients can be

interpreted in a.simiIar,straightforward manner; However; CRORIEN and

$CHLANCOM's relationship to the function in opposite directions may account

for the net effect of reducing SCHLANCOM's relationship-from over twice as

great as CRORIEN's to less than half CRORIEWa.relationship at indicated by

the structure coefficients.





SCHLANCOM PASPACOC INTHI SATSCHOL PASPWORKLEIS CRORIEN

,smow!

SCHLANC*

PASPACOC

INTHI

SATSCHOL

PASPWORKLEIS

CRORIEN

1.000

;269 1;000

.333 .149 1.000

1159 -1112 1083 11000

.399 .177 .121 ,082 '1000

;431 i-;032 ;150 ;196 ;189 1;000

n.

0 '0

70



jo In descending order by magnitude of the structure coefficients, the

contributions of three variables seem to comprise this function: SCHLANCOM,

PASPWORKLEIS and INTHI. Unlike its strengths for predicting high and low

rqading comprehension, Child-Rearing Orientation was of minor importance for,

discriminating high and low achievers in math concepts.

It is difficult to interpret and label this function because the

structure coefficients of the three highest discriminating variables are

rather similar in magnitude, and,the most powerZol variables: Concern for

Schooli, Language and COMmon-iCition and Parents' Aspirations for Work and

A-- --4,,-

Leisure argoon-diorepttany incompatible exc4 perhaps that given their signs
?:,

,--
an4p/Onteni, it it a parent-centered influence on the dimension$ It is

:,-proposed'base8 on the author's;best judgment, that given the magnitude of
)

SCHLAKOM and its negative sign, the diiension be named a "Press: for
k?,

Direc4veness" due to the nature of this variable's item content.

Math Computation Results

The group means, atandard devi and univariate F-ratios for each of

-
the six predictor variables are displayed in Table 9. The only family

environment variable found -to have a significant univariate F was Parental

Aspirations for the Child's Academic and Occupational Achievements'. The,

hearing impaired ch:ldren in the high achieving math computation group had

parents with higher, more specific and better planned expectations for their,

children's academic and occupational achievements than did those in the: low

achieving math coMputation,group.

Even thoiigtithe univariate F-values for the other five discriminating

:

variables were
;i

significant, the group means for three were in directions

71



Table,9

Math Computation Group Means
a
, Standard Devdations, and Univariate F-Ratios

for Six Family Environment Variables

tariable

High Math Computation Low Math ComputatiOn,

(1,= 33) (n = 30)

Mean S.D.. Mean S.D.

UniVariate

F-Ratio

:al Aspirations for

Is Academic and

itional Achievements 41.82 7;87

11 for School;

Te; Communication 75:68 19;78

:s Aspirations Work s.,

!isure 17;91 3.91

7ation of Hearing

merit -27;19 6;66°.

Rearing Orientation 33.19 6.68

fs' School Satisfaction 25;32 :2:71'

48.90 8.36 11.44 *

A
?

77;40 19.43 .84

18;,10 3;73 .37

5;03 ;00

32;7 5;05 ;00

4, 4,

24;7 71 ;49

favorable, desirable behavior, to 6 ft unfavorable, undesirable behavior

es of Freedom ft 1, 60

ool #
4

72
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!predictable from theory. and earlier study. That is, a favorable family

environment, as measured by' these constructs; was likely to discriminate

etween high and Iow achievement in math computation..

Table 10 summarizes the third discriminant analysts when the same six

factorscaleswereused-topredict. high and low achievers in math computation.
4110-

The analysis was conducted over 30 low achievers and 33 high achievers from an

overall data base of 94 studenti foi whom math comPutatilOn scores were

received. One of the six factor scales entered the equation, Parental

Aspirations and Expectations for Child's'Academic and Occupational

Achievements. The analysis produc0 an overall Wilks Lambda of ;837 with an

associated chi square value of 1 37 significant at .001;

. This solution found a canonical correlation of .403 and it explained

16.2% of the group membership variance in the math computation sample. The

overall correct classification of the math computation high and low achievers

was 59%, with the analysis showing that 64% of the high achievers and 53% of

the low achieverS were correctly classified. For math computation, the

percentage of cases correctly classified, i.e., the hit rate of 59%, did not

differ in a statistically significant manner from chance. At the 95%

confidende interval the hit rate would be statistically' significatt if it fell

outside th intrvaI of 50±12.7 percent. 'However; the computation of'the_

improvement-over-chance index showed that 18% fewer classification errors

'resulted using. this classification rule than would have by chance.

The resultsegf the step-wise pscriminant analysis for predicting high

,;.;ind..low group meMbership in math computation achievement was interpreted

bry tbeJVithin sptuctUre coefficients. The within group variable to function

correlations at 6'7' shown.in Table 11.



Table 10

-.Summary of Step-wise Discriminant Function APalysis
a,

for Family Environment
Factor Scaies.Predicting High and Low Achievers in Math Computation

Step Variable
Standdized
Coefficients

1 PASPACOC

SCHfANCOM-

PASPWORKLEI5b

INTHI

CRORIENb

SATSCHOL
b

1.000

Lambda
Change in'
Rao's V

Significance
of_Change

in V

Within Structure
Coefficient
Function 1

.817 11.44 .0007 1.000

.378

.232

.205

-.069

-.005

Canonical Correlation = .403

Canonical R2

a
Minimum F to Enter = 1;0

= .162 b This variable did not enter the equation

Centroids: Math Concepts Highs
Math Concepts Lo

Percent Correct Classification:
(Priors . .50)

Emprovement-Over-Chance Index::

.440

Highs
Lows

Overall
1

18%

64%
51%
59%

A



Tab/d 11

Pooled Math Computation_ Within-Croups Correlation Matrix

for Family. .Environment Variables

SCHLANCOM PASPACOC INTHI SATSCHOL PASPWORKLEIS CHI:MIEN

LANCOM

PACOC

HI

'SCHOL

PWORKLEIS

RIEN

1.000

.378

.236

.190

.410

;251

1.000

.205

-;006

.232

-;069

1'.000

.090

.266

;061

1;000

;139

;225

1;000

;068 1;000

76
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The structure coefficient's indicate how crOsely a predictor variable and

a function are related. When the absolute magnitude of the coefficient is

very large (near +1.0 or -1.0), the function and variable are.carrying nearly

the same information(Klecka, 1980). Similarly, when the coefficient is near

zero, the variable and function have very little in common. Inapection of the

structure coefficients indicated that this function comprised almost entirely

the Parental Aspirations for the Child's Academic and Occupational

Achievements construct of the family environment, which contributed from

almost three to five times as much discriminating power to the function as

of the remaining variables not considering CRORIEN (14x) or !8A,T8CHOL (200x).

This function might; therefore, without any ambiguity appropriately be labeled

the "Press for Achievement" function for discriminating between high and low

achievers in Aath computation.

, -
For illustrative purposes; the centro ds of the high and low ach&evement

groups on each of the three separate diecr rminant functions are displayed in,

Figure 1; It can beseen_thitfeach functio resulting from three step =wise

discriminant analyses': Press for Interactive Child-Rearing fin- reading; Press

for Directiveness for math -.concepts and Press for Achievement for math

computation, represented by' the axes, define a one-dimensional space with each

of the two grouRs located on a point in positive or negative space.
!

t

Recognizing that the Symbolic representation of linear distances represented

in the group means can be deceiving, depending on the scale milts selected,
.

the reader-is cautioned against attribUting greater separation between the

centroids than is larranted. The-proportion of cases correctly classified

and the improvement-lover-chance indeX should be referred to in considering

Figure 1 in that"theyindirectly-confirm the degree of group separation.



Highs Readers Low
b

Readers

,su

I I
Press for Interactive
Child-Rearing Function

+.5 +1.0-1.0 -.5

a
= -.619
=

Highs Math
Concepts

Low Math
Conceptg-:

t

-4 Press for birective
ness Function

-1.0 5 '. +1.0

=.r.394
-4 Y.394

_
High

a
Math

Computation
L-OW? Math ;Ar

tompptation f'

0-1.0

= -.426
b

= .440

-.5 . 0 +.,5 +1.0

62

Press for Achievement'
Function 0

Figure is CentroidsApf High and Low Academic AchieveMent Groups in
One7DiMensioriaI Space, Mefined'by Three Separate Discriminant
Functions;

79
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Appendix t co tains

N.-

By placing the histograms dba

stograths for the three analyses.

one another...the density, diStributiOn and

4

relative locations;of the centroidi can be compared; ExaminatiOn Of.:Ithse

plots reveals the degree of overlap between. the groups; The plot for high and

'lbw math compptitiOn,groups shows the most overlap and reading comprehension

t1 leatt. This provides another way to perceive the discriminating power

the discriminant functions.

Discussion of Results

The reSults of these analyses indicated.that it is possible to

discriminate on certain family environment characteristics between groups of

10 -13 year old heArihg impaired children classified into one of,two groups of

highs IOW athieVeteht ih reading comprehension. math concepts_an4 math
,--

:..computation, Further, and more importantly;. the analyses 1 the --

701NoN
differentiatiohg=were based' On underlying dimensiops of'the

(the discriminant functiOht), the,compasitions of whiCh are t e-most
5

part. consistent with what theory and research would predj.bt. These analyses
.

also provided a means for classifying individual cases intqethe Athievement*"

group they most closely.resembled. . The idterpretatioli of these results

contributes much to our understanding of hearing impaired children.

What we know about hearing impaired children's academic learning and

their family environments. up to this point, has been astoundingly; little.,

-
Becaus, of thisi many of.the results from this study are ground-breaking. and

are interpreted by way of teeking.conceptual consistency among the findings

and within a theoretical framework. Convention in an exploratory study of

this nature dictated that an effort should be made not to overlook results



that tight be interestingand:substantivelymeaningful even when it meant

interpreting tf.F.'ts of significance. lenien In all _cases when this
. ,

occurred it made Obvious to the reader..

ReadinpComprehension

Examination of:the-item content that made up the factor scale structures

of CRORIEN INTHI which comprised the "Prest for Interactive ChildRearing"

function yields an interpretation of he nature of the function and possible

'eXplanations as towhy It predicted igh and low, reading comprehention. That
0

it.the family environments. of those children in the high reading group was

statistically and substantiVely different than the family ,environments of

Children in the low reading group;

Several of the behaviors measured by CRORIEN and INTHI relate to the
_

parents and child doing.activitieS, together, e.g., "The exten and content of

:educational attivi;les parents. -;and child engage .in together," VAR 20. The
. .

.

important characteristic of-families with children in the high reading:group:

is that the pSrents do things. and are involved with their children rather than

directing activities i tp,id around them; or the nature of the activity

ellitself is interaciv as in- "Parents read to their child at an early age."

;

Related to this, the 'parents' behavior toward their child seems to, be guided

by perceptions of hit/her as an indiViddal of "equal,status" to the parent

rather than as a,thild and a handicapped child with "child status" or status

different than other children would have in the family. The child's

independence as a person is recognized it-i7Age child:is allowed Or expected to

earl' spending moneY,"'"Age he/she is expected, to makecertain decisions," and

early on in life When this independence for the child was first established;

.

"Age when the child was expected or allowed to play around the neighborhood."



It is pfoposed here that the parents' interactive; respect for person--

behaviors toward their child were influenced further by the adaptattin they

have made to his/her deafness (VAR 2860AR 288). Families with children in

the high reading group reported having dealt with the reality of tbeir child

as a person with deafness.

This interpretation is in consonance with Kelly's Constructive

Alternativism view (1955) which proposes that an individual's personal belief

systems (constructs) contribute significantly, guide, and are the directing

.source of behaviors ih interactions with other people. Thus, the parents'

constructs of "child," ';child rearing" in general, and of "hearing impaired

chi4e7Particularly are taken to be sources:Of parental behaviors with their

hearing impaired child. That this integration of constructs occurred, it is

suggested; is exemplified by the activity of parents reading tOthe child

before preschool in spite of the:difficulties Teti:ignited due to the existence

evere hearing loss. Effective application -of the principles entailed in

constructionist theory to family intervention should increase parent -child

interaction. At least; the hypothesis is worthy pf further investigation;

As to why this "press for Interactive ChildRearing" function preditted,

high and low readers, studies over the last three decades have shown au

association between various famiq resources and skill in reading. Before

tharresearch is summarized, a description of what reading comprehension

involves is presented.

Beading tOmprehension ,isone of the component skills of the act of

reading. Others are attention, memory, decoding, knowledge of words and

syntax. ,In the comprehension part of reading, the reader makegthe symhols
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meaningful by creating a context for the text within which it becomes

understood. Thus, comprehenSiOn involves applying one's personal experiences

and knowledge of the world to give meaning to the surface structures of the

sentences, The meaning Of a passage comes from active participation of the

reader thatinvolves calling up and organizing information to be applied to

the act of reading (Hess, et al.,'1982).

Two of the family resources belnging to this function that

found toA5cilitate reading-at-a:

have been:,,.'

Reading to children. This function comprised parent reading o the_ .

at an early age (VAR 211 in CRORIEN)._ The tei ency of parents tO.reh to'

their children has been correlated with perforpapce in measures of reading

proficiency (Clark; 1976). Reading 'aloud also correlated with performance on

reading tests (Hansen,. 1969). It is suggested here that reading to Children

not only models reading behavior but the interaction- -the activity of teadlug

to children--may be the means through which the - comprehension results viete-

thieved.

Exposure to a variety of activities; Research suggests that children

reading skills profit from prior exposure to varied experiences; SuperiorA

'readers attended more cultural activities than average readers and

'participated in more varied activities (Miller, 1969). . This function

comprised an exposure to varied activities (VAR 247; CRORIEN)

The activity of reading to their children and engaging in a wider variety_

Of activities together;implieSerents are involved with their children and:

think of them as individuals with particular interests, likes and abilities.
A

11*
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They "match" the activities to the child; This relates

this.discussion regarding the person-centered nature of the ihteraction,

67
to

to the first part Of

To judge' the substantive utility of the "Press for Interactive Child-

Rearing" function for predicting high and low reading, the data in Table 4

should be studied. Given the results of the classification'analysis and,therA

canonical correlation of the functipn with group membership, it is suggested
-

that this function is moderately powerfUt and, its interpretation should be

considered gfaalient finding of this study, The outcome of this. analysis

contributed to our undetstanding and knowledge in ttke reading Are and does
ttot

fact carry gnbstantive utilitarian information.
w.

Math Concepts and Math Computation
--

The results of math concept and math 'computation will be discussed

together in this section.

For matlt-concepts an examination oft1le item contene.of SCHLANCOM, -he

.

discriminating variable on which this function 'Tresd fot Directiveness". is

labeled, and' a look-at the nature of achieVitin`this academic aTeaocallews
4

; 4
poseible,resolution of the finding that.hearineimpaired children who do well

in math concepts cbme frot htte§-Where there is a lack of behaviors described
. .

Concern for S ool_ essi3Ose anl DeVelopment of Language and"
./

Communication;

..

'
; - -.- : :_ P :9'

4 .

The cognitive Oticesses andile-Arning6tyle required ta"do"Iwiell in-tath
.....r.---7 . . :'.. -s . .

.
0

.

conceptsJnvolve the abILity to deal with abstractions and_ nqpd-to tDink-if
- , / Q ,..

. ..,,

in "Imusualitps, that is ,' to'develo'ystwms Of thinki _nqt necessarily-
.

L...---
., ...,

-,
, i , - . " ; ., , .

tiecttoSlhat'scan be oberved.' These. abilities on I9 ,level imply a
.

- - , %.

d.

C 84



willingness not to accep

. .
Theswabilities are

to develop these particular

t
fl

*
tandard:atiSWers'but ra iper-to'probe for salUtions.

. . '

used by an etiViratiMent:that encourages the individual

creativity; An disitironment

Strategies of problem,solvirk as well as

characterized by a'great deal of eMphasis on

and prbb4mt, such as correcting theochildtsimmediate and specifit ng

-i

Aramm4titeacbing hi new wordS or signs, and knowledge of and attention to
.. . . 4_

..--tchoOI pr r s% in specific areas, may pat foster 'the development of the

tfiivergen

-.'-concepts;

oratory style of thinking required far-dealingwith math,

O

4

e other hand; the ability to achieve in Math computation involves

the a i y to follow rules, to apply_ in a systematic fashion material that

=

memorized, and tj j
.oTactice.4verall_;,4t,is suggested that Math computation

,1. ' a-
A0oreirdefined and 15iMited.

. ,. ,

I

eh*evei nt requires mental skills that

in: this study, hei-Oring,i4aired

cane from families characteiized

ildrenwto did well in math epmputa

kCiiievement" functio

for the V.Ilfgle,variable with whichAr:

iy ataExpectatidhs for the Child't ACeddMic and'Occupati/KaI Achievements;
e-,,,

, :0. ik
l

W
-(..,-. Th4g.711e Families _who have high an;(dAP*cifip expectations and organized plans

_ _- _

a
(_,:

..

in place for the'Child's future ii60 = and occupational life., Pa'rents of,

i

ion

related fiA00), ilfrentaI4MWmitions

the high drying pumath comta4 up were 061. directed people who
-

expected t children to spelIC more time daily dot& homework, and probably

believe their Ohildren wi 1 echieVe-i life if they:know math becauge they

___reportod,they believe` their.
/

:pet 14gy be a cycle of re

achtiol curriculum should contain more

rcing events occurring here: Parents

4
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expect, indeed; push their children to spend more time doing homework.

Because believe "math " is a skill_ needed to achieve, in life and because

dea childr tend to do well in math computation (probably because language

inSkills arel pi volved), thepush to do homework bectmes a push to do Math

computation homework". Interacting withithis cycle is the tendency for
_

.

-
teachers, to give more math 'computAtion.homework.4 Math coMputation homework

might be more.popupr with teachersthan giving the children math colFepts

1/

problems work on outside, of 'school bec4Use first,,co4utation likes

titekgather than problem-solving and,,seaohd, the_thildfen do well in
-41i -- '; ,

,
.

_
computation so the:SOiteworkis reinforcing for the -child and-the

. . _

achievement iw4tmforcing for chi .taaeher ande,parents. This -hypothetical
-

cycle is worthy- ofjuriher ide
w

Interpreton of the

"`'

discriminan anaiyses:for high and

11-.-.., tlow math concepts attd mat utationJachlavlpotIT-group0Ots mOr'lAillicuIt-
ie.

''

, , w yam. , 1
.,:lts

than fereading comprehensfft. ,7ojudge-the tubstantie'utility of these*vwo
z

li 4.,

imp
,

y .-ifunttickrts ford chigh and lowah.ievehrV nt, the. dap in.Tables_.7 and 10,..; ,- ,-.7,-
, '1 ',:":;40

;k-71, iv

should be reviewed.. Given the exploratory appyloapb oNthis interpretation
t

these' solutions sreistudied flitoheir potential interest, asawell as their

'application value; The reader:shld recognize,.howevery that t
\

carry substantive but relatively m t discriminating power.

-characteristics of the 'igh and low achieers-tn the

less differhtial than _"reading and h

predict gro

R2) i
,

Itho4h the

:one.

ily

math areas wer robsbly

hating ability to
- .

pup. variance --explaimed..(tarionical

ions acceptable-i 's or usiilvthe_resUlts of t e;

nther analysts, rist thatswe-identi 10-d'

A.

function to do



the diStUSSion as Predictor variables'did so rather modes
. 1,

computation,. it; is Suggested that insuf ficiefiVsformationte
V'

equation for the dittriminating variables to "make.a decision"

group a specific case "iikiat,closely resembled.." Thus, the accuracy of the

For t

ered

about which

classification procedu ,1E
-was, diminished..-

In summaryrthe aM

-used in ,these analyses and their!.-

particular h'igh or 169 atadMiC

the
:44

three

, .

tpneeilled i41t4e 1Wc variables
-. ,,e.,- ir rrI, , - ,_,

'
1.-ct,i e-acc acy Varied,r4lative tb theul

.-",4*:',4). '. .,,: .
'

h eve4Zhrtrea being predicted. In each"`-of
..

70

discriminant analysispftp,.vu

coefficients was tom

to discover the
#

function did;4;e:,
.4e

correlations a the

des, an examination of the structure
i

inetrwith at,eXatifiatiOn of the grqup centroid position
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A
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4
I the' tompositionrof the high and _low groups -1. eaCh aialysts_Is in all.*-
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1.- 0°7- . .
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,,,,,

loF.

Wheil this_ study's: ample of hearing ch ren was Ifie into high or
., , ' '
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.
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o
t
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.

also interesti
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_
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found to hs7ippormipt on this function andlabeledu:Press ifor Interactive
,..,r.

Child-RearitA-had more powerful discriminating ability fOr Separating out
.

, .

high and low readers in'd had greater accuracy ihan the fuhctions found in the
.

. . .

two math areas. 4he cfil'acteristics of families bf children in the high
u .

. i.N

rea ding group were substa eively different than the characteristic of famili'es1

61 children in the lowiteading group.
1-

Evidene thatthe math cynFeRtg,ald computation achievement groups were
-e..'

1.-eS differenrOn the familyinvironment variables analyzed is contained in
o.

. .
.

'fie Modest esults.4.the clgSsificationanalyses and in the Canonical, _
/ .

\
.

... ,
. - . ,

.

-2.-
. . ..- -2( -S7Wpecially ose for atn conceptsuowever,,it is suggested that the

, u2analyses derived weakest solutions (Canonical R 's)s) in the math areag.
. .,

; . le 0
_

because Of.the sub jive infine e-of the school `on the development of math
__.

.,

o .- ... - t. .

-;gkill . If this isAirue, e family would have been less important
41,

4P. -

laming the iYariance betwein the Math groppS; Since theschooI environment

s cbt.tilejured in thig StU4,.'.:0e variance accounted for was confoundeilby
.,-.-.-

*Ai-: .

.
variance

children who did, well math it* cattle frOM falilieSwith "unfa _orable;
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.

.111.
,,. t,..

nvItonmehts.
-.e''' Nit, ..,A,

-,

etal dkplanations of the_ se findings art plausible, and need furth r
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b

.

greater influencg'on a -c d's reading prittiatAnd directly,
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_AsOlcomprehensible
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---they wanted to encourage their child's school 'earning; Th"ey read tot'
tHey make books-.available and they], expect the child to do homewo

(w1.11.Ch talk often beepath computation) every y.

Also; the very nature of an active aria involved family life inf encesJ

reading1Fomprehe'rision by affordrhg_ cessto the development of.prie of the

prerequisite skills, that is, the "applicaticirVof one's personal experiences_
al

and knowledge to give mewing to the symbols being processed in a-ilassage;

The familyfamily environment can prove `a variety of experiences on an ongoing'''

A. ,,,n; thus; be impacting reading comprehensiore'velttpment. Personalbasis

experiemc access to a variety of ideas and-knowledge ottfie world do not in

aft I' Iiho affect math compqtation to a significant degree and,it is

.sugges ed their impact on math con ts is-undermined by t4r

ignificant prerequisite lls;:

r.

Anotperexplanabnforhe we solution

more
ts'-1

for the 'math" iroups,4again,
N..

,specially the;Math!conts grpups is that thit select .on of variables_
'. -';. 141

. .
itili4;-

,measure :the under yin&
.

miIy environmentconstruCts suggested by Da%e. 3}
tk_ .' '' ' '' _7,,4asek-...P.

,Ahd MarjorAbanks (197) wl.Y-irrvaIiellUrftediCtinghiji an4 low hie2ment
t

in math concepts n-deaf students. PerhapsAother setof distrimina
iIkkt,

tiles operati erent family en vl nment cunt sots wou
),

improwe th prldi_ r oftilthe function for this study sample. Tuelpoper,-
--1 -

'1Wsie a
", 4'

OA viousry, is that the ielection of famili variables

- on which -...a.c Aifferentiated 440 "reatingrelevant," i.e.,

4

_

did pr realingzeChieveme group gembershi:p.
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tilar
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HFurtter research _will, explore-the outcome.to alyses'-f.eiki

readi

. .

and math in a nneter of ays: for'_eicamp ei -refinement

of the factor analysis; 'new"'family constructs will b yzed; different
.

patteinwof family)constructs will be-analyzed and; also; h ugh lout

,_
..

.
.

.

aehievement groups will_be o:elected on the basis of gender;
_

S and'i

,

similar patterns Of achievementecross all three content areas;

1! 4

os,
, .---_.

Which demograjohie variables best predict the academic'achievement(of

,,haring impaired children? C.1!'

V
,1--

The Relat O'n5hip?of Demdkre'lphic V$ gables and keademic Achievement
, o

Demotraphic variableSifor this analysiaere-the foll
14

owing;
; - m .

,-1

sou -redon is level (FAMSES),= scorqd on'Harjoribanks!
;'

, .

s ale-Oroceu
.i.,,_ < 4, : _ =, _ _ .

oribi7requiSitel-education (High := 1; Low = 5) .
.i d- : e v

___,,,_' 'if n ';'- 5 ,,

FAMSIIT).=inpmber:o Children in the family; one child = 1.4
,.s. ,,z Dr .ji k

reh = 'Ehlidren,=.3i,and fOuT to eight children 41

Ic) :=1$1.rth order o turfy child; thirst born = 1 and
,

. '
-<2-.77ba erzp:ornuf 2; i''''
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dm. t home; prilly. or

-pr ari/y manual -TV;,

nication mole t

)
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C

ODE H

'14

prima
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Afiprimary;bode erally
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,

aril manual
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hie an chool relaive measure '6 1
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'The pare is were asked what Mode

Iof communication is general4y*Uged:4
)i'

:, xfi,

pral, primarily simultanedOs dtpriMariIyvmanu#1: If the fhogints
, Al

gbrred the communication mode most generally used in the home wasAal, in
'',7

4, all probability, alrhOlIgh most of the communication was carried out using

speech, there wasla ciknenr to a 7.ariable degree of manuaIness in the

communication -- formal or home made signs,,fingerspening or gestures; I.

would, be extrremely rare for the communici

100% oral)ar all time at hdme or at school. If the parents reported

absolutely oral,

they or the school used an "oral" mode Of communication generally'wirh their

deaf chiid,sit was scored "IlflmeaniAg)for interpretation purposes that the

primari .

';#

opral, i.e., more oral tha manual,. But it ishome or school was

ably true that there was a manual component in the oral communication.
41-

'This tau ariVlry concept should be applied to t40"3" or primarily.ma6Ual

score. the

b4 there as an oral

mode was
-*

primarily manual; i.e,, more manual than orali

Aptir in the manual communilarion. This-tugges s

that the scale represent aInese with "1" meanIfiCless_ma*1 more
, .

oral;" "2" m aning "half manual.haIf oral;" and "3"
.

oral."

treaning"More.manual less

Alad c ach*eveMenr was comprised of. percentile scores for readin
,-- _

prehension, mart' concepts. and math computation; The upper and 0.lower is
,----,,i

4d:

percentile sellpr iptribution kor thethree'.academtc = chievyment
.,..: `-,-J''401Z

s provided the basis for conduc.ting.tbree step-pfSe 4scrim ansVseS=4
'`16:':..,. , ... ._--

i,

employing the five demographic varial'estb answer.the fourth "sti o this

-study. -) 4";

Subprogram DISCRIMINANT from

scc ise criterfiSie'-
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,Reading Comprehension Demographic Variables Results
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75

Table-I.2 displays the means, standard deviations and univariate F-ratios'

for eachof the five.prediCtor variables. Significant F-values were found for

FAMSES and COM/MODE SCHOL. Compared. to heartng impaired 6 ren in the,-low

I
reading group, chilllien high.readinggroup came fromlamiIies.whose

parents had higher leveldoecupations and educational attainment and id school

used a no oral mmunication mode.- tThe directionof the group difference on

FAIISES was predictable from earlier, studidCs while the direction-of the group

difference on COM/MODE SCHOL vAs not a predicted result of this study., The

uniAriate F's for the remaining three variabies,were not significant,J

owev9rr the group means_for FAMSIZE and KRANK were also in directions
. ,

predictable frOm earlier work. The direction (higher group aslion-oral) of
. sr

the group "difference on'COM /Mc HOM was not prediAted in either direction ;

-fr'- .

'.
,

area.
.

-tdue to` the lack
.

of earlier research in' thieg area.

,

i

T°i

,The results
.

' variables t. .re

-

acnieVer4 in reading. Fouy of the variabIeS&ter#

. .

ep-wisediscriminant analyais of five demographic

flow reilding comprehenao groups at shown

Table .13. 'The_analysis as c ducted over:49 low AchieV rs and *high

SCHOLJ,COM/MODE MOM, FAMSES and KRANK. The allilysi
*

'lks lambda of'.763 with an associated" bquAl.e valne of 16.0,9wathfotir
,

/ i
- -,_

degrees of freedom significant atithe. 31evel and a canonical correlation
\

e
equation: ()14/MODX

produced an overall

of :50

;r

the h

interva

ihe dire
JOL

. .
.,4

notion. *.

t 4
variance and clsifiedexpla ned .25.1% Qf the

schilOren,used i

..

tat

up

analysis t tectly. Confid
--- .

,_

d the standard-exrqr were
cz.,_.
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Table,,12

Reading Grog Means;Meansi Staidard Deviations i and Univariate F-11atios \i ..

for Five Demographic Variables 4 *

Variable

High Reading Com rehension Low Reading Comprehension,

(11. 29)

Mean S.D.

inivariate

MatiOa

ES 3.63

FAMSIZE

ItJ

2.60

1.23

1.93

1.95

1.59 . 4.10 1.57 4.26 It

.89 2.69 1.00

,43 1.34 .48 1.09

1,08 1.38' .49 1.49

.25 ,49 8.70 **

r Degrees 'of Free ET tt 11

7

s

.))
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Summary of Step-wise 4scriminant.luncOOn, Analysis

Predicting High and Low Achievers in Readi

Dethographic Variablei

prehension

Variable

Standardized

Coefficients

Milks

Lambda,

Change in

Rao's

COM/MODE SCHOL :842 ;858 9;45

COM/MODE 110M ;342 ;763 2;00

FAMSES -;591 ;784 6F9

KRANK 7 281 ;747! 1;50

F AM SIZEb

ignificanCe = Within Structure

of Change Coefficient

- in V FunCtion 1

002 .;700

;157 44! 74

;012

.219

mical Correlation = .501

mical R
2

=,1251

t Oids: Reading Comprehension Highs = .562

Reading Cothprehension Lows = -.58

!entCorrectClassificatpn:Aighs-77%
tiors = ;50) Lows

Overall: 71% '1B

a
Minimum F to Enter = 1.0

.i , t

b
This variable did not enter the equation

vement-Over-Chence Index-t -42%

95
r

1
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calculated at various levels to examine the statistical significance of the

hit rate; For reading achievement scores (N=59) the percentage of correctly

classifies' cases clearly falls outside the 99% confidence interval (since 71%

is greater than 67;6%) and is, therefore, significant.

The improvement-over-chance index was calculated to be 42% which means

that 17 actual errors were committed using the classification rule versus 29.5

errors by chance alone.

Using the within structure coefficients as a guide to interpret the

meaning of the canonical discriminant fumation, the magnitude of COM /MODE

SCHOL and COM/MODE HOM indicate they by far had the strongest relationship to

the function FAMSES' fairly high interrelationship (.382) With COM/MODE

SCHOL (see Table 14) may explain in part why its net effect was reduced; i.e.,

its individual power (unique relationship to the function) was diffused.

Also, FAMSES carried the opposite sign to COM/MODE SCHOL in its contribution

on the function which again would explain the net effect of reducing its

relationship to the function.

Given this function comprised primarily the COM/MODE SCHOL and COM/MODE

HOM variables and given the directionality of the group means, it might

appropriately be named the "Press for Simultaneous Communication Mode"

function. These two variables seem to be measuring complementary behavior,

communication mode, in different settings.

MArh_Concepts - Demographic Variables Results

Table 15 presents the means, standard deviations and univariate F-ratios

for each of the five predictor variables. Significant F-values were found for

FAMSES and COT; /MODE SCHOL. Compared to hearing impaired children in the low

-97



Table 14

Pooled Reading Comprehension Within-Groups Correlation Matrix
for Five Demographic Variables

FAMSES FAMSIZE KRANK COM/MODE HOM COMMODE SCHOL

FAMSES

FAMSIZE

UlANK

:0M/MODE HOM

:0M/MODE SCHOL

1.000

.123

-.060

-.025

.382

1.000

i .683

.123

.037

1.000

.031

.026

1.000

.268 1.000
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Table 15

Math Concepts Croup Means, Standard Deviations, and UnivarfaM FRatios

for FiVe Demographic Variables

Variable

High Math COneepta

(n 34)

Low Math Concepts
_(Th.. 30) UniVatiate

FRIAtida
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.-

FANSES 3.35 1.57 . 3.93 1.51 6.56 *

SIZE 2.44 .89 2.77 1.07 .30

KRANK 1.11 .33 1.33 .48 2.38

CO /MODE HON 1.74 .90 1.53 .86 .03

COM ODE SCHOL 1.94 .24 1.73 .45 8.52 **

I

a Degrees of Freedom = 1, 63

* p(.05

** p 4.01

100 101
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math concepts group, children in the high math concepts group came from

families whose parents had higher level occupations and educational attainment

and in school used a nonoral communication mode. The direction of the group

difference on FAMSES was predictable from earlier work white that ofiCOM/MODE

SCHOL was not due to lack of precedent. The univariate F's for the remaining

three variables were not significant, however, the group means for FAMSIZE and

KRANK were also in predicted directions. Again, the group mean difference on

COM/MODE HOM is a ''new".! finding, therefore, not directly predictable from

earlier work.

The analysis was computed over 30 low math concepts achievers and 34 high

achievers. Three of the five variables entered the equation: COM/MODE SCHOL,

FAMSES and KRANK. The overall Wilks lambda was ;788 with.an associated chi

square value of 14.41 with 3 degrees of freedom significant at the ;002 level

and a canonical correlation of 460 or the discriminant funct*n (le Table

16);

This solution explained 21;2% of the group variance and classified 72% of

/
the cases used in the analysis correctly. Confidence intervals using the

/

statistic (t
.01,62

) and the standard error, were computed to examine the

statistical significance of the 72% hit rate for math concepts. Since the 99%

confidence interval ranged from 33.2% to 66.8%, the observed overall hit rate

was statistically significant.

The mprovementoverchance index was calculated to be 44%; this means

that 44% wer classification errors resulted using this classification

function b shed on the discriminating variables than would have by chance

(i.e., 18 a tugl errors versus 32 expected by chance).

102



Table 16 a

Summary of Step -wise Discriminant Function Analysisalor Demographic Variables
Predicting High and Low Achievers in Math ConteptS

;tep Variable

1 COMMODE SCHOL

2

KRANK

FAMS1ZE
b

FAMSES

COM/MODE HOMb

Significance Within Structur4

Standardized Wilks Change in of_Change Coefficient

Coefficients Lambda Rao's V in V Function 1

-.864

.428

.764

. 918 5.50 .018 -.575

.788 3.00 .083 .520

.441

. 819 8.17 .004 .368

-_,__. -.174

;anonical Correlation .460 a Minimum F to Enter = 1.0

3anonical R2 = ;212

;entroids: Math Concepts Highs =.480
Math Concepts Lows .543

?ercent Correct ClassificatiOh: Highs 68%

(Priors = .50) LOWS 77%
Overall 72%

Emprovement-Over-Chance Index: 44%

b This variable did not enter the equation
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The within structure coefficients indicate that COM/MODE SCHOL and KRANK

had the strongest relationships to the function; FAMSES was apparently

sharing much .of,ita_contribution.on the function (.764) with'COM/MODE SCHOL

1.- , . ,
since they had SJarge.correlation (.449; see Table IZ); The result.of this

) 4
high correlation is that the two variables were actually sharing.,

discriminating information; Consequently;:if only one of the variables had

been used, its standardized coefficient would have been larger. However; both

were used and both entered the-equation and; even though FAMSES and COM/MODE

SCHOL had fairly large Standardized coefficients (made large contributions);

their signs were in opposite, directions-so the contribution, of FAMSES.in this

case is partially cancelled by the,opposite contribution of COM/MODE SCHOL.

Similarly; since KRANK and FAMSIZE are highly correlated (.631)9 KRANK

was interpreted as being comprised-in part by FAMSIZE and was Considered
'4

Signify a substantive relationship to the.fUnction. Note that the structure

coefficient of FAMSIZE is .441. Interpreting the meaning of this function

from the within structure coefficients clearly points out the true net effect

Of the individual variables on the function.

This function comprised primarily COM/MODE SCHOL and KRANK ( FAMSIZE).

The directionality of the high and lbw group means and the lack of apparent

conceptual relatedness between thACOM/MODE SCHOL and KRANK (FAMSIZE)'

variables suggest the function name reflect a combination ofthe presses in

effect; Thus; rhe label; "Press for Simultaneous Communicaiift Mode at Schooi,

and Family Stru ure" was given to this function for high'and low math concept

prediction4
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Pooled Math Concepts WithinGroups COrtelntiOn Matrix

for Five Demographic VariableS

FAMSES FAMSTZE KRANK COM/MODE HOM COM/MODE SCHOL

MSES

MSIZE

Api(

M/MODE 110

M/MODE SCHOL

1.000

.173

J..019

.133

.449

1.000

.631

=.006

-=.046

11.000

.148

.123.

1.000

;245

r'

A

± 1.000
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;Math Computption - Demographic Variables Results
_ .

Table 18 displays the tlienns, standard deviations and univariate F- ratios

for each of the five predictor variables. No significant F-values were found.

The directionality of the group differences on each oR the variables, however,

(except FAMSES) follows that of, reading comprehension and math concepts.

A step-wise discriminant' analysis using the same five demographic

variables for math computation was conducted over 30 low achievers and 33 high
Oa

achievers. As can be seen in Table 19 only KRANK entg-ed the function. The

_analysis produced an overall Wilks lambda of .958 with an associlted chi

square of -2.58 Nith, one degree of freedom significant at the .108 level and a
-411

canonical correlation of .204. This solution explained 4.'2% of rthe group
41

°variation and correctly classified 61% of the cases in thee.- ,analysis. For

.

math tomputation, the hit rate of 61% did not differ significantly from
)

chance' -)At the 95% confidence intTvai the hit rate would, be statistically

signif cant if it fell outside interval of 50 _ 12.7 percent. After(
calculating the imptcpvLnt-over-chance index'it was found that 25

classification errors were committed using this classification rule verscis 32

by chance or 22%-.1 1.

Although a discriminant fun tion was constructed for high. and low

achievers in math computation, after consideration of the unacceptable

statistical significance level, the very modest canonical correlation, the

extremely high value of Wilks lambda and the relatively low and

non-significant hit rate, it was decided the function lacked .substantive

importance and interest. It is suggested the variables did not discriminate

between the high and low math computation groups substantively probably

107
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tor rive uemograpnic variaoles

Vaiiable

High Math Computation

(n = 33)

Low Math Computation

(n = 30) Univariate

F-Ratio8Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

3.67 1.74 3.63 1.40 .06

2E 2.39 .97 2.80 1.06 .32

1.21 .42 1.40 .50 2.66

[ODE HOM 1.76 .87 1.60 .89 .35

LODE SCHOL 1.88 .33 1.80 .41 .50

;tees of Freedom = 1, 62
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Table 19

Summary of Step-wise Discriminant Function Analysis
a for Demographic Variables

Predicting High and. Low Achievers in Math Computation

Variable
Standardized
Coefficients

Significance Within Structure

Wilks Change in of Change Coefficient

Lambda Rao's V in V : Function 1

KRANK 1.000 .958 2.66 .102 1;000

FAMSIZE
b .731

FAMSES
b .107

COM/MODE SCHOL
b -.073

COM/MODE HOM
b -.061

lical Correlation = ;204

iical R
2 = ;042

a Minimum F to Enter = 1;0

b This variable did not enter the equation

roids: Math Computation Highs = =.196
Math Computation Lows = .216

?nt Correct Classification: Highs 79%

riors = .50) LOWS 42%
Overall 61%

)vement-Over-Chance Inde*: 22%

11.0
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because the group centroids were in all likelihood not significantly distinct

on these variables. That is, the hearing impaired children in the high and

low math computation groups in this analysis probably had similar demographic

characteristics.as used in this analysis. Alternatively, if the groups were-

significantly differenti the KRANK variable provided insufficient

discriminating power to make the determination, i.e., was a weak

discriminating variable.

Further discussion of math computation would be unproductive given the

;

results of this discriminant analysis. Future research should study the

overall impact of demographic variables on this academic area by developing

alternative patterns of variables to be'used in the analysis; Table 20, the

correlation matrix, is provided for the reader's review;

I Reading Comprehension and Math Concepts

Unlike the interpretation of the family environment variables and

academic achievement discriminant analyses whiC-h took an "exploratory"

approach; the interpretation of the demographic variables and academic

achievement discriminant e analyses takes a conservative approach. Thus, as

indicated previously, the results of the math computation group analysis will

not be interpreted. The primary interesein this study was to examine the

family environment as it related to academic achievement. The relatjpnship of

demographic variables to academic achievement was examined for its own sake

but primarily it was studied for comparative purposes; this is addressed in

study question five. Also, even though discriminant analysis is a rather

robust technique, a conservative approach is taken because the equal-interval

leve4assumption applied to the mode of communication data in the demographic
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Pooled Math Computation Within-Groups 6rrelation Matrix.

Pfor Five Demographft VariableS

KRANK

EOM/MODE HOM

dOM/MODE SCHOL

FAMSES FAMSIZE KRANK COM/MODE HOM COM/MODE SCHOL

1.000

.174

.107

;.036

1I

.376

1,000

,731

.032

-.071

1,000

-.061

-.073

1;000

.284 1.000
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variables is made with some speculation; this possible violation may have

resulted in the accuracy and interpretation of the analyses being affected;

HAVing
N cautioned the reader; the discussion Of the results of the an

90

ses of

the reading tomPrelligion and ma th concepts groups on demographic variables is

based on a, dgment that the solutions are moderately pow rfuI (see Tables 13

and 16), and for comparative purpose later on in this report.; will be

interpreted here as having salience.

The results of these discriminant analyses indicated that it is possible

to classify into groupsand ti discriminate; on the basis of certain

demographic variabIei; between groups of 10-13. year old hearing impaired

children; classified into one of two groups of high or. low achievement in

reading comprehension and math concepts. The dimensions along which these

differentiations were made'are of interest and can contribute to one '

understanding of deaf children.

A "Press for Simultaneous CommunicatiOfi Made" was the overriding

influence for predicting high and low group membership in reading and math

concq3ts:. Although FAMSES'wes in a strong position and entered both

equations; its correlation With COM/MODE SCHOL .reduced its unique

discriminating influenee. COM /MOD SCHOL was the more powerful and continued

to be so as shown by its net effect on both functiofts; Its relationship to

the functions would have; in all likelihood; increased had FAMSES not been

used in either analyses; One might have reasonably iexpected FAMSES to

Maintain its power 'given what we'know from years of SES research. Also; it

has been shown that FAMSES indicators such as parental income; have

corm:Latently correlated with academic achievement in deaf students; i.e.; as
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income Increases there is a corresponding trend toward_higher academic

achievement (e.g.', Raw4,1ngs & Jensema, 1977). The nature of discriminant

analysis, however, to consider the simultaneous contributions 6f all the

91

variables indicated that COM/MODE SCHOL had the most significant- contribution

on these functions and was most closely related to the funt%ions in spite of

!the influence of another powerful variable namely, FAMSES. This means that
. j

/ the differences in COM/MODE SCHOL (with COM/MODE HOM for reading and KRANK for

math concep.4) were more powerful discriminators of high and low achievement

than were the differences in FAMSES. From another perspective, this means

that the high and low achievement groups were more different on the COM/MODE

SCHOL variable than they were on FAMSES;

An examination of what the function, "Press for Simultaneous

Communication Mode" might mean helps to interpret these findings for reading

and math concepts. Three circumstances are probably true: 1) the high

achievement groups' mean scores on COM/MODE SCHOL and HOM indicated a trend

toward a "simultaneous" communication mode; 2) the majority of fa flies in the

study were hearing parents who do not use ASL, and, 3) the primary manual

communication method used in Total Communication schools its some form of

manual English. This leads to the proposition that another way to label or

think-about this press is that it is a press for some form of manual English

used in a Total Communication environment. If this is true, then the finding

fgr,reading comprehension and math concepts achievement is partially supported

in the literature indirectly by Brasel 4nd Quigley (1917) who concluded that

manual communication provided advantages over oral communication in early

language development. As we Know, language development is. an area related to

reading and the language-dependent math concepts area; Also, both findings--
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for reading and math concepts--are supported by Babb (1979) who found that

better academic ac ievement and language development were produced when a form

of manual English, SEE II, which other research found tends to evolve into

Pidgin Sign English (Marmor and Pettito, 1979), was used in both the school

and the home.

Regarding the ordinal position (KRANK) influence on the function for math

concepts, "Press for Simultaneous Coriamunication Mode a hbol and Fatily

Structure,7; an examination of the directionality of the high and low group

means showed that the high,7,achievement group comprised children, the majority

of whom were first-born. This finding, i.e.; that high achievers in math

concepts were children who tended to be firSt-born versus later -born is fairly
tiz

well supported by research on birth order effects.of normally hearing children

in the general population. For example, first-borns have been found by Altus

(1966) to perform better than later-borns on measures of verbal ability (math

concepts achievement isheavily dependent on language ability); No similar

research on ordinal position effects is available in the area of deafness;

It was also concluded that the children in the high math concepts

achievement group came from relatively smaller families than did low

achievers. This conclusion was drawn from the directionality of the magnitude

of the group means on FAMSIZE and fiom the fact that KRANK was correlated to

FAMSIZE at a fairly high level (.631) for the cases used in this analysis.

This meant that FAMSIZE shared a great deal of its discriminating power with

KRANK. Although KRANK and not FAMSIZE .entered the equation and was shown by

the witty structure coefficient to relate to the function, FAMSIZE was

considered to be a noteworthy component of the KRANK contribution on the
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functioh. That this was in fact what occurred in the net effect can be seen

froM the rblationship FAMSIZE had on its own to the function; 441

The relation of family size to academic achievement has been studied for

many years with unequivocal findings. Children from large families tend to

perform more poorly on indices of academic achievement, I ;Q., and verbal

ability (Marjoribanks, Walberg, Bargen, 1975); There is a dearth of available

research literature in this area in the field of deafness; However; the
4

finding in this study that high achievers in math concepts were first- or

early-born and are from small families seems to be consistent. with findings

based on the general population;

Overall; the pattern of discriminating power found in the five variables

used in these analyses for reading comprehension and math concepts var e for

the two content areas being predicted but the primary influence on the

functions in both cases was a primarily simultaneous communication mode in

school; For the high, group in reading comprehension; a trend toward a

simultaneous communication mode at school and at home were important

predictors. The high achievers in math concepts came from simultaneous

communication School environments and were early-born and from small families;

The finding that the hearing impaired children achieving high reading

comprehension tended to use simultaneous communication modes at school 'Fid at

hibMe becomes richer and more meaningful when viewed in light of the family

learning environment results for reading. It is suggested that a simultaneous

Cbtititihitakion mode might reflect increased interaction between parent and

child (compared to a primarily oral mode) which would imply opportunity for

richer and more numerous experiences and access to ideas. This is supported

in a study by Greenberg (1980) that found social interactions were longer,
fr

11.7
(0)
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more complex, and evidenced more cooperation and positive affect in

simultaneous communication mother-child dyads-than in oral dyads. Again,

- given that one of the component skills of reading comprehension. involves

'exposure to experiences and ideas which social interaction introduces, it can

be seen that a tendency toward a simultaneous. communication mod could

c
reasonably be exp4Fted to effect higher reading ability.

Quigld and Kretschmer (1982) raised this question concerning reading

development: Whether the communication system used by deaf children can serve

as a base for their development of reading. Their question is.based on the

fact that since reading is an auditorially based skill for hearing people, can

a visual-gestural language system (ASL or some form of manual English) provide

an effective base for the development of reading; The finding /is Ais study

that hearing impaired children who were high reading achievers used

simultaneous mode of communication at home and school prompts a positive w

response to Quigley and KrWtschmer's query;

5. _Family environment ch Nristics or delmographic

characteristics, is the better predictor of the academic achievement of

I
hearing impaired-children?

The information in Table 21 '.gives the supmary statistics from the

discriminant analyses considered important in making a judgment regarding th6

relAtive substantive and utilitarian significance'of famil environment aril

demographic characteristics for predicting reading and achievement.

If the researcher is interested in how well"the discriminant function did

in explaining group differences so that he/she can interpret the group

differences in the variables, the canonical correlation squared should be

11R
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Summary or_inoIcators of ngn ilicauce nualyow

for Family Environment and.DeMoftaphit Variables

Predicting ACademic Achievement

Significance ?

Variable Set Chi-Square level

READING COMPREHENSION

Family Environment .004

Demographic

1kt

lmbda

16,0 .003 .763

MATH CONCEPTS

Family Environment 8,64'

Demographic 14.41

)

.07 .862

.002 788

Canollical Overalb Improvement-

Hit Rate Over-ChanceK,.

.276 72% lc'k 44%

.251 ,71/ ** 42%

.138 65! ft 307

.212 /72% ** 44%

MATH COMPUTATION

Family Environmeat 10.36 .001 g37 ;162 59% 18%

Demographic 2.58 .108 .958 .042 61% 22%

419 120



examined; Together with Wilks Lambda and the-test of significance, which

tells if the function is statistically significant; the canonical R
2

tells

the substantive value-of the function, i.e,i-how much of the group variation

is'explained'by this solution; The' the researcher. proceeds to examine the

structure coefficients with the group centroids to study the multivariate

differences between the two groups. ObviOusIy, the, higher the canonical R
2

isi the more meaning can be attached to: this interpretation activity,

For" the researcher whose primary interest is in:a mathematical model

which can predict well or serve as a reasonable description of the Zeal world,

the best guide is the percentage of correct classifications (Klecka, 1980),

that is, the h it-rate. This would suggest that of the two, °the hit. rate

shipUld:be,the primary criterion.

Table 22 gives the rank order listing of the solutions based on the

canonical R
2

and_ the hit rate. The"-top three most powerful and accurate

**
solutions are for all practical purposes In the same order in both lists. Of

the three solutions, family environment variables came out on top as the most

powerful and accurate set of predictor variablesfor,predicting high and low

reading comprehension. group membership in this study; Demographic variables

were also shown to derive meaningful, discriminating and accurate

functions for predicting group membership in reading comprehension but they

did so less well when compared to family environment variables.

If the hit rate is used as the ultimate criterion for judging the

substantive and utilitarian significance of adis:;_rir-__7:.'r.t solution, most

researchers would consider the functions for either demographic or family

environment variables predicting high and low math computation not

significant. However, of these, the more interesting solution and one whidh
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Table 22

Rank Order of Discriminant Analysis &Anti-Ong by Canonical R1 and by Hit Rate

Discriminating Achievement Cánôicñl Rank Discriminating Achievement Hit

!t. Variables Groups Order Variabled Groups Rate

Family Reading .276 1 Family Reading 72%

Environment_ Comprehension Environment Comprehension

Demographic Reading .251 2 Demographic :Math Concepts 722

Comprehension

Demographic Math ConteptS .212 3 Demographic Reading 71%

' Comprehension

Family Math 162 4 Fairing Math Concepts 65%

:Environment Computation Environme

Math Concepts .138 5 Demographic Math 61%

Environment Computation

De9pgruphic Math

-Computation

;042 6 Family

Environment

Math

Computation

5911
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has pOtehtial exploratory value (if we were willing to be a little less

conservative) is the function for family environment predicting math

computation.

It was fairly clear in this study that the two functions derived for

predicting high and low math concepts achievement based on demographic and

family environment variables were both moderately powerful and accurate. Of

the two; the function for demographic variables was the better on every

indicator;

The purpose of comparing the discriminating accuracy and power Of

demographic and family environment variables in predicting high and IOW

academic achievement was to select the "better" function. It was fOUnd that

_

for reading comprehension, family environment variables derived a better

solution but the solution based on demographic variables was alitiOSt as

effective. For math concepts; demographic varieblet clearly explained more of

the group differences thanzdid the family environment variables; And neither

set of variables did that Well in deriving a function that could explain math

computation achievement group differences although the family environmut

variable teethed to hold the Most promise and interest as a set of

didkithitiatitiq variables if the accuracy of the hit rate could be bumped up.

_It is suggested that the differences in the discriminant functions using

family environment variables or demographic variables for predicting reading

comprehension group membership may be equivocal. The fact that both worked

fairly well enables a richer; more thorough understanding cf the
Akr

characteristicS influencing achievement of hearing impaired children in this

area Also; and more importantly; the family environment function identified

information about interactions and parent-child behaviors that intervention

124
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can perhaps influence rather than identifying classification -type information

(e.g., FAMSES) about which little can be done to change;

Although the analyses predicting math concepts achievement differences

resulted in the demographic variables deriving a better solution than family

environment, the fact that family environment v iables also derived a

moderately powerful solution provides access to greater understanding, and

again, the opportunity to intervene in areas in which change in a desired'

direction can be effected.

If the overall goal is to derive a model that both predicts and explains
.

group meMbership and does it well then ,it is proposed here that a Set of

coMbined family environment and demographic variables be used for the

analysis. Given the potentially complementary nature of the two "Presses" or

functions operating fior reading comprehension, i.e., "Press for Interactive

Child-Rearing" and "Press for Simultaneous Communication," it is reasonable, to

expect an even more discriminating and accurate solution to result if the two

variables from each function, that were most related to the function and on

which the functions ("Presses") were namedwere used in a discriminant

analysis for predicting reading comprehension groups. This same procedure

could be employed in an attempt to derive a better model for predicting and

explaining high and low math concepts achievement. An alternative pattern of

the best (from this study's solutions) of both family environment and

demographic variables could be used in a discriminant analysis. One

cautionary note: Independence of fami:y environment and demographic variables

would need to be examined.
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6; Mo_family_learninq environments of hearing impaired children differ

from_family learning environments of hearing children?

This discussion of family environments of deaf and hearing children

this point can only be based on qualitative comparisons rather than

statistical tests of differences. Although the rete'ardliin this study was

conceptually compatible in design and methodology to Dave (1963) and

Marjoribanks (1979), none were replication studies. However, there is much

merit to examining the findings for corresponding differences as well as for

similarities.
.

The following discussion compares findings resulting from two types of

research procedures: 1) tIe procedure for identifying the family environment;

and 2) the procedure for relating the family environment to school learning;

The first task for Dave (1963), Marjoribankt (1979) and this:study was to

Aerive a valid representation of the family environment; Dave drew from

theory and research to identify six family environment variable's and their

identifying characteristict. Each characteristic Wks measured and a family

environment index was, thus, obtained; Dave's overall result was that the

correlation of the Index of Educational Environment, obtained from the simple

addition of the scores on the characteristics defining the six variables, and

the total academic achievement, scores was ;799. In an attempt to further

refine the representation of the family environment, Marjoribanks and this

study performed factor analysis on the large number of interview variables

(characteristics in Dave's terminology), also derived from earlier work, and

reduced the data to six constructs which represented the family environment.

A comparison 'of the compositions of the family environment constructs and

variables among the three studies follows.
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Since this study's interview items were Posed on those Marjoribanks used

in hisIIdy on family and school environmental correlates of intelligence;

personality and school related affective characteristics which he'discussed

and reproduced in his.text (1979) on the empirical analysil of families and

a
their learning environments, it is interesting to compare the results of his

factor analysis solution to the one derived in this study on the basis of

number of factors, the variables each factor comprised and their labels. That

i. study produced a six factor solution which was discussed earlier in this

report under the "Method" section. The factor scales were labeled: Parents'

expectation for the child, Expectations for themselves, Concern for the use of

language within the family, Reinforcement of educational expectations,

, Knowledge of child's educational progress, and Family involvement in

educational iytivities. Of course, for comparison purposes, any additional

items related to deafness, communication or any topic which were added to the

interview schedule were excluded from the comparison. Specifically; this

comparison excluded the 18 deafness-related variables and th8se in this

study's factor 4: Parents' satisfaction with child's schoolingi none of which

Marjoribanks used;

Examination of the nature of the variables (interview items) determined

by this six factor solution relative to Marjoribanks' items in his six factor

solution showed that while some variables changed_ factor position, most were

retained in the solution under the).30 criterion. The exception to this is

Marjoribanks' factor 2: Parents' aspirations for themselves. Onl the

"Parents' occupational level" and "Parents' job satisfaction" items were

retained (VAR 173, 174) in this study's factor 5. This is understandable
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given the other items in his factor 2 are classifications of education and

'Occupational levels of people not in the home.

This means that the Family Environment of Deaf Children Instrument

measured similar characteristics or interactions of the family as did

MarlOribanW instrument but they were influenced by slightly different

constructs o tildy's factor names reflect this difference but

it is suggested the reader.nbte the:conceptual overlap (or complementarity) of

this study factors 1 and with MA ribanks' factors 3, 5 and 6. This is

also true, for this study's, factor 2:and Marjpribanks' 1 and 4.

Making a similar comparison Of the variables in-Dave's 'study and this

study's constructsi the most interesting-comparison because-of the dUbstantive

similarity is Dave's Achievement press. and this study factor 2 construct,

Parental aspirations for child's academic and occupational achievements (liter

labeled Press for Achievement at the. family learning; environment analysis

stage); Five of'seven of the. characteristics identifying the Achievement

press Variable were similar to those which identified the factor 2 construct;
;

All of the characteristics under Dave's, language models variable and one

characteristic under Academic'guidanpe wele similar-to.thpse items which

loaded on factor 1 in this stddy. The characteristics under Activeness -of the

family were similar to those which loaded on factor-6 in this study: The

_411characteriatits under Dave's. fifth and sixth variables had no imilar items in

this study so were not examined further;

.

Again, in a-generil sense; tills means that the Family Env:-Tonment of Deaf

Children Inatrument has conceptual overlap with previous research using this

approach to study family environments; This(lends credibility and a sense of

1 Oka,.
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the validity of the method. The differences that are observed are reflected

in the factor names. Table 23 presents a liking of the construct or variable

names that represented the family environment in, ach of the three studies.

The remainder of this discussion will focus on comparing the findings

derived from relating family environment to academic achievement. As already

mentioned, Dave found a high correlation (.799) between his family environment

indx and academic achievement. Mbre specifically he .found Achievement Press

and Activeness in. the family to be most highly correlated with reading:; -This

supports the discriminant analysis results in this study that:found factor 6;

Child-Rearing Orientation (similar to Activeness in the family) to be a

powerful predictor of high and low readers; The findings for math computation

and math concepts were less similar and given the general nature of this

discussion; will not be compared;

Marjoribanks used regression analyses to identify which faMilY

environment, factors predicted which areas of.academic achieveMent. The

complex nature of Marjoribanks' findings prevents parallel comparison between

studies. For example, his-studies having most relevance here examined the

nature of the interaction between status characteristics (e.g.; fathers'

occupation and birth order), academic achievement and/or family environment

(and/or intelligence).. Has findings indicate the importance of considering

both status characteristics and family environment measures for a more

Complete understanding of the variation in children's academic achievement;

At each social-status level (from low to high), he found increases in faMily

environment scores (froM'low to high) were related.to increments in English

achievement scores; and at each'level of family environment, increases in

social-status were associated with increments in English performance

1 9



Table 23

Listing of the Family Environment Constructs Derived for Three Studiii

Dave (1963) Marjoritanks (1919) Bodner.:Johnson (1983)

1. Achievement press

2. Language models

3. Academic guidance

4, Activeness of 6f family

5. Intellectuality in home

6. Work habits in the family

Parents' expectations for the

child

Parents' expectations for

themselves,

Concern for the use of language

within the family

Parents' reinforcement of

educational expectations

Knowledge of child's educational

progress

Family involvement in educational

activities

3,

Concern for school progress

And the use and development of

language and communication

Parental aspirations and

expectations for child's academic

and occupational achievements

Integration of hearing impairment

into the family environment

Parents' satisfaction with

childis schooling

Parents' aspirations for work and

leisure

Child-rearing orientation

130 131
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(Marjoribanks, 1979). In another study, Marjoribanks (1976) found that

increases in math achievement we related to more favorable.family

environments at different family size levels,but that math achievement was not

related significantly to increases in faMily size at different family

environment levels. For English achievement, however, he fblid at each family

Size level, increments in family environment were related to increases in

English achievement and also that increments in family size were associated

with ddrements in English at different environment levels.

-Thefindings.of_the research on the family learning environments of,deaf

children like that on family learning environments of hearing childrerHShowed

that if both status characteristicS and family environment constructs were

. considered, amore enriched and valid understanding of the deaf child's

academic achievement was gained. Although differences of analytic procedures

prevent direct parallel comparison, the overall directionality of the findings

for family learning environments for deaf and hearing children is shared; For

example; it appears that smaller families and first- or early-born children

whether bearing or deaf under certain family environment conditions are likely

to do better in English achievement and math achievement respettiveiy; It is

probably the case that the magnitude of the-COM/MODE variables for reading

overcame the strengths of the contribution of the family socio-economic level

variable; COM/MODE 4CHOL and HOM are unique variabl's to this study and

derive fAm-the nature of the population under study. It was' suggested in the

results that FAMSES might be an important tontributor along with certain .

family environment constructs labeled "Press for InteractiveChild-Rearing"

for reading. If this assumption were made* this would be supported by the

overall findings from Marjoribanks' work.
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This study showed that for deaf children from 9.5 to 13 years of age;

differences in the quality of certain constructs of the family environment

predicted differences in academic achievement. Differences in certain status

characteristics also predicted differences in academic achievement. The

nature of the differen s in the environmental and status characteristics

indicated that the direktionality as mall as the overall quality of most of

A
the predictor variables are supported by family learning environment research

conducted with young adolescent hearing children.

That this study had findings unique to those in the literature of family

learning environments was expected dueyt.o the charaCteristic of hearing

impairment in the sample. These findings were related to the derivation of

new family environment constructs (factors) and to new patterns within

.factors. Also, these new family environment constructs were identi as

significant predictor variables for reading; i ;e; Integration of H ring

Impairment into the Family; Finally; status characteristics other than the

expected socio-economic status were found to be significant predictors of

reading and math concepts;
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Summary, Conclusions and Implications

SummaEy of Major Findings

The results of this study can be summarized as follows:

1. The overall family environment of hearing impaired children was found

to consist of constructs, the compositions of which were generally consistent

or compatible to those reported by family environment research with hearing

children. Unique constructs of the .family environment of hearing impaired

children were also derived as were unique components of some constructs.

Thus, it can be concluded that the inclusion -in the family of a hearing

impaired child is a relevant factor influencing the overall family

environment.

2. Generally, the correlation of the overall family environment and

academic achievement was not consistent across levels of status

characteristics:

2a; Of the three academic areas, the family environment and reading

comprehension relationship was most often effected by differences in

levels of status characteristics.

2b. Of the status characteristics levels examined, the family

environment and academic achievement correlation was most influenced

in.order of magnitude by: communtcation mode generally used in the

school, I.Q., family size and student type with a trend found for

sex.

2C. Of the status characteristics that influenced the relationship

betweefi family environment and academic achievement, the influence

was cirfferential across academic areas and across levels of the

characteristics.
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-I
3. The predictions of family learning environment t gory have been

supported in part as evidenced in the .finding. that genera ly a more favorable

family learning environment predicted high aOhieVeMent in hearing impaired

children in academic content areas. It WAS f6Uhd. that different constructs of

the family environment predicted different academic areas; also the power and-

accuracy of the environment to.achievement prediction functiont varied with

the solution for reading comprehension being overall better than those-for

math concepts and math computation.

° . 3d. A "Press for Interactive Child-Rearing" dimension of the family

environment; comprising particular. parent-child interactions,

behaviors; an beliefs about child-rearing and about hearing

impairment; was found to predict high and low achievement in reading

comprehension with the high achievers coming from the more

interactive.families;

3b. A "Press for Directiveness" dimension, comprising certain parent

behaviors regarding the child's school progress, 4anguage and

communication described as "directive," was found to predict-high-

and low math concept achievement with the high achievers coming from

the less directive families.

3c. A "Press for Achievement" dimension of the family environment,

comprising parental aspirations and expectations for their

child's academic and occupational achievements, was found to predict

high and l6W achievement in math computation with high achievers

coming freith faMilieS who have higher aspirations and expectations.

4. The high and low achievers in math concepts and math 6omputation

tended to have fatilieP with less variability on their predictive environment
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constructs than high and-low,achievers in reading comprehension; the family

.

learning environment was better able to discriminate high and low reading

achievement than it was math achievement and especially math concepts

achievement. The family learning envirohment, it can be concluded, is

relevant factor influencing reading achievement to a greater degree than math;,,

achievement.

5. The predictions wrought by years of research on demographic

.

characteristics and achievement were not:fully supported as evidenced by the

finding that the typically powerful predicting ability of family socio-

economic status for academic achievement was not found for this sample of high

and low achievers in math and reading. Rather, it was found that in

,

moderately powerful and accurate solutions, communication mode used by the

Child in the home and/or school were the most influenciai variables,foi

.predicting high and low achievement in both reading comprehension and math

concepts; Family structure was also a discri4Oeting variable for achievement

in math concepts;

5a. Children who were high achievers in reading tended to use a

simultaneous moAiqf communication at home and at school, i.e., they

were not in an oral-only environment in either setting.

5b. Children who were high achievers in math cc*,cepts'tended to ust'a.

simultaneous mode of communication at school and also came from

smaller families and were early-born.

6. The demographic variables, in order of the power and accuracy of the

solutions, predicted high and low achievement better in reading comprehension

than they did in math concepts (and had limited merit for predicting

achievement in math computation). Certain demographic variables; it can be

t.

136 ,
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concluded; are worthy of consideration as factors contributing to achievement

. in reading comprehension and specific math content areas;

7; Overall, family environment variables were found to be the better

predictors of academic achievement than-were demographic characteristics; By

academic content area the findings regarding the relatively better set of

predictors were differential: Family environment predicted reading

comprehension, demographic characteristics predicted math concepts and family

environment predicted math computation. For reading and math concepts; the

nature of the-demographic. and family environment predictor variables were

complementary and can likely enrich understanding of achievement in these

_
academic areas. This is supported by family learning environment research-

done with hearing children.

Conclusions

This study built on a line of theory (e.g., Lewin, 1934; Murray, 1938;

.B1-66M, 1964) bated on the concepts of person- environment - behavior interaction;

environmental "presses," i.e., the environment has magnitude and

directionality; and specific sub-environment to characteristic-development

relationships. This study was''Operationalized following the family

environmentimeasurement concepts and techniques modeled by the research of

Dave (1963) and Marjoribanks (1979) but making adaptations to accommodate a

hearing impaired sample and possibly hearing impaired parents.

It can be concluded that the conceptual and methcdoIogical haies on which

this study was constructed were upheld. Family environment characteristics,

. ,

similar and compatible with earlier work done with hearing children, were



identified to represent the hearing impaired child's family environment. At

the same time, however, the basic argument that the family environments of

shearing impaired children would also be different due to the presence of the

child in the .family was supported as evidenced by the derivation and salience

of a family environment construct unique to this special population:

-lntegration of hearing impairment into. thefamily and the emergence of

"sub-clusters" of deafness-related variables on several constructs (see

especially SCHLANCOM). The theoretical cOnceptualizatiO3 S were finally proven

when; along with the "hearing-related" environment constructs, the "deafness-

related" environment constructs were found to predict academic achievement.

The obtained predictive relationships between family environment and

academic achievement were substantively as well as statistically significant.

When demographic variables were considered, the family picture became more

complex {, but more in focus, and certainly more enriched.

Families with deaf children who read well, read to their children at an

early ag9N spent more time interacting with their children exposing them to

new and varied experiences aid ideas, allowed their children greater

independence and were not then traumatized by their children's hearing loss.

They also tended toward the use of a simultaneous mode of communication with

the, child at home and enrolled the child in a school program in which the mode

of communication is primarily simultaneous;

Children who did well in math computation and concepts had parents who

had high expectations for their child's future and plans in place to assist

that attainment; they reinforced their child's school efforts while tending to

show less concern for the more specific, day-to-day school issues and less
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interest in a "teaching" role regarding the child's language; The high-math

children, especially math concepts; tended to be in a simultaneous

communication mode school environment and to be early-born and from smaller

families;

The "Press for Directiveness" behaviors involving parental concern for

theThearing impaired child's school progress, use and development of language

and communication was found to have a negative influence on achievement in

math concepts. This finding is not supported by evidence from family
0.0

environment research with hearing children. This dimension of the family

environment, it is concluded, holds particular allure for further study.

The results of this study increased our understanding of the

relationships between family environment-child interactions and academic

achievement by showing that it does make a difference how parents behave with

their children. One of the major findings is that the obtained relationships

are dependent on the academic content involved. The differential

relationships found between reading and math achievement irrgnify the complex

nature of the learning process in these content areas; This does not mean

generalizations regarding the influence of family learning environments are

not-Possible but it does highlight the need for research being conducted to

holte'explain the unaccounted for variance;

The key family learning environment dimensions across all three academic

content areas seem to reflect a perception of the deaf child as a competent

individual for whom expectations are high, with whom interactions are frequent

and a mutual effort is made to attain understandable communication. Whether

by design or chance these families are practicing what has been shown to be

good child-rearing methods.
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The reason this study sought to interpret the demographic characteristics

along with the family environment characteristics is based on the belief that

inter-relationships exist between a broad range of status characteristics,

ocial-psychological family environment variables and children's academic

achievement. This concept of a network of forces effecting academic

achievement provided an essential framework for thinking about the results of

this study.

The findings of the present study show that the methOdology;applied f6r

family environment measurement is likely to prove successful in explaining a

substantial proportion of the variability in the math and reading achievement

among 10-13 year old deaf children. Future analyseF will be conducted in an

effOrt to refine the environment measure and; thus; to enhance its predictive

ability. Continued effort to measure communication competency of parents and

Child should embellish the structural analyses of environments especially

given the significance attached to communication mode in this study.

fcr Practitioners

The following discussion will address the practical implications of this

research project for teachers, administrators and parents.

First, the results of this study should sensitize practitioners to the

si nificant and specific role of the family learning environment. There is

reason to recommend that practitioners develop systematic efforts to visit the

homes of hearing impaired students on an ongoing basis, and to interact with

the parent(s) in the home, in order to gain information leading to greiter

understanding of the individual child's family experiences; This, in turn,

provides the basis for the development of a plan, worked out by parents and
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teachers; to maximize (within any given family's constraints) the family

environment; These procedures should.be incorporated into any comprehensive

intervention program.

The findings regarding the significance of specific dimensions of the

family environment for school achievement have direct implications for'

educational and clinical practitioners and parents. Since it was fOUnd; -for

_ .

example; that better readers have parents who hold_cprtain child - rearing

orientations and have adapted to their child's...defrihss, in working with

parents the practitioner should strive to identify the parents beliefs

(personal' constructs) regarding their child'as a person and his/her abilities'

and potential as a member of society. Helping parents extend their

perspectives and Skills and/or gain more realistic views may provide an

appropriate introduction to intervention and may initiate a trend in the

-

family toward more productive parent-chlla interactions.

The implications of this research for those working with hearing impaired

children is clear; Since a "Press for Interactive Child-Rearing" and a "Press

for Achievement" did predict high acadeMic achievementi classroom teachers

might be encouraged to incorporate these findings into their own pradtide.

The negative outcomes of a "Press for Directiveness" have been identified

suggesting to teachers for the firsttime perhaps that ed to eXaMine

closely the accepted principles and beliefs by which we operate: That is,

what we perceive we are doing may be interpreted by the child as a negative

force and may not have the desired end effect.

Teacher preparation programs, both pre- and in-service need to be made

aware of: 1) the nature of the social-psychological processes that operate
,

dft_
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families to affect children's academic achievement; 2) the skills and

nowledge necessary to develop adulf,--dentered curricula; and 3) the

possibilities; but also-the diffidultias; in attempting to affect family
- -

,"-.
characteristics such as parent expectations; the parent-child interaction

level within the family; or parents' beliefs about_their child.
_)

There is the possibility that it would be financially and

administratively ekpedient to pass over the findings of this research. It is

considered deSitable that claseroom.teachersr who are willing and skilled

participants, (includingjparent-inant teachers) rather than specially trained

professionals, WhO are not involved with daily or frequent claissroom

,

activities, be the people.involved in theAmteraction with parents. For

administrator (and teachers), this means a number of changes will need to

occur: time schedules will be te4ised4;teachers will be accountable and

paid for activities off campus; morej4ients will: be coming to the school and
'.=

becoming involved in; heretofore; school- centered decisions and; ultiMatelY;

there will be new budget demands; For teachers too; developing programs

.

with/for parents is a difficult tasktand not easy to initiate and maintain.

However; in the many interviews with parents conducted by this researcher,

'there usually was genuine interest in parents to talk about their children's

education and family life. The parents felt they had lost the contact with

the school.they once enjoyed when their child was younger. They were eager

and able to offer inflormation and to learn more about the quality of their

child's sChooling. TheitaSk is to transform these parental interests and

beliefS into behaviors and to convince parents (and teachers)":that the-

investment of familY-school coop an will be related to gains in the

Child's academic achievement.
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FAMILY ENVIRONMENT CE DEAF CHILDREN INSTRUMENT

To the patents: The present set of questions is part of a study examining
relatiOnShipt that'exist betVieen families and the schools to which families send
their children.

We would like to obtain some information from you regarding your feelings about the
school your child (name the child) attends and to find out some of your thoughts
about education in general. It is hoped that the kind of information that is
collected in the study will be used by schools when they are planning their
programs As you know; we are also interested in x's acadeMic, social-emotional,
and intelligence data; (In some cases, we seek permission from you to collect or
access that data from the school);

The research guarantees anonymity of the family and confidentiality of all

responses.

Manyquestionsaskforanindividualresponsefromou as mother and father
of x. Your separate, personal beliefs and opinions ire important to us. When you
have respohses different than your spouse's, please feel comfortable in emphasizing
them for me;

It is essential to have a very accurate response to each question. However, if you
'feel that a question is an invasion of your privacy, feel free not to_ansWer it.
We would rather have no response to some questions than responses that do not
reflect your real feelings.

If you think I am not understanding what yoU mean by your response, please tell me;
We need to discuss irt. Again, we hope to record accurately the information you
provide.

The first set of questions deals_ with certain aspects' of the family. We ask them
in order to provide some general information for the study. Then. the following

questions are about your child (name the child) and the school she/he attends;
Your answers:should be related to thaMe the Child):

To the interviewer:

(a) Each question thOUld be asked of all parents, except where it is, obvious from
a_ previous answer that:a question doesn't apply.

(b) Where a question is asked of both mother and father; record each of their
responses separately.

(c) The questions are associated with numbers.Placa:a circle (not a tick) around
the number which is closest to the answer supplied.

(d) For most questions; allow parents to respond freely. However, it may be
necessary to clarify by probing so our information is accurate. Some

questions require you to read response choices to parents.
(e) Ih the questionnaire; whenever x appears please substitute the child's name.

(f) An 'other answer' spage is provided for most questions. If the responses that
are given do not fit easily within the categories that are supplied then write

in the response; Also please supply any ccimments you feel might be useful
when the schedule is being scored.

(g) nral mode of communication refers to the use of speech, residual hearing and
speechreading; simultaneous mode of communication refers to the use of speech,
residual hearing and lipreading.plus one of the artificial or constructed
manually-coded English sign languages.

(h) AmeriCan Sign Language (ASL) refers to the etandardsVari#ht within the manual
communication system(s) havihg .a _lingUistic code with its own rules not
necessarily those of a formal ;English system-, e.g., Ameslan. Usually
communication in Ameslan relies minimally on oral input with the exception
perhaps of speechreading.



Family Environment Schedule: Tait_A

1. Date of interview:

3. SUrname of family:

5. Sex of child: M F

7. Address: #Streeti
City, State, COunty:
Zip;

8; Phone:

10. Type of dwelling: (Do not ask)
1. One-family house detached '

2. One-family house attached
3. Mobile home or trailer
4. Boat, van, tent, etc.
5. Apartment with units

11. Age at the time of diagnosis:

13. Age when received heari g aid(s):

14. Age a entrance

2; Name of interviewer:

4. First name of child:

6. Date of birth of child:

9. Race/ethnicity: (Do not ask)
White

H.2; Black
3; Spanish American

(Spanish surname or
Spanish speaking)

4; Oriental (Asian-American)
5; American Indian
6. Other
7. Unknown

12. Neighborhood: (Do not ask)
1. UU 4. UM 7, UL
2. MU 5. MM 8. ML
3. LU 6. LM 9. LL

"-?

into parent-infant or school program:

15. Length of interview: time started:

time completed:

16; School currently attended by child (name, city; state):

17; Type of school program (circle appropriate number):
residential school
ctay school
special class in regular_ local school
regular loc.:al school with a resource room
regularlocal school program

2
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1 . x is a:
residential student 1

commuter student 2

19. The teacher x spends most of the schoOl day with is:
hearing 1

deaf 2

hard of hearing 3

20; x is mainstreamed (Circle all that apply):
not at all 1

for physical education and lunch 2

for some academic subjects 3

for most academic subjects 4

for all academic subjects 5

Other (specify), 6

21. What special services does x receive?
.

none

(circle all that apply):
1

special language training 2

speech/auditory training 3

special academic tutoring 4

All (x is inaspecial school) 5

Other (specify) 6'

22. Whb was interviewed (circle appropriate - number):
mother
father
both pareilts 3

Other (specify) 4

23. A. What is the hearing status o parents and others (not siblings) in

househo.la: f

deaf
hearirig
hard of hearing

father mother

b. What is the family status:

others (specify who)

1. 1

2 2

3 3

1. intact; both parents live at home

2; divorced; single parent
3; divorced, reconstituted
4; other

24; In what country was the mother, father and x born?-.:

United States
Other country (name)

father mother child other



25. If the parents or child were not born in the United State.6, in what
year did they arrive?

1. father: f 2. mother:

26. What language is generally spoken/used in
English 1

ASL 2

Other (specify) 3

2 ; What mode of communication is generally used in the home?
oral 1

simultaneous (oral and manually 2

coded English)
primarily manual (as with ASL)

3. child:

the home?

28. What mode of communication is generally used in x's school?
oral 1

simultaneous 2

primarily manual 3

29 When you are communicating/speaking with x what language would you
use most of the time?

father mother

English 1 1

ASL 2 2

Other language (specify) 3 3

30. When you are communicating with x what mode of communication would
you use most of the tim?

father mother

oral
simultaneous 2 2

primarily manual 3 3

31. When x is talking / communicating with brothers or sisters or with
other children in the home what language does x generally use?

English 1

ASL 2

other language (specify) 3

32; When x is communicating with, brothers or sisters or with other
children in the hone what mode of communication does x generally
use?

oral
simultaneous
primarily manual

2

3

33. How satisfied would you say you are with the school that x attends?
very dissatisfied, 4

don't know or don't care 5

other answer (specify) 6

very satistied 1

reasonably satisfied 2

not really satisfied 3



34. How_do you_react to the following statements about x's school:!
would you 1) agree_strongly, 2) agree, 3) don't know, 4) uisagree,
5) disagree strongly? Read the SpOnSe-thoice-S-;

In the school x attends:

a; There is not enough
homework

b. There is not enough
discipline

c. Children are very
friendly

d. Too much time is spent
on subjects such as
art, music, drama

e. Not enough time is
spent on reading

f. Not enough tine is
spent on mathematics

g. Teachers are very
friendly

h. Teachers seem to treat
All children fairly
Teachers seem to be
very interested in k's
education

j The methods of teaching
seem to be too progres-
sive; too modern

k. Too nuch time is spent
on special courses for
hearing impaired chil-
dren such as speech and
auditory training

1. Teachers give impression 1 2 3

that they want to keep
parents out of the
school
Children from different
ethnic groups mix very
well ..

n. Children who are deaf 1 2 3

and hearing mix very
Well

o. We dcn't receive cnough 1

information about how
x is performing at his/
her school work

agree agree don't disagree disagree does
strongly know strongly not

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2

1

2 3

3'

apply

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 6

5 6

c 6

35. How often does x use his /her hearing aid at home?
AII th time 1 rarely
Most oe. the time 2 (less than the time)
(over 1: the time) never or hardly ever
sometimes 3 other (specify)
6 the time)
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36. From what you know, how often does x use his/her heatinq (ii.-6 at school?
all the time 1 never; hardly ever Jr

.most of the time don't know 6
sometimes 3 other (specify) 7
rarely

37. From- what-you know, how useful is x's hearing aid(s) for his/her use of
residual hearing?

very useful 1 not at all useful 4
reasonably useful 2 don't know 5
not really useful 3 other (specify) 6

4.

38; Do you notice x's consistent use of his/her hearing aid(s) for
particularfuctiOns in the home? Read the responses:

mealtite 1 helping ("working")
famiJydistUtsiOns 2 around the house
story telling 3 uses allthe time
play time (alone) 4 no_

play time (with 5 other (specify)
others)

39 Into which of the following school situations do. you think deaf
children who are about 11 years old should be_placdd?_ (Ask the
question in two--parts: first in relation to deaf children with
hearing parents; and second. for deaf children with deaf parents.)

Read the Alternatives: Deaf child with Deaf child with
hearihg parents deaf parents

a- ReSidential schools for the deaf 1-'
b. Day schools', for- the deaf .2 2
c. Regular school but- .in a special 3 3

class for deaf (self-contained)
d. Regular schocl with a, resource 4

room (mainst earned appropriately)
e. Regular loca school (fully 5 5

mainstreamed)
f. Other (.specify) 6 6

ii. When deaf children start school: parent-infant, preschool. first
grade; into which of thefollowing school situations do you think
they should be placed?. ask- -the question in two parts: first in
relation to deaf children with'hearing parents; and second, for deaf
children with deaf parents.)

Deaf child WitAX,,Deafchild with
Read the Alternatives : hearing parents deaf parents

a. Residential schools for the deaf 1 1
b. Day schools for the deaf 2 2
c. Regular school but in a special 3

clasS for deaf (self-contained)
d. Regular school with a resource 4

room(mainstreamcgi appropriately)
e. Regular local school (fully 5

mainstreamed)
f. Other (specify) 6

6
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40. When deaf_children start school: parent-infant program, preechbbl;
first grade, in what language and what mode of communication do you,
think the children should be taught? (Ask question_ 1171__two__parts:
first; in relation to deaf children with hearing parent's; then, for deaf
children with deaf parents.)

Read the Alternatives: Deaf children with
hearing parents

Deaf children with
deaf parents

Language:
English
ASL
Other (specify)

Mode:
Oral 1 1
Simultaneous 2 2
Primarily Manual 3
Other (specify) 4 4

41. When deaf children reach the age of 10 or 11 years, in What language and
what mode of communication do you think the children should be taught?
Ask question in two parts: first, in relation to deaf children with

children with deaf parents;

.Deaf children with Deaf children with
hearing parents deaf parents

hearing parents; then, for deaf

Read the Alternatives:

Language:
English, 1

ASL 2 2

Other,(specify) 3

Mode: ..

Oral 1
Simultaneous 2

Primarily Manual 3

Other (specify) .4 4

. If a regular public school has a large number of deaf children, hOW much
effort should be made to teach the hearing children and regular teachers
"sign language" and to provide them with information about deafness and
deaf people? (Read responses to parentsl

a. an on-going school-wide, programmatic effort with 1
participation required

b. an on-going school-wide,
participation_optional

c. a sporadic effort, workshops

programmatic effort' with

and other inservice or
lyceum-type activities participation required

d. a sporadic effort,,workshops and other inservice or
lyccum-type aotivities, participation optional

e. no effort

Other (specify)

I51 4."

2

5

6



43. At x's school, from what you know, how would youerate the teaching of
the following subjects: 1)_very good, 2) good, 3) don't know,
4) poor, 5) very poor. Read the responses and force achOiCe..;

a. Mathematics
b; Reading
c. English

(literature)
Physical EduCation

e. Social Studies
(history, geography)

f. Art
g. Music
h. Speech Training
is Auditory Training

%j. Language (English),:
k. Language(ASL)
'1. Science

ver372:79ood don't poor. very N/A
good know poor

1

1

1

1 2

3

3

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 7 3

4

4

4 , 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

'4 i .5 6

4 5 6

44. At home, how would you rate the level of understanding in the
communication process: 1) very high, 2) high, 3) don't know,

'4) low, 5) very low. (Completejor mother and father both).
Read the responses and force a choice.

very high don't low very' N/A
high know low

a. between x and mother 1

b. between x and father 1

t. between x and sibling(s) 1

d. between x and others in
the home (specify)

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4 5

5

6

6

45. At x's school, from what you know, how would you rate the level of
understanding in the communication process: 1) very high, 2) high,
3) don't know, 4) lbw, 5) very low. (Complete for bOth mother and

father); Read the responses and force a choice.

very high don't low very N/A
high know

a. betweer x and teacher(s) 1

b. between x and other deaf 1

children
c. between x and cther

hearing children
d. l'between x and other

(specify whr)

low

4

4

4
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Do you'./ have a decoder for your television?

Yes 2:

47; a; How many children are_ in the family (inCluding the deaf
_

.1 2 3, : 5 6 7 8 , 10
%

b. Then apk:_:-
A-
AWhat are their ages (listing from eldest to youngest,

.y including x)?
2. Are theydeaf or hearing?
3. Where do the children live, at home or away?
4.'''Are they maleor-female?
5. What are their expected occupations if the children are still

in school (elementary or secondary)? (fill in later for deaf
child)--

'6,,.WhaOs-the child's_present occupation.if.the child has .left
,

''school (put university or college,'if attending.a'pOSt-secondary
._. . i

.inslitution, #2)
. .

i .- i,-

Corpletethe following table (include the deat:thiId)::,
Expectea Present

Child : Age _o-f Hearing _Residence _Sex occupation occupation
nuriber child StAJ-TIS * Home Away M F name i:rating name: rating

1 1 2' 3 .

10

2 1 2 3 ""±

2 1

3 1 2 1

5 - 1 2 3 1 2 1 2

1

2

1 2

3 1 2 . 1

2 1 2

'1 2 3o 1 2 1 2

1 2 3 1 k 2 2

.,0

48. For the purpose_of this study, we need, to have a7rough indication of the

income of your family. In which of these groupsidid your total family
income, from all sources, fall last year--before taxes? Just tell

me the number of the group; Hand card to parents. Circle number on

int-P-rview_forrn.

1. $0 - $9,999
2. $10;000 - $14,999
3. $15,000 - $19,999
4. $20,000 $24,999
5; $25,000 - $29,999
6; $30,000 - above
7; refused
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Yarlily-Env-ronment Schedgle: Part B

1,2. How much education-do

Mother Father
1

Interview guesticng

you want x to receive

'post raduate education (a44gher degree):,
Ph. ., M.A. (beyond 4 ye-erg of college/
.-4 -i-r
uni rsity) - .

gradu to from university_( a first degree)::
:B.A. 4 yearg of coIlege/univerpity) ,..

-.:.

at leastsome university or college
.

high scnoel plus some other professional train-
:ing (printer, secretary, artist; purse; ...)

5 finiSh high school, or as much'schooI as
_possible

6 leave school as soon as possible
7 other answer:

3,4. How much education do you really -expect x to receive?

Mother Father
1 :1

2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 7

postgraduate education
graduate' from university , .-
at least some college or uniii pity -

high school plus professionals
finish high school, or as much as possible
leave school as soon as possible
other answer:'

How long have you hack these ideas about the amount of education you
expect x to receive? Probe for accuracy.

Mother Father
1 1 since x was born
2 2 before x_started school (preschool or kinder-

garten)
3 just after x started schoolOpreschOol or.

kindergarten)
4 since last year

-5 just this year

10
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7, ; Whet 'kind 00-bb would you like or want x
up?

Mother Father
1

6 6

' 'Name of job desired:

'8; Other answer:

,._9;10; Do you really think (expect) that x wil-lbetbte (name the.job just
mentioned)?-' -,

Mother ;Father
1 1 Yes (emphatically)
2 2 1 hope'(so .

4,

3 3 No (1 cfati!t think so); or parents indicate
that'it\S.up to" the child to decide; or

.--:,iikenUs:say they don't care--,-

.: 4... Other answer

have when she/he grows

job requiring postgraduate education or long
period at university (doctor, lawyer,
dentist,_scientist,_pr4Wssori_...)

job requiring university, A*gree jarchitect0
public servant, engineer., teacher, ...)

parents have high educational expectations
(see questions 3,4) and_they state that
"it is up to the ohildto decideY"

job requiring high scho001 graduation and
some college, university or professional
training (draftsman, artist,' printer,

'
;.

job requiring high school, degree or some high
school

job requiring little education or., only
elementary school education or4: parents
:have.low educational expectations (see
questions 3.',4).-and they state that lit
is up to .the child to dec " don4t
car '

4.4

(

11i12 How .:long have you had these ideas about the kinclof job you would
like or want .x to have?

Mother Father
1 1

2 2

3 3

since x was born
before x started school (preschool or kinder-
garten).

just after x started school.(preschool or
kindergarten)

since last year
just this year
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13: What grades (or marks) do you expect x to receive in his/her, schooling
experience? (elementary school)

Mother Fatherher
All A's
Mainly A's with some B's
All B'S
Mainly B's with some C's or 12 B's &
Mainly_ C's or, as long as x passes, orir.,:
do the best x can

Very low expectations', or I don't. care
Other 'answer:

3

4

5

6

7

/ 3
r 4

5

6
t4

71;

24,

14;15: What level of education would you say most of your close friends ad
relatives reached?

Y1,Mother Farker
1 ' All 'or most of the.m have graduated from

university or college .

2 2 Most have some college, university or training.
3 3 Most have completed high school
4 4 Most dropped out, of high schoOl
5 5 Most of them completed elementary school
6 6 Most of them left school before the end4

eleentary school
7 Other answer:

.

.

V

12
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16. a. What type of job did/do the parents' father have?

Mother Father
1 1 job requiring highest education level (doctor,

dentist, professor, ...)
job requiring university degree (architect,

teacher, ...)
job requiring high school plus some college;
university or professional training (nurse;
draftsman, .;;)

job requiring high school degree or some high
school

5 5 job requiring little education or only ele-
mentary school (construction worker, farm
laborer; ...)

6. Name the job: (describe if necessary)

h. 'What jobs do the parents have(

Wither Father

i
1 1 requiring highest_ education level
2 ' 2 3 requiring university:degree..

,-...-r_. 3 3 . job requiring high school. plUs some college,
university or professional training ;..-

4 4 job requiring high school degree'or some high
_ school
job requiring little education or only ele-
mentary school

f , .

(

no job'

17;18;

7; Name'the job; (describe if necessary)

Would thparent like to o-chinge her/his job; or is she/he happy
to stayin present job?

Mother Father
1 1

2* 2

3 3

Yes: would like to change
No: is content to stay in preslt job
No job

b: If yes.; ask:_ Has ,e parent made any plans which might allow
him/her to changejTbS?

1 1 Yes
2 No

c. If yes, ask: What are the plans?
1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

:6 6

already attending courses (school,
college, ...)

taking correspondence courses
has enroli-ed in courses to take in the

_future
plans to take courses in the future
no plans
other answer ,

13
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19. a. what newscapers do you get regularly?

1. NOne 2. One to .several,-(Lis -thWit)-:

How many magazines or journals do you', lave delivered to your home ,

each month?

-31'

more than six
Vfive or six

three or four /

one or two 4

none '5

I

list the magazine's:
, -

News General -grade /Prof Child

A.:k

c. How often do you give x an article from a newspaper or a magazine
to read?
Mother Father

1 1 nearly every day'
2 2 once or twice a week
3 3 . oFcasionally (less than once a week)
4 4 rarely gives an article
5 5 never giv(is an article

.4

a;, -How often is English used orally and/or simultaneously in the
home by:

Mother" Father Child
I 1 I all the time _

2 2 '2 Over half the time '(most of the
time)

3 3 3 half the time (sOmetimes)
4 4 4_..-- less than half the time frar!:119:.
5 5 5 :never or hardly,eVer'

b. How particular would you_say you are about the wait jtil quality)
x uses English orally 'and/or simultaneouSly (goOd voC ulary0,. .

correct grammar,

Mother Father

...)

1 1 very strict
2 -)- quite strict
3 3 not too particular
4 4 don't really care
5 5 unable to help
6 6 Other answer:

14
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22,23 For the interviewer: From your conversation with the parentsirate
the'quality of the use of English language (oral and/or simultane-
ous)according to the following criteria:

Quality of
English

excellent
very good
good
fair
poor
very poor

Fluency of 'Pronunciation/ Vocabulary'.
expression Sign configuration

Mother Father Mother Father Mother Father
.0=t

6 6

5 5

4 4

3 3

2 2

1 1

3

2

1

6 6 6

5 5 5

4 4 4

3 3 3

2 2 2

1 1 1

24;25. Far ASL-usingfamilies:
a. How often is ASL used in the home?

Mother Father Child
1 1 1 all the time

2 2 over half the time (most of the time)
3 3 3 'half the time (sometimes)
4 4 4 less than half the time (rarely)
5 5 5 never or hardly ever

bi How particular
x uses AST.?

4%; Mother
1

2

5

6

would you say you are abdbt the way (the quality)

Father

1: very strict
2 quite strict
3 not too particular
4 don't really_care
5 unable to help
6' Other answer:

26;27 For theinterviewer:__From your conversation with the parents, rate
the quality of the ASL used according to the following criteria

ASL

Fluency of Sign
expresion configuration

Vocabulary

(other Father mother Father Mother. '. Father

excellent 6 6 6 6

very .good 5 5 5 5

good 4 4 4 4 4 4

fair 3 3 .3 , 3 ' 3 3

poor 2 2' 2 2 2 2
.. ,

very poor 1 1 1 1 1 1
4i

15



28,29. For An-using families
How important is it to you that An should be maintained in the
family and that x should use it fluently?
Mother Father

1 1 extremely important
2 2 important
3 3 not really important

4 ntrt at,all lfnportant
5 don't care

, 30. a. Does x, ever read to you? Thii means you are attending;:
Mother Father

1 1 reads primarily 'orally
2 2 reads primarily simultaneously
3 3. : reads:primarily manually
4 4.. not read to parent .

If yes,'as
Mother

1

2

3

4

how often does x read to you?
Father

1 every day
2 .3u,stabout every day
3 about 3 or 4 times a week
4 probably on.:c: or twice'a week
5 less than once a week
6 never

Other answer:

31; a. Does x seem to enjoy. readknq on his:owit (plclaurt. or -sehoeat
releted) ?
Mother Father

1

2 2 No.
qL2s,,.f
KetP777.

What does he/she read_ generally? booksi riagazines.etc)
.0

t

c. About how many 11ooks would he/sho read 1n a month?
r!cther rather

1 1 none
2 1 2 less than' one a month
3 3 about one'or two a month
4 4 3 to 5.a:month_Aabout ore per mong)_
3 c E tt 10 a month (about two: :Per week)
(", more than 10

- .

-.:2;23. Hew bltrn do you:hell-7: with her/2s Englith cjriimm,Tr (64.; tell
x ho',.. to construct ';=c when to use certain words)':

Mother .Father
1 1 every dayjcivo x some he
_ 2 probably nonrIy every day
? 3 1 ahout a cot.:44e of time P .N.C410k

4 4 probably "61.1q, :a week

5 S le5,!.-: than arico a week

(; t rover
7 Other answert

16
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34; a; What language is usually spoken at mealtime?
Mother Father

1 1 English
2 2 ASL
3 3 Other (specify)

b. iith Whom does x generally eat her/his evening meal?

both parents present 1

of the parents, only the mother is present 2

of the parents; only the father is present 3

neither of the parents_is generally present 4

generally eats Teals alone 5

Other answer: 6

Who does most of the talking (orally,; simultaneous; or in ASL)
at the meal table?

everybody participates (including both parents)
the two parents do most of the talking
father dominates the conversation
mother dominates the conversatgn
no -one is allowed to talk
Other answer:

5

.- .

...

0,1:0

35,36. How often do you think you introduce x to a new Word and/or sign.
(indicate whid*)?
Mother Father

I 1 every day we try and tell x a new word
and /or sign

2 2 probablyi nearly every day
3 3 a couple of times a week
4 '4 about once every two weeks
5 S probably once a Month
6 6 never
7 7 Other'answer:

7i38, How many books would you generally read in a month?
Mother Father

1 1 no books read
2 2 less than one a month
3 about one or two a month
4 /4 3 to 5a month (about one a week)
5 :5 6 to 10 a month (abolat 2 a week)
C

,
,

more than ICI

17
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39,40 a. When
ever

Mdther

is was small;
read .to x.

Father
1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

before she/he started preschool; did parents
If yes; ask how often?

no reading to child
not very often;'less than once a week
about once a week
a couple of times a week
nearly every day (3 to -5 times a week)
just about every day (6 or 7)

b. In what language did the parents gfnerally read to x?
Mother Father

'' 1 .Engliikh ;

2 2 ASL .o,

3 j Other language (specify):i;,:..

'y

41; Does x bring home books to read; either from local library, school 44v.ft.;-=,

library; or friend's place? If yes; ask how many each month? ,vs,

no books brought hoMe; or I don't know 1

1 or 2' (very rarely brings books home) 2'
3 to.5 (about 1 a week) 3

6 to 10 (about 2 a week) 4

more than 10 5

42. a Do-you think that children who are about 10 years old.should be
restricted from viewing_ certain types of TV programs;orshould they °"-

decide for th selves what'to watch?
Mcithet Fa er

1 1 should berestricted frOmcertain programs
2 2 decide themselves

b. What about books and.comies; should parents restrict 10-11 year-olds
from reading certain types of materialW
'moth8r Father

1 1 Y8
2 No

How often would_you check to see what x is'ieadiv ng or vatching on
:TV? (Indicate_by circling_a nUMber each for reading(A) and for
watching TV(TV). Also, indicate Mother's and father's choice.)

R TV H R TV
never check 4 r 1 very regular -(over 4 4

only occaoional (less - 2 2 1: the time)
than li the time) check most (all thtime)5
F,..,

(quite regular (1/2 the
tine)

18
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43. If the child has older brothers or sisters ask: How often does x get
together with any older brothers or sisters to get help with homework
or reading?

very often (always)7 1

Often 2

sometimes (1/4 the time) 3

not very often 4

hardly ever
neveri_or no older..,
brothers or sisters

Other answer (sPecifyp

6

7

44; If x has younger brothers or sisters ask: How often does:x_get
together with younger brothers and sisters and play'at teaching

,very often (always)
often

-sometires (II the time)

them?

1 not -very often 4,
2 hardly ever 5

3 never, or no younger 6

brothers or sisters

45. 'a. bid any othe.r*dults live with you before x started school
(i.e.; adults who stayed longer tIn six months)?

no other adults
jUst one 2

2 or 3 3

4 or 5 4

more than five

How often did these other adults use English in the home?,
(orally and/or simultanebutly - specify which)

no adults; or none of them used English
generally did not use English
half English; half another Ianguag*o
mainly English but some other language
all English
Other answer (specify):

How often
English

1

2

3

4

5

6

c; How much time did x spend with these other adults?

no other adults, or no time
not very much time

How
1. orally
2. simultafiebusly
3: primasily.

manually
0. neither/there

were no other
adults

1 quite a lot of time 3

2 nearly all.the time 4

d. How often did these.other adults use ASL
.

no aduirts,' or none of them used ASL
generally did_not use ASL
half_ASL, half English_
mainly ASL but some other-language
all ASL

. Other-answer (specify):

19
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46. a. How many other adults live with you now?

no other adults
just one adult
2 or .3 3

4 or 5 4

more than 5 5

b. How often do these other adults use Englis
and/or sinultaneously - specify which)

no adults,_or do not use_Enolish
cenerallyco not_use English
half_Englith,_half another_langu
mainly Endlith but some other lan
11 Englith

Other. answer (specify)

in the home? (orally

How often
Endlith H

1. orally
2. sinultaneously
3. primarily

manually
-0. neither /there.

were nc other
adults

How much tine does x spend with these

no other adults, or no
not very much time

d. How often do these other

time 1

adults use

other adults

ASL

q4itS 0 time
bearly'all the tiMe'-

in the home?

no adults; or none ofthem use AFL HL_. 1
generally do not use ASL . 2

half ASL; half another language. 3

mainly ASL but some other language
all ASL
Other answer .(specify).:

47;4 a. What recreational_ activities (if
in together t

Mother
1

2

4

3

any) do the parents and x engage

a great variety of activities (some 'every week)
ftw activities (sone nearly every4e6k)

3 4 moderate variety of activities (1-2 a bonthr
4 "4-'4',very few or no activities

b. Name one Cr two examples:

20
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49,50.
.

a. Do you expect x to spend a regular amountOf_time each day at
her/his studies or homework outside oischool time?

Mother Father
1 1 Yet
2 2 Nb

b. If yes, ask: much time on the averagedo_you expect -x to
school related work each day?

Father
spend on her/his

Mother
1 1. more'' than 2 hours each weekday:,
2 2 between 1 and 2 hours each day
3 3 about'illour each day
4 4 less than 30 minutes each day or; as much

as the child wants or needs to do
5 5 no time expected

c; Does he/she have a special study place or a place in the home
that-he/she regularly uses to do his/her schoolwork?

Mother Father
1 1. Yes
2 2 No

d. Where:

-
ty,

its` ty
51. a. If the parents expect x to pursue e catIOn:after leaving-sAti4 (see

question_3,4), ask: Have you_given'ante,c0rastheraion for.m
financial :preparations t send x tip college .Or Ulliversity?

1

2

3

Yes
No, not yet
No need to make plans: wealthy family, -free" education
W±11 wait until ,x finishes: high school
Other answer:

If yes, ask: What are.thans?

Evidence of financial preparation already in existence
(savings, policies, insurance)
Enquiries have been made but po action has been taken
Consideration has been given, but no enquiries have been
made, nor action taken
Other answer:

c.1

21
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52;53. How often do you praise x or congratulate x for her/his schoolwork?

every day
nearly every day (a few times a week)
two or three times a week
once, or less than once a week
noverjoraige

Mother Father
1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

Nare th praio:

4

54; In what hobbies or activities iS'x interested at the moment?
(Circle ;1 or 2)

1. Has hobbies
List the hobbies and activities:

2. Not interested in hobbies

B. :Wh o: med to get x interested in these hobbies?
714i

1 both parents initiated the interest
:2 mother initiated the interest

father initiated the interest_
4 the child became interested_without_any parental involvement
5 someone outside the family initiated the interest (including

the school)
6 If not parent or-child, epecify-WhO:

55-,567 Would you know what topic x is studying (or has just finished study-
ing) in arithmetic or English?

Mother Father
1 1 knows specific topics (e.g.; division of

fractions =adverbial clauses)
indicates uncertainty about the specific topic

(e.g:, I thinAthat it is division of

7

fractions)
knows general topic (e.g., fractions)
indicates uncertainty about the general topic

(e.g., I think it is fractions).
5 has no idea of present topics hut.. mentions

some earlier topics that were studied
6 has no idea of the topics that have been

studied
7 Other answer:

22
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,58. What_grades or marks did x
his last test?
Mother Filther

1

receive in trithmetic and English in her/

definite -knowledge_ of grades in both subjects
(e.g.* B in:arithmetic and C in English)

2 .2 definite knowledge of marks in one of the
tUbjeCtt

3 3 indicates uncertainty about the grades in both
of the sUbjedts_ (e.g.,Vthink al3 in arith-
metic and probably a C in English)

indicates uncertainty -about one subject, no
knowledge of the other

mentions grades from previous tests but unable
to irZicate the results from the last test

no knowledge of child's grikles in either
subject

Other answer:

59-. a. Do you have an encyclopedia (or.almanaci or set of fact books) in
the home?

Yes
No

b. If-yes6 ask: What kind are they? (Fill in the table)
c. How lo?ig haye you had them? (Fill in the table)

Type of encyclopedia.
or refer'4nce book,
1

Time had them*

less'than 1 to 2 3 to 4 over 5
one year years years years

6. How often do the mother and x get together to look at and discuss
them?

about once Or mere) a week 1

once or twice a mcnth,
never, -or not very often
Other answer:

How often do the father and x get together to
them?

aboutomce (or more) e week J,_
once or twice a month - '2

never, or mot very often 3

Other answer: 4

r.
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4
60,61. What educational activities have the parents and x engaged in to-

gether during the past six months (what visits have you gone on
together, what places have you visited together)? List the
activities:

Mother Father
1 1 engaged in 5_or more educational activities

(i.e.,.activitiss such as visits to concerts,
museums, zoos, historical places)

2 engage
.

d in 3 -4 activities of high educational
value

3 engaged in 1 or 2 activities of educational
value

4 engaged in 4 or more recreational activities
visits to sporting events)

engaged in 1 to 3 recreational activities
together

6 no outside activities
7 Other answer:

62; a; Out of the last foti weekends, on how-manyihve you taken x on an
outing? (Explain "outing").

Mother Tether,
on each of t4e 4 weekends i 1 L :

2 3 3

cn 3 of the weekends 2 2

1 4 vs 4

none of them 5. 5

-.

b. Out of the next four weekends, how many have you. planned to take
x on an outing? .

t Mother Father' 1'

the 4 of then 1 1

probably 3-of them 2' 2

2 3 3

1 4 . 4

none of then, 5 5

63 ;1 Have the parents ta.ken)any courses (outside ththome)mover the past ,two
or thiPee years? (e4;.g. language coursesi sculpturing)

Mother Father
1 Yes

.No

If ye*? ask: WII'L!t are they?

"As

Mother ther

2 ii
3'

:4

5. 5

,

academic sub#ect4:_-.List them
sculpturing,' musicy art
household courses: cookery,'sewing
sports coaching, exercises
Other courses:

2/v_
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1 Yes
2 ; NO

b. If yes, ask: What does x take?

academic subjects: 'List them
art,_classicalmusic,_sculpturing
popular music (guitar), singing
sports coaching, swimming lessons
Others:

c: Whose idea was it that x should take these lessons?

both parents initiat d the idea
mother's idea
father'sifidea
child's own idea without parental involvement
someone outside the iamily'initiated the idea
If not parents of specify'who:

65. a. What does x generally do most Alten between the time she/he comes
home from school "and the evening meal? ".

2

3

4`

5

1
2

does hOmeworko reads, studies:
takes courses: Musico arto sculpturing; etc.
gets involved in_hobby: _Name the hobby
plays games ;outside of the house: -_
watches TV or listens o the radci/stereo
Other activities (Lis them):

_

b. After your evening meal what dort%s x generally do?-

3

4.

5

6

homework and then reads-(or just reads or just homework)
homework and then gets involved with hobby (or; just does
-hobby

reads (or homework) and watches some TV
watches TV and/or listens to. t radio/stereo
Other activities (list:them



6C. a. kbout how many hour::: does x watch TV on Saturday and'Sunday?

doesn't watch TV oi-P'weekend8
lss than I hour each day
between 1 and 3 hours a day
between 4 and 5 hours a day
more than 5 hours'a day

1

2

b. flow about weekdays? How long does x watch it each day?

cioesn't-,Watch it
less than. 1 hour each day
between,' and 3 hours a day
between 4' and 5 hours a day
more than 5 hours a day

.1

2

3

.4

5

c; What TV programs does x generally watch?

most are educational (current affairs programs; science
documentaries)

mixture of'educational and recreational
all recreational
don't know
L2st the regular programs Cfa"brite three or more) :

dc) pa,rents diJscuis r. TV pi.-otAti x?
Vfry regularly

ever iscused one'or,two prcgrams
ncver have h.a0 any folI6w-uo digtussioh8
Cther answer:

26
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67. Atwhat-age did you or_wou1d you expect x to be allowed to do the
following by herself/htmself?

F

a. Earnown spending money

b. Be able to undress' and
w go to bed by her/himself

c. To know her/his way_
around the neighborhood
so she/hccan play
where she/he wants to
without getting last

To make- friends
visit their homes

To stay alone at home
Aat night

o decisions _like
0bodSing clothet or
deciding hove to spend
none

g. e.ct a 1-,1-,.si.ttcr

at else's ,c,me

Tret at a friend't
home overnich._

the alone

Cc (:n an oycz'n-ight trir,

t.v the sch.::1

2 3 4 5 6 7

15 16

2 7

15 16

2 3__ '6 7

15;--16.

2 3, 4 5 '6 7,

a 5 16

4 5. 6 7

15 '16

_

4 5 6 7

15 16

2 a;_4 5 6 7

15 16

2 3 7-

15 16

2 3, 4 5

15 ;, 16

3,,4 ;6 7

15 le.

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

8 -9. 10 11 12 13 ,14

8 9 1 11 12 ,13 :14

8 9 10 11 12 13' 14

8 9 10 11 12 13 14:

8 10 11 12 13 14,

10 11 12 13 14
f

10 11 "13 14

& 9 10 -11 12 13 14



68. Do arents

\

nev c T rogress 1
.

not:ImF.y often, less than once a
.

week 2w
a couple of times A:week . 3

nearly every day (3 or 4 times a week) 4

every school day 5

, w
s progress

4
EA school

C9,70.

each-otheiW If

If you see that x is having real difficulty with something_.shehe is
doing (like building a mbdel, fixing a toy, doing homework).what
would you generally do?

Read alternatives

Mother Father
.4C,

1 1 : generally do it for x
2 2 sit down with x and help
3 3 offer. to help
4

'-.

4 wait for x to ask. fox help; and then show x how
to do it

5 .5 wait for x to aSkfor help; but insist that x
continue to do'it by herself/himself

. 1:hat educatiora:-.1evel

Mc.ther Father
7 7

6

5

higher degyee level (Ph.D.; M.D.CI.tw Degree)
university/college graduate.

5. high school plus some -cellege/universityori;_
' training,

high- school
sore' igh
finished elementarl .schocl_
less-than elementary school completed

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 28
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72.. How d6 you reacto,thfoli6i.71rig: Statements [agree strolV.77..
agree (2); don't ..knowl (Y, disagree (4), disagree strongly (5)) ,

Tqene4 the respoh.Se _clioe,

agree agree don't .- disagree &isagree
.t=4.Y.t,, strongly know strongly

A _Even when a boy cots 1 2 3 4 5
- riA.-rifed his Main'

loyalty still belongs
to his parents

b 'When d g;rl gets
married her main
loyalty belongs to
h er parents.

W hen the time cries

'for a. son to ake a
761.); he should. try
and. stay near his
parents, even if it
means giving up a
good job opportunity

cd1;:her, the tine comes for_
adaughter to take a nob,
1&_he-should"try and
stay tbar her
even it
ift a 1 i-4.:;d job bpppTh

7:(--thil in life iL
-±;crifi..c.=.3 of mov11.7

If alLamily Cannot
fOrd to provi,:]ecd,:.,-

.-
-c.etion :or all their
.:ilciren after hic;h
t--,choblithen any boys
In thefami3y sh(!uld
:_:et preference

l 2

ford
Cftior for X11 t it

high

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 29
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74,75. a. Do you believe_you have adapted to (adjusted to) x's deafness?-.
(Leave open ended - -let parent respond freely -- interviewer
then interprets response as fitting into or .44: the stems.

OAInterviewerMay prompt with "idea" of stem' own language%)

MOther Father _4 4
1 1 Very high level of'Adaptation; deafness'iS

considered a person chaTacteristic of child
0 integral to his/her nature and being;

parents give no- indication that they focus on
the handicapping nature of the'hearing loss

High level ofadaptation; parents give very
moderate indication that they focus on the
handicapping nature of the hearing loss

Fairly high - moderate adaptation; parents give
more but still moderate indicatiori that they
focus on-the handicapping nature of the
hearing loss;

4 4 Moderate - low adaptation; parents give fairly
high indication that they focus on the handi-

-.

capping nature of the hearing loss.
'hearing status

5 5 Almost no adaptation to deafness as a person
characteristic of :k; parents give. very high
indicatlon that they focus on the handl-7

, .

capping nature of the hearing loss consis-
tently.

Notes:

long do yOu believe you have been bdarte0. to x's deafness?
Prn_b_e- fnr accuracy.

lcrher Father
1 since x's deafness was.diaanosed

2 2 beforc-x started school (preschool or
kincrarten).

s x starter] school (pri_lchool or
kindergartenY

4 :since last year
5 jutt 14st year

BESTCOPYAVAILABLE
30
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76,77. Hoy did you come to adapt to or to accommodate x's deafness?
(history) (Againallow parents to respond 4reeay:first before
giving them prompt). d

Prompts: Did you talk with professionals?
Did you talk with other. hearing parents ofdeaf.dhildren?
Were there diffiCUlt "stages" (explain) in your
adjustment?
Did ybu meet deaf adults?
Did you use information about deafness?
Did you read a lot about the handicap?

Mother Father
1 t l Very highly rationally-ba ed emotions

have been dealt 4tliv:ad tiVe behavicir arrived.
at by parents work through an ongoing series.
of difficult "stag crises periods.i or critibal
times toward adjus en:t; aresuIt..of: a combination
of personal thought- and.,efforti,perhaps with

-,4,professional and:Peer ontblting?i. and accumulating
knowledge about'deafness

2 Oghly rationally-based; emotions dee with but,
slightly less effectively;_parents have attempted

.to work through difficult "stages" J5ut:have been
less successful; less concern with dealing with_
personal thinking and_interaction:with peers and
professionals and with gaining knowledge re:

. deafness
3 3 'Fairly highlyrationally7baspd; still less eliettive

.with dealing with emotions; stillless ,sucFrss.at
nu,cti'ng crises although parents tied; moderate
concern with personalthoughtand interaction with
peers, and professionals or with gaining knowledge
about deafness

Moderately-low ratiOnality;emotiong have been-dealt
with very ineffectively iittie-attdrript'to work
through difficult periods; little concern with
personal thought and interaction with peers and,
prOfessionals or:withgaining knowledgebout
deafness %17

5 Almost no rationally-based adaptation; emotions., have
not been dealt with; very little or no attempt
to Work through pain'of crisis toward adaptatioei.
very little or no concern with personal thought
and effort and interaction with peers and pro-
fessionals or with gainingAnowl e about
deafness

Notes:
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7F;79' What is x's hearing ldssas Measured in-decibeisl-whatlevelox
elaSgification (moderate, severe, profound) is his/her loss500at
does x appear to hear and what dotesn't he/she appear to hear-...

mother
1

Father
1 knows exact $113 loss, level'/classificatiohehd

what x hears and doesn't hear' 0'
knows quite accurately-the dB; level/claSsification

and what child hears and doesn't hear
3 3' knows fairly well/roughlythedBAU, level /classifi-

cation and what xjlears and doesR't hear
knows almost nothing ablat levWclaSsifiCation

and what x hears or doesn't hear-m
5 5 hag no knowledge about the dB, level/classification

and what x hears or dOesn't hear
(mayincludehere: does not card

80i81. Would you know the braMpnaMe and type of x's hearing aid(s)? How
does the aid(s) appearAO affect'x's heariAg? Is it an appropriate
aid/are you satisfied with it for-x?

I.

art

40-
Mothcr Father

1 \Jr)

4

4

2

knows exact brand and type,'how.aid affects_x"s'
hearing 'and if its_appropriatiiiand if satisfied_

knows quite .accurately thelarand and type, how aid
affects hearing and it its appropriate and if
satisfied°

kows fairlyv-well/roughly the bra
affects' X's -hearing aild if
if satisfied

nd type, how
appropriate.

knows.almost nothing about tke b type;: -hew

aid affects kc'S }learn.* and irits2arkop e

5.
has no knowledge about.brandN.atoPtype; hO

affebts heatirc and its. appropfiate and if
osatisfied

ott'knOw iihat kill or area of development x is woOring on .4"
r has jtastfinjhed) in speech-i-oc auditory training,09.0 a sign

language communication course'if x is not enrolled in ipeech and-0,r
TUdYtary training. Indicate,

3'

4
m==z1.,c.

A

-Father
4.

a

.

.1 knows specifilipki14,orarea (e..44 deveLoPment of
particuia -,,le-1 soird '- gives name's Nmeljj___

indi:-.at(-s. Lriaintyabout :thp. spec c togic_
(e.g.,I t_,, itsdevelopment of th e vowels.)

ki-lw*. glneral.tOpio

ir

(e.g.,orking'on.owels)

(

y
I- dic.Aes' uncertait y about-the general topic

(5. -J., _I think it vowels.) . -;'

hkrio idea of c i-rentor just finislved topics but
mentions some ai"-Ii-er topics .. \ : -

SIS no idea any of the tapir. -that have been

tEST COPY AVAILA

studied
Other answer:

9.



,84i 85. What level of perforlped-wsiindicated in -'s most recent speech or
auditory trainingAor communiAtion course). progress report?

Mother
1

2

3

5

r.

Father

3

4 Nocnothedge ofichild's;performance'
Other answer:

-Als

Definite and specific knowledge ofperformance
Indicates uncertainty about the progress
Mentions performance information from previoui

reports but unable to, indicate the the most-recent

'5

'''

86. Dojparents discuss ,-with each other x':s.progress in speech and audit
training (or sign communication course)? If yes; askhow often?

1 never discuss. progress
2 not very Ofteni less than once a week

,a couple of titdes a week F.

4 .nearly every day",(3 or 4 times a week)
5 every schoR1 day

87;88. IttiVe parents met with x's speech /auditory training (or sign
.PoMmunicatibn).;,teacher (or whoever is_responsiblejor_these areas)"
discuss x's ;'ess'inPpeech 2h4-auditory training-(or sign
communicat'' . if.§eS,ask,how often,, whp_initiateik'

-4

4. , -. : '

Father -o .. .0 .
--_ ...,

nelft14.4.inet with teaCher is_purpohe_
less. tham-once a semester, teacherApitiated:,
a cougle,of times a stWit4.02q4teach& initiated
seveteltttmes a semester, parent initiated most :!.'

:of the time
often, ev y -3 weeks, parent initiated

.
'(!)

to,

4-

tt

44.



139;90; If child uses manual communication have the patents taken any manual.
communication (sign language) courses? (e.g.-; SEE 1, SEE

fingerspelling)

Mother Father I

1 1 Yes
2 .2 {, No'
3 3 When (hoW old was-x?) MeilthsOr'fYikars'

_ WI

.4*

4
What courses (mother):

5. 'What &purses (father):

6. When did x start tosign?
x's age.

WhatIghLE (not a course) activities related to learning to br
AOiqg their.signI4have the parents engaged in ,during the past

SiX--.4ht:Months?

. -

engaged in 5 or more educational-type activities
2L-.4.,../1.-.2.tteillped lectgesi workshops; visited/

0-4.;-
6hserved.7q4aI Commu cation school programs03

, I

engaged
hooksi-etc.) .

,

._ .,

2 in3-44'activiti.ds of high educational value
3 agaged in 1-2 activities of educational_ value
4 40-;engaged in 4 *- more recreational activities (e4. I

'':_picnicsvpf class) .

.--'--
. en4a.ged in 1-3 recreational activiii

. -5

ah'6 no other activities ..e
,,-

'N-:.4.r

.
7 Other ansWerL./

.

,.
93. Do the:pa ents ever discuss with each of

(receptiv .d- expreAsivelanguage)-pro
IfTeskk. est( h*woften?

Ilk 1 heverdiscais -progress *
not v y_of less than once a week-)

_3 .
'a cou of tim a week

-4 ;"' ilea 1 every day (3 -4 tines week) *.

'ever sChobl day

411h,

.

k.

,Hgve par is m t with x's teaCher or othe approp e profesr

signal) to diSCus x's 2sEeral coriaricatio og If yes

*-how_ ten.7 who ini iatedat
; .-:

Mothet Father " _

41.tN/ 1 never net with acher for th
$ .......

--2;" 2 losg than once a ernes

3 -a couple-Of tme Other initia°ed 6,

4 eveiral times .i.hi.t-kated m t of

the:time',"
,

eheral commilnicati
ither oral or manual')

efteni:every 2 ent initiated

-34



96;97; Would.you know what )05 general communitatiOn 4receptiVe and
expressive)` abilities are?'

98,9

Mother
1

Father.
1 kn s specificaa what kind of information ..(underr

what conditions) x understInds .(and.n11), what
kind of information he can and cannot et*prest

.4.4ld bow
2 ' 2 knows quite, specifically about x's'specaf c commuti-

_cation abilities .
. - '

nr-owg rfaatly well/rovghly about x's vmmuhipation
.,,_

..- ..erl- 1 .' 4'iii ;j4kAIXteS ge4V311L . L. . A

4
. _

nit5W1glery* t t le bg-I.It x's coftmunication abilities
5 ;knpwsPilm4t nothing abouex's Communication abili-.

.... :A
. . ties

..: :,r..--,.- ,. .. J. I

6 .- -",..4iisr'no idea About x.'S communication Abilities:
,---

r

o
,

Do theaaF_ participateparticpate in functions, organizations or'any
activifirle in talc deiaf"commuriity?

a.

Mot40r fipth

1T° .1 Yes
.

2 : Igo

List_ -the-activities: x.)

..//v

, _

4

.: = '.--igy,

anted the parti atiorq
.'. r

i- ,,i

3

;100. Do the parents ever d
If yet4 ask how often? .

1 rimier

o

discus
ery -ftenr f 10"`

_6

6E

:bet

...r. k ".since s-deeiness was diagneped 0 ' '

2 before'x-L art school (preschool or kind6r-'_i

' sZq., J .#;-'
1 so afte .x scho91 (presthool or.

lkde'rgarte
,'

.r-A ince last-year

never dip (----

5
:--
justthis year

1*

i

cuss the QMMU ity/cUltUreWith each Other?

'1 (3-4)
one Atom

ties a month

several' (5-6) timeq, year-

gnce or twice a ye
131(seldom, Imost ngier,

nevela ... :.
V _

i.- '
V.

_

_

ouple o 'Ines a,:wee

70LddtN pvf?



101,102: Have parents met witYrx's tfacher (or other appropir;i; school
.-.

persons) _to- discuss the dearcommunity/culture? If yes_iiaJwho
initiated, how often?

,

F.;
Mother Father

1 ' 1 never met with teacher for this_purpose.
-...

2 2 -less'than once a,semTster, teacher initiated
3 acouple of times g'semester, teacher initiated
4 several times a semester, parene initiated most of

they timo;
J.: , 5 '5 often, every 2-3 weeks,pareili initiated

103. _Howid9youq:epet to the following:statements (complete.& for mother and.
father) A6ree strongly (1), agree (2), don't know (3), disagree (4),

I disagree strongly (5)); Rea
.-

`

agree don't: disagree 'disagree
strongly know strongly

) beaf chikdren have 1 '2

a greater- ed for . ,

more 'cokst t slapr:;-.

i vision in_o der to'
protec'tthern-from
accidevt Ithan do
hearirl Apdren)_

., ..1,

b) 1,,itt4*(7) make l 2 3

gra'ter.concgssions: 4,
(eg'..,400 cipline,
bedtime) :,

cation ,"20bill.so in t
,

._ _

store often for deaf
children than for
hearing children

l

c). Par nts' cf. deaf : 2

.....2-ert

4, 45

4:r.0

.

ren to ail
'k Iihoodjind it
cessary to chap_
eir discipline

techniques .for the
child1oecause he is
deaf
r't ;(

d) Atk: hat sci

.offer

for t



.'

,Atk: How do you expl to-'your child the a49n x rules;
lizWits, or discip ind7.6(probe)

V

104. What is t age;of the parents.?

l.) Not
_2. Father

Last questions f

105. 19 tie; anything else you wish to tell me about x aqg your faMily
relative to what we have beralk49g abolAt today vt.fthat you would
like to add?

Mother Father
1 l Yes

NO .

Notes:

yoU Lke e a-summa.

c9mpleted?

es

No
1

'

N*.
tIlts of-this

t

(1,

.
- 4-

ANK YA VERY MUCH FOR YOUR PARTI PATION IN THE S UDY.

e
184



Date of interview:
-Kane of interyieWer:

Ate

al
1. Use the following scale to rate the,e and present oicc

all he children in question 46. 4 _ .

..;)

1 -ohrequiring postgraduate education or'long pericNi!it university!'

41#

dootpr, lawyer, dentist, scientist, professor, ,..)
2 .fob requiring uniyers3,:ty degree (architect,,Public secant, ''engineer,

--,

4 teaFher,_ ...) i
( , _ ;

.x pArksts,have high edunational expecittions ( ,4B) and they state that
tit .1!--p up to;t?id child4to decide."

0 4 joiieguiring,high IChbol-graduation and some college, university or
,professional training etfaftsman, artist, nurse, ..,)

5 job 'i-eiirin0. righ school degree. or some high school
:7'6-;ijob;regOirivis little _educitionor only alimentary school_ education

0 1(3;4E) or; pArantshava loW edUcationaI expectations and they state
that "it is'up tcr-te child to decide" or ;! don't care:"

, a

-,;ironment Schedule: Part E

Rating Scales

a )in-% Stle for questi

Tiime Perio

anti% (complete for mother Aftd father)

Since x Befo e
wit started

. .

i

Edup_ational 7 m
, a

Ex;66,tatibra
T

fro Uattient 3
an

-'.,tust after Sinc ittt
x started las thi.s

yea year

s°tg cuate.;,

ethic tics-.:

univars ty/co lece
gi-adua e

h'ghscho
and ?ome o Jege/

_university cr
raining

, 2

h.
schcc

les tha
h

compIetit

) 1R5

°-

1

2

r
1



2. Rating scale for qu,stion,%and 10 (completelbr ther and father)"
I

-Q.

Yes s $hbri
INemphatically) so

Job Type -

Expectations'
(film questions 7 and 8)

10*.-
postgraduate

education
college/university

degree
high_schgol and'some..)

college or trainipg
high schbol

completion or some
less than
high school

no expectations

No'
(a don' ts think so)

6 4

5 3

2

2 1

1 1

3; Rating' scale:for questions 11 an 12 (complete -for mother and father)
(

40 \ 4\_

Since x Bcfcrex Just a4er-v Since Just
was horn startee' x started last this

school school .H0-Or year
Job

(from '7 and 6)

job,requirIng.'
pcstgraduat
eduCation

collegE/university
deqr_eeI.- 4

*11.

so collp (_ree r

144 tra

1 1

hieh SC ..-)1

6rauation
lcss tbarl_

hiTr.

gracvin

l



Rating 'scale for question 16 (parents'
their father'..$).

$

;

Occupation level in relatiOn to

Parents' occupation level (16b) (complete for child's mother and father

Father±t
occupatijon
level (16a)

highest
level

college/ --

kunivesity
high school plus
;some college or
'training
high school
some or degree
little,

education
.(no hls)

little
educatioh
(no h.s.)

high high
sehpol schoo
som6 or plus spm
degree ; training

college or highest
leveluniversitA

1

2

1

3

3

,a

scale for question 17,18 (complete

2
4

-4

not content,
is.itakina
courses

T-N
Occurata.c
level (sece,:;: (

question'i6b)
f

highest =level
c)lege/
university.-

hiq 001:
pl uis, .om e

/
(' tra

both
mr

not e ntent not contentt:.isl nning do _plans
.

to t.4 courses .

5

u4 1



4*

6. Rating scale _foJqu ion 19

Number of magazines and newspapers received

tiV Many, more

(RAii. given
x -to 'read

nearly'.every
day

on or- twice
a week

:occasionally
rarely
never

than 5
1-2 - less than .,.

one a week

2

2

1

A

"Mating forfo questions 20 and 21 f complete for botkio-%entOt
x.

Concern for quality "o English by parenter
'

very quite really care,
strict strict par icular or unable to help

requency of
Englitho_okal
_and4or simultaneous
by( arent

All 'the tin_
Over -half'
Half the ti
Le.ss, than .h

:or :la dlY.

4

3

eve .

"Ratirts Scale for

Frec

'1

ions 22, CompIeteAor-.

rCE-nglish (20,21

we,

- 'a,141
time:

er half he 1es _tbaii neveP.
the time ti hair'

4.

'Parent's English
ty score:;

(22,23) 4W"

167.16

13V
-rza

110

'3 : ,-.7:"..- =. .2
. -

]
)

3

1 t--,. i 1

., ... I lh



9. Rating.:scale
Z;J.

for guettions 24 and 25 (complete foi4 both "parents)

Concern fcraquality of ASL by parents

very, quite not too
,strict strittk particular

don't eally carer
or unable to help

Frequency of ASL
used by parent

All thetite
6

Over half
the time

Half the time
Less than

half the time
Never or hardly

ever

6

( -
10:- Rating scale for questions 264, 247. Complete for both

3

2

1

_ _ _ _ _

Frequency _of 4.4L- (24;25)

c)

ail the over haif_ : half the

1311 ttime e tiff ime

Paxects' ASL-
QdaIlty Scores
(26, 7)

16 -18

13-15
10=12
7=.9.

3=6

'tir 434

less than
half

mother and father:

/lever

1

Rating
34a)

scale
_ tt. --L-
for question-?4 (Stbsbi

ril-0;41 (only a t-

'-languaoe)(- e

articip
( ly). One.
e partiCip'st
nly)- parents pre
dominate

nts preseet:-. No or
re participates
Vis-present. AV or
the parentis

t-r4

bothpal-ent
20bi 21b

prete

SL for_Engl

preseti1CO-%
24b; zpti)

choice in

cern fbc
veryone

good Egglish;Concern for

for go

or g od ng

or good English;

11;



I.

17; Rating scale for questions 47,.48 (for both pare

rah score of parent (see questi ns
3 -6

Activities
16-16 13-15 1012 7=9

with parent

great variety 6 4 3

quite a'few 5 3

moderate, variety . '4 3 2
very few or none 2 2 i

13. Rating.scale for questiont
mother anc. father')

Activities
with parent.

2

1

1

22,23)

41.

7; 46 for WSL-using families (co

t-
ASL score of parent (26,27)
16-16' 13-15 10-12.; 7-9 3-6

greatt variety 5 4

quit a feW 5 4 3

moderate variety 4 3
-,

very few or none 2 2 - =1:

t
--t

14. Rating scale..for q4estion. 51

A

financial prEpAration-iliSnite
enquiries

,

have been rade, jaut.no action
aconsiderationgiven enquiries,'
-5rnsideation pot yet .given.
will wait:unti x finisheshigh school
n6 plans for _further eduCatien

, r

15. Rating scale for.questioni 52,5#.atipplete foli both mother and fa he

AJob expectations-(see questions i-Ep.

hi5hest me:aerate _LlOw

.:-Freq*Jency of praise
by parent 41

ery day or nearly: 6

e

2 or 3 times a week- ,- 5

-once of less than 3

nce a week
_-fl"5ver praise 3

1.

2

1

1



.44

.rt

16. Rating
.

Dior questions32.i53 (complete for both mother and father)

Fie Uent of. grelse
by parent

every day or ..'early
every -day

2 or 3 times a week
once or less than

once a week
. inever praise

Educt.tion expectations (see questions 3;4):-

highest moderate, low

6

3

; 1

5

4

2

3

1 1

17; Rating scale for questions 52,53 (for both-parents)

Expectations --o grades or marks (see question 13)

low.f 4

Frequency of Praiee
by_ parents

Aror
. ,

every da,y or neardy 6

every aeLY:

2 or 3 ti.me4 *week %, 5

onceor less than 3

once a week-
never praise 1

highestoder-a-te

4

Rating ecale for question 54,

3

Nur,ter of hob ies

:

; 3 or more 2. 1

A
,13-Oth parents 6

t)ne parent
Not b: Parents .2

19; sceie, for question 59.

.Clsrassion qf the books (both Parents ()rope paient
.-zrid other rerl-,ers of the family

Much discusSion of the- books with one person in t family
piscutsions about once or twice S month with manyw.embers

oftte family
-,Ci'eUsVons.zatout once or twice a month w h one tuber

,lpfithe.;fam::4y

A.,Bwks preseint_hut .very
babka.p:i.eient

BEST COT AVAIIABg

rare3y

5

4

4

are tIler-,c,any-discussions---

t

3

4
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20. Rating scale for question 62;

a. 1 weekend:

b. 1 Weekend:

2 weekends: 2* or more weekends: 3

2 weekends: 2 3 or more weekends: 3

21., Rating scale for question 63.

1 1 parent taken 3 or more educational courses
2 2 2 educational courses
3 3 1 educational course
4 4 2 or more ecreational courses
5 5 1 recreatio urse
6 -6 no courses taken by parent

22. Rating scale for question 64.

Number cf eollres taken

Educational courqP's Recreational courses
2 or more 1 2 or more

Initiation of
interest in courses

both parents 6

one parent 5

not by parents 3

23. Rating scale for question 65,

3.9

after-n-6th, evening
Completely_recreational 1 completely recreational
educational and recreational 2 educational and recreational
courses and hobbies 3 ,courses ana hobbieS

24; Rating scale for question 66;

2

3

mainly educatiohaI programs; much discussion
mainly educational; moderate discussion 2

mixture of educational and recreational; much disCUttiOn 3

mixture of educational And recreational; moderate discussion 4
mainly recreational; much discussion 5
mainly recreational. moderate discussion 6

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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25. Rating scale for questions 71-;75 (complete for MOther and father).

Current level
of adaptation

__
very high
high
airly high

moderate-low/
almost no

Time period

Since x's
deafness
was

Before x $oon after Sinte Jus
started x started last thit
school' school year year

diagnosed 1

6 5

5 4 3
f 4 3 2

3 2 1._

] 1 * 1

3

2

26. Rating scale for questions 76,77 '(complete for mother and tather);

Time period (frbt 74,75b)

Since x's Before x Sbon after Since Just
deafness started x started '1ast_ this -
was school school year -: year
diagnosed

History

very high '-'' 6 5

high 5 4

fairly hi t}, 4 37-

moderate-lo 3 2

almost no 1 1
i

1 1 1

1

4

3

2

2

1

1

27. Rating scale for question 89, 90. When did parents 16ern to sign
relative to when x started to sign; i.e., relative'nto when the need
became apparent

Mother Father
1 1> iMriediately when parent recogn,ized the need (e.g.i

when x started to sign)
fairly soon after x started to Sian

3 quite ,a while -after x started to sign
4 a long tibeafter_x started to sign

5 5 jUst7started/enrolled in a class
6 l hi sign languacc courses ti-Jcen

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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2E3. Rating scale for questions 96i 99. Complete for both pareht.

Time-Period (from 98,99c)

Since x's Before x Soon after Since Just
deafness started x started last this
was
diagnosed

school school year year

,/

Frequency of
Ta_r_ticipation
(98;99b)

Several times
a month

E 5 3 2

Once a month 3" 2

Several times
a year

2 1

Once/twice
a year

1 1 1

Seldom 1 1

it-
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APPENDIX B

SOCIOECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF FAMILIES
WITH HEARING IMPAIRED CHILDREN COMPARED WITH THOSE

-OF THE NATION'S FAMILIES

4,4
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Purpose

Two major concerns in toing family research with a special populatiOn,
such as families with hearing impaired children,_iS ascertaining a) that
the results from the study sample are generalizable to other hearing
impaired children with similar characteristics, and b)_that the source of
the influence on the variable(s) under study is identified and explained to
a known degree by the researcher and not attributable to some unknown
systematic influence.

This paper reports on analyses of selected population tharatteriStits
of 124 families with hearing impaired children who were participants in a
large scale study rardingtheir home environments; _The_purpose of this
paper is to respondlo the concerns listed above by aligning demographic_ and
socioeconomic characteristics of a regional sample of families with hearing
impaired children with those of a sample of the nation's families with hearing
impaired school children as well as With U.S. general population characteristics;

Perspective

The degree to which a sample in any study is a model of the population
generally is a basic consideration in doing research and has a profound
effect on what applications of the findings the field is able to make; A
representative sample is usually achieved by drawing randomly from the popu-
lation using -a sampling design.

__The constraint in drawing a rando7 sample of families with de f children
is identifying_ the universe of those fa ilies. No registry or enr IImeft
figures exist for this_population. Res_archers in th area of de meiRicon-
titUally_meet the problem of representativeness of th_ r sample. Thi paper
can be viewed as a case study of a methode4ogy that de is with this problem.
It is imperative to answer_the questions: is the study sample like families
with hearing itpaired children.in the_nation7-or might there be some regional
quirk having_an influenceon the findingsand_if they Ate the same then what
systematic differences exist between mr)%and the nation's families?

L

Approximately 124 families,_including deaf and hearing_ parents, with 9=13
year-old severely to:profoundlydeaf_children from the northeastern (CT,_MA,
NY; PA, RI) and southern (DC, MD, VA) regions of the United StateS_Wete_ittet=
viewed in their homes as participants in a larger_study of family learning
environments of deaf children. Age at-onset of the Child'S hearitg_lbAS_WaS
no later than 18 months. The children had no known additibtal handicapping
conditions; Information on socioeconomic and demographic thar§tterittitt was
gathered during the interview.

Comparisons of descriptive data of families with non-handiCapped children
were made with Bureau of the Census information contained in Current Population
Reports. Comparisons with families with hearing impaired children in the
overall United States were made with the most current information published
by the Office of Demographic Studies at Gallaudet College.
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Specifically, the Gallaudet College Office of Demographic Studies (ODS) data
reported by Rawlings in Rawlings and Jensema (1977) will be used for compara-
tive- purposes. This ODS study reported data_on a national sample of nearly 800
families with one or more deaf child enrolled in a special educational program
in 1974.

Parental Hearing Status

Karchmer et al (1981) reported that 2.6% of th't deaf students in U.S. school
programs during the 1978-79 school year had two deaf parents. The ODS data indi-
cated that 91% of the approximately 800 children were reported to have both
parents with normal hearing; 37 had two deaf parents and the remaining had only
one parent with,a hearing impairment. It appears that both Karchmer and ODS
,corroborate the Schein and Delk (1974) deaf population statistics._'However,;_the
parental hearing status of the parents in the family environment study sample
would appear to have formed asignificantly_different_pattern than the three
national comparison groups. It is suggested here that.since the Washington, D.C.
metropolitan area has a large adult deaf community, it is more likely that the deaf
school population in the area will havedeaf_parents_than would the school
population in an area sparsely populated by deaf adults. Table 1 displays

the figures lor parental hearing status.

Parents' Educational Attainment

Overall, fathers from the ODS sample tended to be the lea§t well_educated
compared to either the U.S. 'general population male heads of household or the
family environment fathers. A higher percentage of these fathers had completed
only elementary school or less while fewer had attended one or more years of
college: See Table 2 for detailed figures. Mothers from the ODS study, on the
otherhand, compared favorably with female-heads opchouseholds where no male is
present from the general population.

The family environment sample distribution of fathers -and mothers educational
attainment was significantly unlike either other groups' distribution. This set

of parents had much higher representation in the college educated category with
extremely few mothers or fathers completing only -0 -8 years of elementary school.
This increase in college educated parents is to -be expected -in 1982-83. Since
1974 college enrollment of persons -25 and over has increased by about 26% due to an
increase in eligible populatign and in enrollment rate. _Women 25 and over have
'experienced particularly large_increases_in college enrollment. The number of
women 25 to 34 years old enrolled in college rose by 59% from 1974 to 1979, while th
number of men enrolled was about the same in 1974 and 1979 (U.S. Bureau of the

"'-

Census, 1981). GiVen these comparison data, it would appear that the educa-
tional attainment of the family environment sample of women whbse mean' age was
37 coincides with that of the general population in 1979 and the ODS 1974 sample;

It should be noted that the U.S. comparison group was comprised of data
representing educational levels reached by male and female heads of families.
Neither of the studies with parents of deaf children were broken down by female
or male_head of household. Also, the percentages reported for the general
population reflect families where there were one or more children enrolled in
preschoolthrough_college level education. Finally; the college-educated
category for the family study_sample included college plus any professional
training so this might contribute to the seemingly higher percentages for this
group.
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Parental Occupation

The family environment study_sought information on the employment status.
of parents. While 65% of_the mothers of'the 9-13 year old_study children
reported they had, occppations other than housewife; in 1980 in the general
population 57%of,Inothers with children under 18 years of_ age were in the_
labor market. 'In the ODS 1977 study; onlY1,36 Of the mothers of deaf children
in speciat education programs_were in the lab-Or force. The higher percentage
of working mothers in the family environment study may be attributed to the.
higher'economic demands' of the geographic /metropolitan areas in_which_theStudy-
families reside and the increased need since 1977 for additional family income.

If the higher percentage of working mothers in-this study sample is an
indication'of a trend generally in families with hearing_impaired_children;
'then a need exists for school programs to consider this in educational_planning.
Sertainly if a mother works outside the home_she_has_less_time available_to
spend with and on her deaf child. This has implications for family involve-
ment in the school and, of course, the need for day care and after-school care
programing for the majority of deaf children.

Table 3 provides a breakdown of occupational characteristics of the
_

'parents of the deaf children in the family environment study, of the ODS study
and also of the most xecent general U.S. distribution of male and female heads-
of households; The ODS and general U.S. distributions are classified aby
Census Bureau Categories; The family environment:occupational breakdowns
were classified following a different but comparable set of occupation categories;
The numbers in the table in the Family Environment column; therefore, 'reare-
sent-a "best fit" for purposes of comparison among categories. Although the
distribution of fathers from the ODS study tended to have a similar distribution
of occupation as the male heads of households in the general population
(although more highly represented in the "service" category); the distribution
Of father6 in_the family environment study shows slightly more fathers in the
professional" category; many_more fathers in the "clerical" or middle category
and a drop in numbers in the "service" category. Thus; the family environment
fathers compared to the other groupsiitend tobe employed in higher level
occupations. The distribution of occupation of family environment mothers is
similar to the other two groups'across.Categories II and III; however; these
mothers were employed mo:e frequently in Category I than the other two groups
of women.

_When_Table 2, Educational Attainment; is examined along with Table 3,
it might be expected that these mothers should enter the labor-market at a
higher levelSince 58% have so e college. However; Occupation- Categories II
and III each require some coll ge Or training and a total of 62% of the
family environme mOthets have jobs in these categories. The relatively
higher_39% in Cat ory I may be_related to more mothers returning or entering
the labor force at_a lower job level than they are ,suited for in_ order to
contribute to family- income in response to the family's need rather than the
job being the mother's career goal.



The comparison of thb.family environment parents' occupation patterns
with the general population and a national sampleof_Pareht§ of-deaf

children points out the need to consider the seem1ngly subtle, but unique;
characteristics of a study sample. Whether this uniqueness is explained

by current population trends; geographic peculiarities or a "deafneS§u fator
is a question to which the-researcher needs to respon=d.

Family Size: .%ItUmber Of Children
_ 2

In the general population; the mean number_of children in families

with children under 18 years of age is 2.73 children (U.S. Bureau of the
Census; 1982). Comparable families with hearing impaired children from
the ODS data tended to be largeri_with a mean of 1.2 children. However;

the mean family size for the_family environment sample was -also 2.7 although

it did consider all age children.\
.

Table 4 displays the_total_number of children born to mothers of.hearing

impaired children in the_ODS and_thefamily environment sample. Data for -

women between the ages of 18-34 in the general U.S. population are alsO tabulated.

As can be seen_i a greater_ percentage of women who have had a hearing iMpaired
child tend to have more births than do women in the general population.

It_should bejloted that the differences in years it the ODS and other

groups is a factor in interpreting these percentages.

Conclusion
_ # _

This repoYt summarizes demographic and socioeconomic data believed to be

important_for classifying the family environment study sample into relation-

ships with populations. Thisehabled the research q/ to better interpret the

findings of the study in which these families partiipated.

HOW well the educational community responds to the needs of families_

With deaf children depends to a large part on the level of its understanding

And'the degree of sensitivity to the family as a participant ithe larger
society as well as a family unit with unique characteristics. The discussion of

demographic and socioeconomic variables in this report is one way of descril-ing

(albeit extremelyt liMited) these families:'



TABLE- 1

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF HEARING STATUS OF PARENTS

AS REPORTED FOUR STUDIES

5

HEARING STATUS OF
BOTH PARENTS

U.S. DEAF poPylAtioN
STUDY, SCHEIN

1974

ODS NATIONAL
SAMPLE, 1977

KARCHMER
ET AL, 1981

FAMILY ENVIRONMENT
SAMPLE, 1983

DEAF
-4

3

A

3 2.6 18

_.RING 92 91 78

OTHER: HARD OF
HEARING OR
ONE PARENT
HEARING IM-
PAIRED OR
UNKNOWN /

5 6

el

*Data unavailable.
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T-A-R L E. - 2

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL -ATTAINMENT

OF FAMLLY__ENI.t1RONMENT_STUDYP_AVNTS OF DEAF CHILDREN

AND COMPARISON DATA FOR A NATIONAL SAMRLE OF

PARENTS OF DEAF CHILDREN AND THE GENERAL

U;S; POPULATION, 1979

y
LEVEL OF EDUCATION

U.S. GENERAI
POPULATION

a
NATIONAL SAMPLE

PARENTS OF DEAF CHILDREN
FAMILY ENVIRONME!

SAMPLE PARENTS

MALES FEMALES FATHERS- MOTHERS- MOTHER!

ELEMENTARY

16 15

ti

21

,

'18 3.3 5,0-8 yrs.

HIGH SCHOOL

52.5 52.5 52 66

.

21.7 . 37
t
1-4 yrs.

COLLEGE

31.5

.

32 27 17

/

75 58
1-4 yrs.
(OR MORE)

aU.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-20, No. 360, School
Enrollment-Social and Economic Characteristics bf Students: October 1979, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1981.

b-
Rawlings, B.W. and Jensema, C.J. Two studies of the families of hearing impaired
children. Washington, D.C.: Gallaudet College, Office of Demographic Studies, 1977.



_
TABLE= 3

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONS OF FAMILY ENVIRONMENT

STUDY PARENTS OF DEAF CHILDREN AND COMPARISON

DATA FOR A NATIONAL SAMPLE OF PARENTS OF DEAF

CHILDREN AND THE GENERA' U.S. POPULATION

.

-0-CCUPATI_ON_GATfr,ORY_

U.S. GENERAL
POPULATIONa

NATIONAL SAMPLE
PARENTS _OF _DEAF CHILDREN

FAMILY ENVIRONMDD
SAMPLE PARENTS

HALF'S _ FEMALES FATIERS_ _MOTHERS FATHERS MOTHEF

I. SERVICE and
FARM WORKERS

(JOB REQURING
HIGH SCHOOL
OR LESS)

36.5

.

32 42

.

.=

33 28 39

El. CLERICAL; SALES;
CRAFT AND
KINDRED WORKERS',
(BLUE-COLLAR)

(JOB REQUIRING
HIGH SCHOOL
PLUS SOME
COLLEGE OR
TRAINING)

.

33

-

43 31
-

50 40 . 41

. PROFESSIONALS;
ADMINISTRATORS,
MANAGERS;
ENGINEERS
(WHITE=COLLAR)

(JOB REQUIRING'
'HIGHEST
COLLEGE DE="
GREE OR A
DEGREE

.

;.

30 24 -. 28 18 32

.

.

21

aU.S. Buieau of the Census; Current Population Reports; Series P-20; No. 374;
Popu ation Profile of the United States: 1981; U.S. Government Printing Office,.
WashW gton, D.C., 1982;.,
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TABLE4
EXPECTED BY

WOMEN _1_8-34_IN_GENERAL_POPULATION_IN_I980_AM--- MQTHERS

OF_DEA.E_CHTLDREN IN TWO STUDIES

NUMBER OF
CHILDREN BORN

WOMEN IN THE
GENERAL POPULATIONa

1980

ODS
b

DATA
1974

FAMILY ENVIRONMENT
DATA, 1983c

1 13.9 8 13.7

2 47.3 22 g 39.5

3 18.7 26 25

4

....

6.3 17 13.7

5 or more 2.9 28 8

aU.S. Bureau_of the Census, Current
Fertility of American- Women: June
Washington, D. C., 1982.

b&c

Population Reports, Series P-20, No. 375,
1980; U.S. Government Printing Office,

Both of these groups of women gave birth to at least one hearing impaired child.
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RATERS' MANUAL

Instructions for Rating Communication Competency

from Videotaped Families at Dinner
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The hating Scales found on the following pages were used to evaluate the
parents' and deafchild's communicative competency_from videotaped families_at
dinner collected for the study of families and their learning environments for
deaf children; Family size, including parent(s) and child(ren) ranged from
two (2) to five (5). Of the children, one (the target child) was deaf and
between the ages of 10 and 13 years.

The Rating Scal-es

The scaleqfor rating parental and child communication competency from the
videotape are organized into six categories:

1. Ten items are designed as descriptive of the mather! s communicative
behavior: her approach to communication with thedeaf_child; her
response to communication, her personal communicative style;

2. Ten items are designed as descriptive of the fathers communicative
behavior: his approach to communication with the deaf child, his
response-to communication, his personal communicative styli.

3; Eleven items are descriptive of the child's communicative behavior;
Most of these parallel the items descriptive of the parents'
behavior; An additional item describes the child's attention span;

4. Four items describe the reciprocal nature of the mother-child
interaction.

5. Four items describe the reciprocal nature of the father-child
interaction.

6. One item describes the general communication environment among all
family members....

The Poi t S stem

Each comm nication dimension_ is' placed on a seven-point scale, with "1"
defined as he negative, minimum, or "undesirable" end of the_continuum, and
"7" definNe as the positive, optimum, or "desirable" end of the continuum.

In thin ing about_ verbal equivalents of each of the seven possible points 'for
rating, this may be helpful

Abovebove
Minimum .Average Average Average Optimum

1) 2 3 4 .5 6 (7

Extremely Extremely
Negative, Positive;
Minimum Optimum

1
Many of the rating scales and the methodology followed herein by the judges
are adapted from work on mother-child interaction developed by Kathryn Meadow
and Hilde Schlesinger in 1970.
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The question mark is included for cases in which the rater-is unable to
evaluate the subject's behavior, or where the interaction as it develops gives
insufficient opportunity for making a judgment; There should be few occasions
when raters find it necessary to circle the question mark;

Procedures for Ratings

Independent Assessments

Each tape will be played through once; from beginning to end; with the three
judges watching it together all the way through. It is of the utmost
importance that no'remarks; exclamations; observationsizommentsi;or
expressions of opinion be made during the time the tape is being shown It is
expected that each of the three judges fill out the rating scales in a way
which reflects only his/her own opinion; and that he/she not be influenced;
either consciously or unconsciously; by the opinion expressed by another
person.who is watching. After thettape has been watched all the waythragh,
each judge. will circle one number which expresses his/her evaluation of the
parent-child communication for each of the items. The tape may be viewed
again if the judgps feel it is necessary. When this has been done; the
judges' ratings will be recorded on forms go that the degree of agreement or
disagreement may be evaluated (See attached).

For some items, judges will need -to arrive at consensus from their individual
ratings. For others, the judges' ratings will be averaged. After the judges
complete all their individual ratings for the tape, they should discuss the
Consensus items.

ArriV. a Consensus

Ins me cases, a composite rating will be automatic that is, when the three
judges are in fairly close agreement. Where there is a predetermined degree
of(disagreement, a consensual, or compromise rating should be determined
through discussion of the observations noted by the three which influenced

---,their final independent decision. This process of consensus will be followed
for: M1 through M3,:F1 through F3; Cl; C2; t4; C5; C13 and RI through R4;

The following "rules" will be followed for determining those cases of
automatic and achieved consensus:

1;. When'th1/4ee judges all assign
item; the mposite rating would

6 - 6 - 6 = 6

I)

the same rating for a particular
obviously be the same: for exaWvIe,

2;

hen two of the three judges assign the same rating for a particular
em; and the third judge is only one "step" away; the composite

rating assigned will be that of the majority: for example;
4 - 4 - 5 = 4; . 3 -.14 - 4 4;

6 7-6 - 7 = 6; 7= 7
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3. When the three judges all assign a different rating, but the three
ratings form ,a step_sequence, the composite rating automatically
becomes the middle figure:

4 = 5 = 6 5 ; -1 = 2= 3 = 2

4. In -other cases of disagreement, judges will discuss the observed
behavior which influenced their ratings. In some cases, the person
who is .j.n the minority may influence the two_in_the majority to
her/his way_ofthinking, a_particularly convincing example
or two which the others might have missed or interpreted differently.
In other cases. the two who are clogertogether may convince the
minority person to change her/his mind. 3 = 6 = 7 = ??;
4 - 4 - 6 = ??; 1 - 2 - 5 = ??; consensual rating will be left blank.

Supervision of this process will occur until the judges become familiar with
the principles involved. Because of the plan for judges to.watch the tapes
together and arrive at the consensual judgment, it is important that each
judge be present each day that viewing is scheduled, and that each person ,
arrive punctually at the appointed time.

_ .

Agreement Ite..s

On%all other items:/ M6-M12 F6-F12; C6-C12 andG1, the judge's independent
ratings will be averaged for Scoring purposes;

fa;

Ratings lor_Mothers (and Fathers)

The next f'ew pages, describe, the rating sca s in detail; Judges should study
the information so that they are very famili with what each of the rating
scale Means and get a "feeling" for the seven -paint scale.

The first and second categories, Ratings for Mothers and Ratings for Fathers,
are identical. Thus, only one is deScribed here, Ratings for Mothers: Ml -
M12 with the understanding( that the jUdgek.will be filling in a separate
Ratings for Fathers: Fl - F12, and should apply the. information from this
section substituting the word father for mother. i

M1 Level of Comfort. During Communication

Tense, uncomfortable, ? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7: Relaxed, comfortable,
anxious at ease

Negatfl4e values: A tense mother is one who appeprs'aware of the scrutiny of
the camera, whose voice, signing or body may indicate tension, whose
communication with the child appears to .be determined by her own state of
tension, rather than by the child's needs or the requirementrof the
situation. She may always speak in a shrill tbice; she May-oinove or fidget
restlessly; she may display nervous mannerisms such as scratching herself;
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wringing or twisting her hands., tapping her foot or other objects. She may
glance at the camera repeatedly and smile self-consciously.

Although too much relaxation sounds incongruous it could apply to g mother who
appears to lack energy and whose movements are slow and limp. An extreme case
may be a person suffering from depression; a "1" rating;

Optimum values: The calm and comfortable mother will be characterized by her
ease of movement; and the comfortable pitch of her voice or signing style.
She appears to engage in communication with her child lx a manner which is not
self-conscious.

M2 Use of Body Language, Non-verbal Communication; Gestures

Makes little use_of gesture,
body languagt, physical
movement

? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 Makes frequent use of ges-
ture, body language,
physical movement

Negative values: A physically constrained mother is one who appears to use a
paucity of body,languagein sending messages to the child._ She may appear to
be almost motionless. She may limit her movements, even when non-verbal corn-7
munication could and perhaps should be used to further the child's understand-
ing. She may inhibit body language_for expressive purposes: for expressing
approval or disapproval of the child. Gesturing body language is ineffective
or inappropriate.

The mother who makes an exaggerated use of her body or of gestures may appear_
to have a frenetic quality to her body language which actually interferes with
the communication of either affective or cognitive information. She should
receive a "1" rating;

Optimal values: The mother who is rated with a "6" or a'"7" should use body
language and gesture appropriately to express affect and to implement
instruction; Thus; a mother might imitate an animal or pantomime walking when
these means can give the child additional information;

M3 Enjoyment of Communication with Child

Low apparent enjoyment of ? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 High apparent enjoyment of
communication with child communication with child

Negative values: The mother with low enjoyment of her communication with the
child is one characterized by a certain WOCidenness; absence of smiling or of
positivgwaffecti by an absence of verbal (or signed) statements of her own
pleasure. Sble may appear to consider the communication time spent with the
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child as a burden or a chore, or she may appear to regard the child merely as

i

a receptacle or a re ipient of maternal favors; This mother'may fail to shoW-
much beyond polite i terest in the child;

The mother with an exaggerated expression of enjoyment may appear "saccharine"
in the situation. She may look as if she feels that one must be cheerful at
all times, or at least when one is dealing with children; She conveys a non-
genuine quality in her expressions of affection, as if she might be attempting'
toimpress an observer with the depth of her devotion; She should get a "1"
rating.

Optimum values: The mother who has high apperent enjoyment of the
communication with her child has a bouyancy and an enthusiasm which appear
quite genuine to the observer. She expresses joy and pleasure, she may smile

or laugh frequently, express delighted surprise at the child's mastery/
remarks/thoughts which she finds unexpected. She may hug, kiss, or touch the
child in expression of affection.

Little or no use ofvoice

M6 Use of Voice

? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 Frequent use of voice

110"

M6 refers to vocal production whereas M5 has reference to a more complex
Verbal production.

Negative values: The mother who is striking, for her absence of vocal noise
should be rated "1;" and there may be hearing and deaf mothers whom you will
see to be silent throughout most (or all) of the videotape.

A mother who goes overboard in vocal production, constantly talking, singing,
screaming or who makes so much use of vocal sound that their voice becomes
unnerving should also get a negative rating of "1."

nprimum valuPs: The mother who makes frequent vocal sounds should receive a
high rating of "6" or "7" whether these may be said to be expressive of
emotion (pleasure, anger, frustration, surprise) or of symbolic meaning
(language -- understandable or not) or in play (humming, singing for pleasure).'

M7 Understandable Speech

Little or no understandable ? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 Much understandable speech
speech

This characteristic of the mother should be rated primarily from the
perspective of the rater's understanding what the mother says. There may be a
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situation where the technical quality of the auditory track impacts negatively
on the vocal reproduction. In this case, the rater should take into account
the "receiver's" apparent understanding of a word or phrase if the rater also
believes the mother has made an approximation of the sound(s) to which the
receiver has responded.

The comparativecontext for rating -the hearing mothers should be_on a_
continuum of all hea-ring women. The comparative context forrating the deaf
mothers should be on a-continuum of all severely to profoundly deaf women. Do
not compare the deaf mothers to hearing women in terms of their speech_
production, but only -to other deaf women. This means_that at least a few of
the deaf mothers (and probably all of the hearing mothers) will receive
ratings -of "6" or "7." (If the deaf mothers were compared to hearing women,
the highest rating we might expect them to get might be a "3" or so).

There will obviously be some carry -over between ratings on M7 (understandable
speech) and M6 (use of voice) in the sense that those mothers who are
virtually silent during the videotaping (knd thus are rated "1" or "2" for M6)
will also, by definition, be rated. a "1" or "2" for M7. However, the. mother
who speaks very)(ely, but is understandable when she does attempt to say a
word might receive a higherrating on M7 rather than a "1" or "2."

No apparent response to
sound

MB PesponsetoSound

? 1) 2 3 4 5 6(7 Frequent response to
sound

Most if not all of the hearing mothers are expected to have 'a "normal"
response of "7" to environmental and speech sounds; That is, they will turn
toward, comment on or otherwise demonstrate they auditorially perceived (not
necessarily understood) the sound; The rater should consider any interfering
noise when rating this characteristic.

In deaf mothers, the rater will see variation in their apparent responses to
sound. That is, they may or may not always turn toward the sound source
whatever 'it is. A deaf mother should receive a high ("6" or "7") rating if
she frequently and consistently responds to a range of sounds.

1

Unpleasant vocal quality

M9 Voice Quality

? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 Pleasing vocal quality

"Pleating" and "displeasing" is a dimension evenmoresUbjective than many
others which are to be rated. AdMittedly, a sound which drives one person to
distraction may seem only mildly unpleasant to another. Some sound
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frequencies_bother some individuals more_than they -do others. There are even
vviaeions between men and women in the kinds and intensities of sound which
would be called "displeasing. Even within these limitations, however, the
3udges will probably be in fair agreement, at least for the extreme cases.

Mothers (deaf and hearing) who make little or no use of their voices should be
rated "?". ,Those who Have shrill, shrieking voices which a rater finds very
unpleasant should be..given;a "1". Those whose vocal (not verbal) quality mdst
closely approximates thaeof hearing women will probably receive the highest
ratings: a 'b6" or a "7". Hearing mothers will most likely receive'a high
rating of "6" or. "7." thismay not alWayg-be the case; since some
hearing mothers have shrill, wlining, overly-loud and other types of vocal
qualities which a particular listener may find unpleasant;

M10

Few or no understandable
manual symbols

LA 1114

? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 Many understandable manual
symbols

This characteristic of the mother should be rated primarily from the
perspective of the rater's understanding what the mother signs or finger-
spells; There may be a situation where the technical quality of the video
impacts negatively on the vigbal reproduction. In this case, the rater should
take into account the "receiver's" apparent understanding of a sign or sign 4,

phrase if the rater also believes the mother has made an- approximation of the
sign or finger spelling to which the receiver has respond4d.

The comparative context for rating the hearihg mothers should be on6
continuum of g1.1-hearing persons who have learned to sign Inot "native ")._ The
comparative context for rating the deaf mothers should_be_on eicolitinuum of
all severely to profoundly deaf persons who .are probably "native" signers. Do
not compare the hearing motherS to ?deaf persons in terms of their manual
symbol production, but...only to other hearing penons, who probably learned to-
sign. This means that at least a few_of the hearing mothers (and probably all
of the deaf mothers) _will_receive_ratings of "6" or "7." (If the hehring
mothers were compared to deaf mothexs who are native signers, the highest
rating we might expect them to get might be a "3" or so).

-TherewillobviousI'y be_sOme car over between ratings on M10 (understandable
manual sYMbols)_and M2 (use of bodylanguage, gestures) in the sense that
those mothers who are virtually Without gestural movement during the .

videotaping (and thus are rated "1" or "2" for M2) will also; by definition,
be rated ,a "1" or "2"-for M10. Hoi4ever, the mother who gestures very rarely;
but is understandable when she does attempt to sign a word might receive a
higher rating on M10 rather than "1" or "2."
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M11

Little of no eye contact

0 _0 ication

8

? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 Frequent, appropriate
eye conta t

Eye contact is a social reinforcer for conversation, discussion 400'-Vrdb-661y
any face-to-face communication:

Negative values: Judges should giv a low rating of "i" or ",2" to She mother
wbo seems to avoid eye contact wit her deaf child most of the time. This
mother would appear to be consistently "not looking ", at the child so-as to
avoid having to respond or seek communication with-him/her (an extreme case);
This is especially noticeable if the'dhild tries to get and hold her attention
so he/she could tell her something.

Apptimum values: Mothers whoa/re sensitized or tuned,in" to comm ication
Nith the child would have frequent'eye -contact with him/her so that she is
prepared to respOnd and/or can readily initiate communication: A mother would
Oceive a "6" or "7'. for this apparent and appropriate eye contact. The

mother's eye contact should "match" the child's apparent "need" for eye
contact. Obviouslyi the mother should not go overhpard and stare at the child
while ignoring other elements in the environment. Judges should reflect
differences in the mother's ability to "tune in" via appropriate eye contact.

$
Unpleasant quiflity

M12 Quality of Manuel Sytibols

? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 Pleasing quality

"R1 easing" and "displeasing" is:a.di nsion even more subjective than many:
others which are to be rated. AdMitte ly, a signing style which drives one,,
person to_distraction may seem only ml dly-_unPleasant7to Another. Some
signing characteristics bother some individuals more,than they do others.
Even within theselimitations,,h09ever, the judges will probably be in fair
agreement at least for the extreme casts:

Negative values: Motheis (deaf and hearing) who make little or'no use of
manualsymbols should be rated "?". Those whose signing "style" is offensive
.to you, extreme in someiqu4aity, e.g., too large for the sit.jation, signer
looks away lacks eye contact; should be given a "1," "2." Other character-
istics may be offense tT to a particular judge and should be considered under
..quality" (M12) and Ildt understanding. (M10);

Optimum values: Those whose gestural movement and signing quality (not
content) are smooth; rhythmical,'precise and "personal" to the receiver -- or
whose other characteristics the judges find pleasing -- should receive a "6"
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or "7" rating. Obviously deaf mothers_may not automatically receive a high
rating since they could have a style of signing the quality of which is;
overallo not pleasing to the observer.'

Ratings for Children

Cl Level of CoMfort During Communicatio

Tense,uncoMfortable, shy, ? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 Relax d, comfortable I

fearful

Necative Values: The child who is extremely tense and uncomfortable in
oommutitatiot with his/hor parents may speak andtbr sign in an extreme
fashion; he/she might display other mannerisms reflecting nervousness. The
child appears anxious, self-conscious and under scrutiny. His /her body
indicates tension. Topics of communication seem to be determined by'his/her
state of discomfort rather than by the requirements of the situation;

There is a theoretical possibility of observing_ child who exhibits an
extreme degree of relaxation, to the pointwhe.e he seems to have little body
tone or "tension" -- he is "atonic". Perhaps-he seems .listless or sleepy;
His relaxed attitude seems not soTmuch to r ult from his feeling "at home"
and comfortable as from appa sinterest in or boredom with what is going
on; He/she should receive a_ -"

Optimum values: The calm nd relaxed child will be characterized by her/his
ease in movement during communication and a comfortable signing style (and
perhaps voice quality); The communication is not self-conscious:but, rather,
is at ease, "at home."

C2 Use of Body Languae,'Non-Verbal Communication, Gestures

Physically constricted,
exhibits very little body
movement or gesture

? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 Frequent body movement,
much non-verbal com-
munication and gesture

Negative values: The child who is physically constricted may seem to -lack_
freedom or to -be restrained in expressing himself. He may use gestures Which
are very small in their_scope (or no gestures atall). These children may
seem tense, hold their hands woodenly at their sides, hunch their shoulders
and keep their elbows held stiffly against their bodies.

An excess of activity, which the mother seems to find unmanageable (and
appropriately so, from the rater's point of view), would be given a "1." This
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behavidr could be referred to as "hyperactivity," butthit haS been deliber-
ately set off in quotation marks since you are not being asked fbr a clinical
judgment of pathological behavior. You should merely refleCt what seems to be
inappropriate or excessive body movement. The child who is rated as
"hyperactive" =-=_ would also probably_be given a rating of "1" on IteM C13,
indicating that he is also distractable.

cptithith values: Thethild:who is rated as showing a good deal of body
movement, and much physical activity, maybe charatterized as using very
broad, (and appropriate), but smooth gestures, a great deal of pantomime
artt; body, head and ShOUlderS. You may include mobile facial expressionsA0
the latk of them) to contribute to.'the decision on this rating.

C4-05 Enjoyment of Communication with Mother and/or Father.
.

Low apparent enjoyment of ? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 High apparent,enjoyment
communication with mother/ of comthunicatien with

father mOther/father.

Negative values= The child who is rated."f" on-apparent.enjoyment of communi-
cation with his/her mother and/or father may appear to.be sulleni to smile
rarely; to resist her /his parent's suggestionsi or ignore her/him entirely.
He/sh-e may appear to enjoy the meaI.Jor the videotapingi but still be given a
low rating forenjoyment of communication with his/her nether and/or father.

The behavior of the child who has an exaggerated response to his/her mother's/
father's presence: that isi who appears to derive all of his/her'gratifi- _

cation in the situation from her/his mother's/father's approval and/or her/his
suggestions should also receive a "1."

Optimum values: The child who is given
many visible signs of genuine enjoyment
communicating with them. The child may
He/she may smile at them often or laugh

Little or no use of voice

the optimum rating of- "7" will give
of being with the_Mother/father_and
give -the parent(s)_a hug OrLA kiSS.
as they, share a joke or tell a story

C6 Use of Voice

? 1) 2 3 4 5 6' (7 Frequent use of voice

C5 referS to vocal production, where C6 has reference to a more complex verbal :

production.

Negative values: The child who is striking for his absence of vocal prOdUc-
tibn Shbuld be rated "1"; and there may be several deaf children whom you will
See to be silent throughout most (or all) of the tape.
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_*_- _

A child who goes overboard in vocal production, constantly'screaming,
grunting, yelling, talking, or singing should receive a "1" rating;

optImum_valueet The child who makesfrequent vocal sounds sh uld receive a
high. rating ("6" or "7") whether these may be said to be expres 've of emotion
(pleasure, anger, frustration; surprise) or of more symbolic mea ing (attempt
at language which are or are not understandable) or in play (humming or
singing fer pleasure[; imitating noises of cars and trucks);

Little or no understand-
able speech

C7 understandable Speech

? Ir2 3 45 6 (7 Much understandable
speech

7
In rating,this-Aaracteristic, the first question of definition which may
arise is: , "understandable to whom -- the rater watching the interacti , or
the person to whom the spoken messages were conveyed by the child?" This

'particular-rating will be defined as referring primarily in terms ofthe
rater's understanding of what the child says. (The mother's and father's
apparent understanding of the child's spoken messages will be_one,of the
factors contributing to the rating given for "reciprocal mother/father-Child
understanding"). The word "primarily"_ is inserted as a_qualificationiof the
definition of this dimeilsion because the technical_ quality of the vocal
reproduction varies somewhat from one tape to another and the_sound repro-
duCtion in some cases in not optimal. Therefore, judges should take into
account a mother's/father's apparent understanding of_a word or phrase 3f the
rater also believes that the child has made an approximation of the sound or
sounds to'which the mother has responded.

Secondly, the comparative contextfor_rating the children should be on_a
continuum of all severely to profoundly deaf children. That is, do not
compare_the deaf children to hearing children in terms of their speech
production,_ but only to other deaf children. This means that we should find
that at least a few of the children have ratings of "6" or "7"; (If they were
compared to hearing children, the highest rating we might expect for any of
the deaf children might be a "3" or possibly a "4");

There will obviously be some carry-over between ratings on C7. (understandable
speech) and C6 (use of voice) in the sense that the children who are almost or
completely silent during the taping (and thus are rated "1" or "2 for C6)
Will also; by definition, be rated a "1" or "2" for C7. However, e child
who speaks very rarely, but is understandable when he /she does attempt to say
a word might receive a rating of "2" or "3" on C7, rather than a "1" or "2".
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No apparent response to
sound

0
C8 Response to Sound

? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 ") Frequent response to
sound

12

Although the deaf children included in this research study have been tested
and shown to have a decibel loss so severe that they would seem to have no
usable hearing in the speech range; you will see some variation in their
apparent response to sound. That iso they will often_or sometimes turn toward
their mothers/fathers when their name is called or when some other vocal,
signal is given. They may appear to turn toward the door at the sound of a
knock. They may demonstrate that they_heard some extraneous noise in the room

' which has also been picked up by the microphone. They may "comment" on some
particular sound._ The child should receive a "6" or "7" if she/he
consistently and frequently responds to a range of sounds.

Unpleasant vocal quality

C9 Voice 9u1 ty

? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 Pleasing vocal quality

"Pleasing" a d "displeasing" is a dimension even more subjective than many
others which eto.be rated. Admittedly; a sound which drives one person to
distraction.may_seem only mildly unpleasant to another; Some sound
frequencies bother some individuals more than they do others. There are even
variations between men and women in the kinds and intensities of sound which
would be called displeasing; Even within these limitations; howevero it is
expected that the judges will be in fair agreement; at least for the extreme
cases.

Children who make little or no use of their voices should be rated "?."_ Those
who have shrift; shrieking voices which.a rater finds very unpleasant should,
be given a "1." Those whose vocal (not verbal) quality most closely approxi-
mates that of a hearing child will probably receive the highest ratings: a

"6" or a "7;" Obviouslyo this may not always be the caseo since some hearing
4rhildren have shrill; whining, overly-loud or other types' of vocal qualities
which a particular listener may find unpleasant. /

C10 Understandable Manual Symbols

Few or no understandable ? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 Many understandable

manual zymbols manual symbols

This characteristic of the child should be rated primarily from the perspec-
tive of the rater's understanding What the child signs or fingerspells. There
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;

may be a situation where the technical quality of the video impacts negatively
on the visual_ reproduction. In thit_tate, the rater Should -take into account
the "receiver's" apparent underttanding Of a sign or sign phrase the rater
also believes the child has made_an approximation -of the sign or
fingerspelling to which the receiver hat responded.

The comparative context -for rating -the deaf children should be on a continuum
of severely to profoundly deaf children of about 10-12 years of age who
probably learned to -sign at about 3-5 years of age or earlier: deaf child
With deaf parents who learned to sign as an infant would probably reflect a
high rating of "7."

ThereillobVidUSly be some carry-over between ratings on CIO (understandable
Manual symbols) and C2 (use of body language, gestures) in the sense that
those children who are virtually without gestural movement during the
videbtaping_(and thus are rated "1" or "2" for C2) will also, by definition,
be rated a "1" or "2" for CIO; However, the child who gestures very rarely,
but is understandable when she/he does attempt to sign a word might receive a
higher rating on CIO rather than a "1" or "2;7

Cli Eye Contact for Communication

Little or no eye contact ? I) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 Frequent, appropriAte
eye contact

Eye contact is a social reintorcer for conversation, discussion or probably

any face-to-face communication.

Negative values: Judges should give a low rating of "1" or "2" to the child
who seems to avoid eye contact with his/her_parents moSt_of the time This
child would appear to be consistently "not_looking" at the parent so as to
avoid having to respond or seek_communiCatiOn ith them (an_extremecase).
This is especially noticeable_if_the parent_tries to get and hold the child's
attention so they could, tell him/her something.

Optimum values: Children T;41.i6 are sensitized or "tuned in" to communication_
with their parents -would have frequent eye contact with them so that they are
prepared -to respond and/or_CAn readily initiate communicationAchild would
"'receive a "6" or "7" for this apparent and appropriate eye contact. The
child's eye_contact should "match" the parent's apparent "need" for eye
contact. ObViOUSly, the thildshould not go overboard andstare at the parent
while ignoring otheeletetitt in the environment; Judges should refIeqk
differences in the child's ability to "tune in" via appropriate eye contact.
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C12

Unpleasant quality ? 1) 2 3 4 5 (7 Pleasing quality

"Pleasing" and "displeasing" is a dimension even more subjective than many
others which are to be rated. Admittedly; a signirrg style which drives one
person to distraction may seem only mildly unpleasant to another; Some
signing characteristics bother some individuals more than they do others;
Even within these limitations; however, the judges will probably be in fair
agreement at least for the extreme cases;

Negative values: Children who make little or no use of manual symbols should
be rated "?". Those whose signing "styl ' is offensive to you, extreme in
some quality, e.g., too large for the sit ation, signer looks away, lacks
simultaneous eye contact, should be gi en "1", "2."_ Other characteristics
may be offensive to a particular judge a should be lbonsidered under quality
(C12) and not understanding (C10).

Optimum values: Those whose gestural-movement and signing quality (not the
content) are smooth, rhythmical, precise and personal -- or whose other
characteristics the judges find pleasing -- should receive a "6" or "7"
rating.

Distractible, short
attention span

C13 Attention Span

? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 Attentive for long
periods

Negative values: The child who is distractable, who has a short attention
span is unable or unwilling to concentrate on a single aspect of his/her
environment for a period of time which would enable him/her to learn from or
about it. (This includes the dimension which involves a period of time Jong
enough for the mother or other caretaker to comment or explain its signifi-
caili-ed-tb the child). This refers to the child who appears to be distracted by
internal stimuli and not to the child who is distracted by-overt external
ones. Thus, the child wh6se mother's or father's attention, commands or
observations to her/him flit quickly from one topic oobject to another,
should not be rated "1:" The distractable rating should be reserved for that
child who cannot sit still long enough to eat his/her dinner with the family
or who seems unable to be attentive to a bit of communication;

A negative rating should be given the child who is so attentive that he seems
incapable of shifting his/her attention from one topic or object to another,
even wherecoaxed to do so by his/her mother or father, or when the external
situation would seem to demand it.
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Optimum values: The child who demonstrates that he /she is capable of
attending to the meal and conversation among/between family membert (the
understanding level may vary) and can maintain interest for a long period of
time while still retaining the, ability to shift his/her attention to different
topics; should be given the optimum rating 1"6" or "7 ");

What of the child who demonstrates a high degree oid4.,s..:traCtability during one
part of the dinner (e.g.; the end); but demonstrates a high degree of
attentiveness during another portion of the dinner je.g., the beginning)?
This child should receive a "middle" rating,-. i.e. "4" or "5"; depending on the
rater's judgment of the strength of the direction in which his/her behavior
seems to "tip the scale."

Ratings for Reciprocal Mother-Child (and Father-Child) Communication

The next five scales shoUld be applied identically to both mother-child and
father-child communication. Only the mother-child communication is describep
here in order to save space and avoid redundancy. Judges will be rating
father-child separately from mother-child communication. Again, substitute
the word father for mother in that application.

R1 Level/Amount of Mutual Understanding

Mother_and child.appear,to,
have little orno mutual
understanding

? 1) 2 3'4 '5 6 (7

R2 Level /Amount of Mutual Gratification

Mother and child appear
to gain little or no
mutual gratification from
their communication -_
frustration high for both

? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7

Mother,and child appear
to have complete under-
standing

from Communication
e .

Mother and child_appear
to_gain a great,deal of
mutual gratification
from their communi-
cation

.
_

The key to both of these scales; RI and R2; liet in the words "reciprocal" and
"mutual." For Rli we are interested in the relative degree to which the
mother-child .dyad show mutual or reciprocal understanding of each other's
messages: both verba and non-verbal. For R2i we are interested in the
degree to which the m they and child appear to gai_ reciprocal or mutual
gratification from their communication;

In order for the pair to receive a high rating for understanding, the mother
must understand the child's requests,..obseTvations, jokes, demands, and
questions wheth4these are communicate 'throiigh speech, vocalization,



gesture, omime, sign language, facial expression, and the child must
demonstrate that she/he understands the mother's requests, observations,
admonitions; and commands, by whatever communicative mode the mother sends the
messages. (The child need,ncit follow the mother's commands,l,but should make
some sign which indicates he has'understood that a command, etc., was made.)
The same principle holds for high ratings for R2: Both mother and4thild must
appear to find pleasure in their communication.

R3 ,Spatial Distance, Placement of Mother and Child for Communication

Spatial distance
always too close

is almost '? 1) 2 3 4
or too far

5 6 (7 Spatial distance appro-
priate for mrer and
Child

Negative values: The extreme_rating of "1" for the mother-child pair should
be assigned when the_spatial distance between the two is: a) too close - -when

( they seem to be relying on actual physical contact or spatial closeness for
security-reassurance. ne or the other may seem to be "smothering" or
"clinging." There may be several examples of the child's sitting on the
mother's lap either at her insistence,.or when the child has initiated the
contact; b) too far - -when they seem to be placed out of range for either
visual/manual or oral/aural communtcation. One or the other may seem to
"avoid" or "reject" being iA spatial communication range with the other;
There would probably be a lot of.avoidance behavior in either mother or child;

Opt-ii urn-values-: The high values of "6" or "c7" should be assigbpd when both
mother and child keep an appropriate spatial di'Stance for communication,
whether oral/aural or visual/manual. You could probably observe movement
regarding placement of the mother and child but they seem alwayi'to have a
"sense" of being'a receiver (and so are ready) and a sender in the communi-
cation process.

R4 Balance of Messages Sent and Received

Great imbalance in messages
sent and received, either
mother or child greatly.
overweighted

1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7 Number of messages sent
and received approxi-
mately equaloneither
mother nor child has
disproportionate number

Negative values: This item' is based on the premise that in any human
.action, including_that of children and adults, communication must_betwo-way;
that is, neither of the two members of a communicative dyad should_eend a
greatly disproportionate number of the messages. Thus, you are asked to 4i:Ve

M=

. 4
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--albw"rating_to those mother-child pairs_ where either the mother or the
cil'clriiiP;a:largely disproportionate number of the messages (verbal or

,

,..nbn-verbal), (For any pairs you rate with a "1" or "2" or a "3", please check
-
Whether it Was the mother or the child who sent the larger number of
.;*6SSage6

Optimum values: The OPtiMumLis_seen_here as being an eguivalentnuMbecr of
messagesëäs eht°-.by êäch individual. ThtS, the optinitith rating in this case would
b, "7". and :,"6with:"4' andi-"5-6.;representing, as usual, the middle or average
categories.

Rating-for Gentral-Family.Communication-Environment-,

Gl, Amount of Fangily C--ti

Very quiet,, little or o. ? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7

communication
Appropriate amount of
:communication .

. .

Rating of the overall 1ejarnount ofcommunication in the family should be Y.

considered; Does there pear to be .a consistentcompunication level overall.
.

that is reflected in the videotape? The judgei.wi4 need .t6 consider the
effect the presence of the videotaping might have on:televel. of communi
catiOn; The judges are to reflect how much communication seems to go on in

4- the family among each and all faMily. members.' This should provide some back.
ground against which some of the other ratings can be considered.

. .

Negative values: Does the family seeM tb.onlY eat and nOt talk? If you judge
the family to be generally-quiet whether olOot they are being videotaped,
then give.. the family a loWer rating of -17 4- "2."

.

. ,

*

positive values: The entire family appears to be "Chatting" as they normally
do (without videotaping) and does not appear to be.straining to make conver-
sation. If you judge the family to be generally communicative Whether.or not
they are being videotaped, then give them a high rating of "6".or "7."

Va
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GALLAUDET COLLEGE
Barbara Bodner-Johnson

Family Environment Study

Family ID:
Rater #:

Competency Rating Form

Mother

*1. Level of comfort during 1) 2 3 4 5
communication (

*2. Use of body language,
nonverbal communicatio
gestures

? 1) 2 3

(
4 5
)

*3 Enjoyment of communica- ? 1) 2 3 4 5
tion with child ( )

Enjoyment of communica-
tion with mother

*5. Enjoyment of communica-
tion with father

6. Use of voice ? 2 3 4 5

7. Understandable speech ? 1) 2 3.4 5

8. Response to sound.' ? 1) -2 3 4 5

9: Voice quality ? 1) 3 4 5

10. Understandable manual
symbols

2 3 4 5

11; Eye:contact for communi-
cation

2 3 4 5

12; Quality of manual 2 3 4 5

symbols.

q3; Attention span

*=Consensus items; = ConsenSuS Score

rather Child

6

6

6

(7

(7

(7

? 1) 2

2

2

3 4

.
O

3 4

( )

3 4

( )

5 6

5 6

5 6

6 (7 ? 1) 2 3 4 5 6

6 (7 ? 1) 2 3 4 5 6

.6 (7 ? 1) 2 3 4 5 6

I) 33456

6 (7 7 A'.2 3 4 5 6

6 (7 ? 2 3 4 5 6

'110-

6 (7 ? 4 5 6

(7 ? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7

( )

(7 ? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7

( )

(7

? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7

( )

3 4 5 6 (7

( )

(7 ? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7

(7 7. 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7

(7 ? 1) 3 3 4 5 6 (7

(7 ? I) 2 3 4 5-6--(7

(7 ? 2 3 4 5 6 (7

4

(7 ? 1) 3 4 5 6 .(7

(7 ? 1) 3 4 5 6 (7..

? 1) 2 3 4 5 6 (7

)



Rating Form
Page 2

Level/amount of mutual
understanding

*R2. Level/amount of mutual
gratification from
communication

.*R3. Spatial distance, placement
of parent-child fot
communication

*R4. Balance of messages sent
f and .received

Cl.4 Amount of family

?

?

?

?

Mother-Child

1) 3 4 5 6
( )

3 4 5 6
( )

2 3 4 5.6
(

1) 2 3 4 5 6
( )

1) 2 3 4 5 6

(7

(7

(7

(7

(7

?

?

?

?

Father-Child

1) 2 3 4 5 6
( )

1) 2 3 4 5 6
( )_

3 4 5 6
( )

1) 2 3 4 5 6
( )

1) 2 3 4 5 6

(7

(7

(7

(7

(7 ? 1)

Child

( )

( )

( )

( )

2 3 4 5

communication

.

6



APPENDIX D

VARIABLE LIST

4.
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Variables:

VAR 230

VAR 164

VAR 170

VAR 200
VAR 204
VAR 205
VAR 209

'`

VAR 210
VAR 211
VAR 213

VAR 231
VAR 232
VAR 234

VAR 241
VAR 242

VAR 276
VAR 243
VAR' 247

VAR 254
VAR 262
VAR 261'
VAR 261-

VAR*268

VAR 271

VAR 288
VAR 289

VAR 290

VAR 2f1

VAR 293

VAR 294

VAR 295

Variable List

Labels:

Extent and content of recreational. activities. of parents
and child

.

Parental aspirations for child's education--level
achievement:
Parents' expectations or standatd for child's current
grades
Child reads to parents in any communication= mode
Extent child reads books on his/her own

,,Frequency parents'help child with English grammar
Frequency parents introduce child to a new word and/or'
sign
Ex ent parents read books

ltd

Par nts read to child. at early age,before preschool
Chi brings books home to read from libraryi school
friend
Parents expect child to do homework regularly
How much time parents expect child to dcOlomework
Parental preparation and planning-for.tht attainment of

oY

child's educational goals
Parents' knowledge of content of child's, school studies.
Parents' knowledge of the child's grades/Progress in
school studies
Frequency parents discuss child's progress at school
Encyclopedias in home and parents discuss them:with child
The extent and content of educational activities parents
and child engage in together
Parerit involvement in child's sporting activities
Time child watches TV on weekends
Parents' discussion with.child of TYr4rograms.
At what age parents expect/allow child to earn spending
money
At what age parents expect/allow child to go around the
neighborhood to play where he/she wants
At what age parents expect/allow child to makecertain
decisions -

Pat nts' manner of
Pi -' .knowledge
lb-

ents' knowledge
of child'S hearing
Parents' knowledge

-.t

adapting to deafness.
of level and nature of child's hearing

of type, function and appropriateness
aid
of content of child's speech and

speech
auditory training,
Frequency parents discuss child's progress in and
Auditory training J
Frequency parentt meet with teacher to dismiss Child's
progress "in Speechand'auditory training .

Parents learned to sign elative to when the need became
apparent '

A'1

X28



Variables: Labels:

VAR 297 Parents' activities related to learning sign language
VAR 298 FrequenCy parents discuss child's general communication

(receptive and expressive language) progress (oral or
manual)

VAR 299 Frequency parents meet with teacher to discuss child's
communication progress

VAR 300 Parents' knowledge of child's general Communication`''
&binges

VAR 301 Extent of parents' participation in deaf community
VAR 305 Frequency parents discuss deaf, ommunity
VAR 307 Parental belief regarding supervision needs of deaf

children
VAR 311 Parental belief regarding the needto explain discipline

rules and techniques.
J)5xental satisfaction with child'sschool
'Parental belief regarding amount of homework
Parental belief regarding amount of art; music; and drama
Parental belief regarding amount of reading instruction
Parents' belief that the child's school curriculum should
include more mathematics
Parental belief regarding teacher's friendliness
Parental belief regarding teacher's fairness
Parental belief regarding teacher's interest in child's
education.
Parents' belief regarding child's time spent on special

. causes for deaf children
Parental belief regarding their welcomeness in the school
Parental belief regarding how well deaf and hearing
children mix in school
Parental belief regarding the amount of information they
receive about the child's school progress
Child's activities after school
Child's_ activities after evening meal
Parental expectations for child's education-level
achievement
Tarental aspirations for child's pccupation -level
achievement_
Parents' jobs
Whether parents wish to change jobs'
Frequency parents give child articles from newspaper or
magazines

VAR 42
VAR 43
.VAR 46
VAR 47
'VAR .48

VAR 49
VAR 50
VAR 51

VAR 53

'VAR 54

VAR 56

57

VAR.259
VAR 260
VAR: '165

VAR 167

. VAR 173-
VAR 174
VAR 185

VAR 186' Extent of parents' English usage in the home.
VAR 187 Extent of child's English usage in the home
VAR 188 Keenness of parents for correct and effective language

usage
Quality of language usage of the parents
Frequency-parents praise orcongratulate child
Parents' beliefs'regarding their adaptation to their
child's deafness

VAR 189
VAR 237
VAR 286
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APPENDIX E

GROUP STACKED HISTOGRAMS FOR THREE DISCRIMINANT
ANALYSES FOR FAMILY ENVIRONMENT PREDICTING

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
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All - Group, Stacsed Histogram
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3ymbols used in plots: 1= Law Achievers;- 2. High Achievers
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